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Summary 
Opioid receptor ligands (opioids) represent the gold standard for severe pain treatment. 

However, approved opioids possess many serious side effects even if they are used according 

to medical instructions. As a result, opioid use leads to thousands of hospitalizations and 

deaths each year. Four different opioid receptor subtypes exist but approved opioids mainly 

activate the µ-opioid receptor (MOR). Activation of the κ-opioid receptor (KOR) emerged as a 

promising strategy to sufficiently alleviate pain while improving the side effect profile of opioids. 

However, KOR-related side effects and the high structural similarity of the opioid receptor 

subtypes renders rational drug design challenging. 

The opioid receptor system is not only involved in pain modulation, but also in the maintenance 

of mood homeostasis. Antagonism of the KOR recently emerged as a promising strategy for 

the development of novel antidepressants with fast-onset antidepressant effects that are also 

effective against suicidal intent. However, the chemical space of KOR selective antagonists is 

limited. No short-acting and selective KOR antagonists have been approved so far.  

This dissertation encompasses retrospective and prospective studies that focus on in silico 

techniques to address current questions in opioid research. The first three articles, conducted 

retrospective in silico analyses of HS-731, an opioid agonist, Compound A, a KOR/MOR dual 

antagonist, and Salvinorin A (SalA), a non-basic, KOR-selective agonist. These analyses 

aimed to improve our limited understanding of the factors that determine opioid receptor 

activity and selectivity. The investigated compounds are of high pharmacological interest. 

HS-731 represents an analgesic with a potentially improved safety profile due to its exclusion 

from the central nervous system (CNS). Compound A has a unique scaffold that may 

overcome the unfavorable kinetic profile of current antidepressant opioids. SalA represents a 

non-basic agonist with exceptional KOR selectivity that potentially binds dissimilar to basic 

opioids at the KOR. Protein-ligand binding modes of the compounds at the opioid receptor 

subtypes were predicted and selectivity determinants rationalized. Important protein-ligand 

interactions responsible for the opioid receptor activity of these ligands were highlighted. A 

new binding site for SalA above the typical morphinan binding site that is highly non-conserved 

was discovered. The SalA binding mode is consistent with structure-activity relationship (SAR) 

data and rationalizes the exceptional receptor subtype selectivity of SalA at the KOR. In 

addition, a partial agonism-inducing mechanism for the KOR was hypothesized involving an 

interaction between the extracellular oriented parts of the transmembrane helices 5 and 6. 

Typical opioids possess a basic amine moiety interacting with a conserved aspartate residue 

inside the binding site. Since the discover of non-basic and highly KOR-selective SalA, the 

design of non-basic opioids became a new and promising strategy for the selective activation 

of the KOR, circumventing MOR-associated severe side effects. However, the number of 
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known non-basic opioids is strongly limited and rational drug design of new non-basic opioids 

is the hindered by the lack of understanding about the binding mode of SalA. In the fourth 

article included in this dissertation, a prospective 3D pharmacophore-based virtual screening 

campaign was conducted. The campaign was based on the SalA binding mode postulated in 

the third article. The aim was to determine new non-basic and selective KOR ligands. 

Pharmacological in vitro experiments confirmed two of the suggested compounds to activate 

the KOR with nanomolar potency and good subtype selectivity. One hit compound possesses 

a full agonistic and one compound shows a partial agonistic profile at the KOR. Both hit 

compounds share a novel spiro-moiety-containing scaffold.  

Overall, the findings of this dissertation provide new mechanistic insights into opioid receptor 

activation in the context of current progress in structural biology, and lay the basis for 

improved, rational drug design of safer analgesics and novel antidepressants with KOR 

activity. 
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Zusammenfassung 
Opioide stellen die Standardmedikation für die Behandlung starker Schmerzen dar. 

Zugelassene Opioide besitzen jedoch viele schwerwiegende Nebenwirkungen, selbst wenn 

sie entsprechend der pharmazeutischen Zulassung eingenommen werden. Infolgedessen 

werden jährlich Tausende von Krankenhauseinweisungen und Todesfällen durch Nutzung 

von Opioiden verursacht. Es sind vier verschiedene Opioidrezeptor-Subtypen bekannt, doch 

die zugelassenen Opioide aktivieren hauptsächlich den µ-Opioidrezeptor (MOR). Agonismus 

am κ-Opioidrezeptor (KOR) stellt eine vielversprechende Strategie dar, um Schmerzen 

ausreichend lindern und gleichzeitig das Nebenwirkungsprofil von Opioiden verbessern zu 

können, jedoch wird ein rationales Wirkstoffdesign durch die KOR-bedingten Nebenwirkungen 

und die starke strukturelle Ähnlichkeit der Opioidrezeptor-Subtypen behindert. 

Die Opioidrezeptoren sind nicht nur an der Schmerzmodulation, sondern auch an der 

Aufrechterhaltung der Stimmungshomöostase beteiligt. Vor kurzem hat sich der KOR-

Antagonismus als vielversprechende Strategie für die Entwicklung neuer Antidepressiva mit 

schnell einsetzender antidepressiver Wirkung erwiesen, welche auch gegen Suizidabsichten 

wirken. Die chemische Vielfalt der selektiven KOR-Antagonisten ist jedoch stark begrenzt. 

Bislang sind noch keine kurz wirksamen und selektiven KOR-Antagonisten zugelassen 

worden. 

Diese Dissertation umfasst auf retrospektive und prospektive in silico Studien, die aktuelle 

Fragen in der Opioidforschung adressieren. In den ersten drei Veröffentlichungen dieser 

Dissertation wurden retrospektive In-silico-Analysen von HS-731, einem Opioid-Agonisten, 

von Compound A, einem dualen KOR/MOR-Antagonisten, und von Salvinorin A (SalA), einem 

nicht-basischen, KOR-selektiven Agonisten, durchgeführt. Ziel dieser Arbeiten war es unser 

begrenztes Verständnis über die Faktoren zu verbessern, die die Aktivität und Selektivität an 

Opioidrezeptoren bestimmen. Die untersuchten Opioide selbst sind von großer 

pharmakologischer Relevanz. HS-731 ist ein Analgetikum mit einem potenziell verbesserten 

Nebenwirkungsprofil, da es nicht in das zentrale Nervensystem gelangen kann. Compound A 

verfügt über eine neue chemische Struktur, die das ungünstige kinetische Profil der 

derzeitigen antidepressiven Opioide überwinden könnte. SalA ist ein nichtbasischer Agonist 

mit außergewöhnlicher KOR-Selektivität und möglicherweise andersartigem KOR-

Bindemodus als für basische Opioide üblich. Bindungsmodi der Opioide an den 

Opioidrezeptor-Subtypen sowie Selektivität determinierende Faktoren wurden bestimmt. 

Wichtige Protein-Ligand-Interaktionen wurden aufgezeigt, die für die Aktivität dieser Opioide 

an den Opioidrezeptoren verantwortlich sind. Es wurde eine neue, Bindetasche für SalA 

oberhalb der typischen Morphinan-Bindungsstelle entdeckt, in einem weniger konservierten 

Teil des Rezeptors. Der SalA-Bindungsmodus deckt sich mit den Daten zur Struktur-Aktivitäts-
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Beziehung von SalA und erklärt die außergewöhnliche Rezeptorsubtypen-Selektivität von 

SalA am KOR. Darüber hinaus wurde eine Hypothese zur Induzierung von Partialagonismus 

am KOR aufgestellt, welche auf einer Interaktion zwischen den extrazellulär orientierten 

Abschnitten der Transmembranhelices 5 und 6 beruht. 

Opioide besitzen normalerweise eine basische Amin-Gruppe, die mit einem konservierten 

Aspartat in der Bindetasche interagiert. Seit der Entdeckung des potenten und selektiven 

KOR-Agonisten SalA stellt die Entwicklung von nichtbasischen Opioiden eine neue und 

vielversprechende Strategie für die selektive KOR-Aktivierung dar, welche die mit dem MOR 

assoziierten schweren Nebenwirkungen umgehen kann. Allerdings ist die Zahl der bekannten 

nichtbasischen Opioide stark begrenzt. In der vierten Publikation dieser Dissertation wurde 

ein prospektives 3D-Pharmakophor-basiertes virtuelles Screening durchgeführt. Das 

Screening basierte auf dem SalA-Bindungsmodus, der in der dritten Publikation postuliert 

wurde. Ziel des Screenings war es, neue nicht-basische und selektive KOR-Liganden zu 

finden. Pharmakologische In-vitro-Experimente bestätigten zwei der von uns 

vorgeschlagenen Verbindungen als KOR Agonisten mit nanomolarer Potenz und guter 

Subtypen-Selektivität. Eine Verbindung stellt einen KOR-Vollagonisten, die andere einen 

KOR-Partialagonisten dar. Beide Verbindungen teilen ein neuartiges Spiro-Molekülgerüst.  

Insgesamt bieten die Ergebnisse dieser Dissertation neue mechanistische Einblicke in die 

Opioidrezeptoraktivierung im Kontext aktueller Fortschritte in der Strukturbiologie und bilden 

die Grundlage für ein verbessertes, rationales Wirkstoffdesign von sichereren Analgetika und 

neuartigen Antidepressiva mit KOR-Aktivität.  
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1. Introduction 
1.1. G Protein-Coupled Receptors 
G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are the largest family of membrane receptors in the 

human body [1]. They consist of a seven-transmembrane (7TM) structure embedded in the 

cell membrane [2]. Although the term GPCR is well established, it would be more precise to 

name them 7TM-receptors, as receptor family members without detectable G protein coupling 

are known [3,4]. GPCRs are omnipresent in the human body and play a pivotal role in a 

plethora of physiological and pathophysiological processes. For instance, GPCRs are linked 

to metabolic disorders, neurodegeneration, immune responses, and cancer [5]. Thus, GPCRs 

represent drug targets of high interest [5,6]. This dissertation deals with opioid receptors that 

belong to the GPCR family with special attention to the κ-opioid receptor (KOR). 

To provide a comprehensive overview of GPCRs, the GPCR classification (section 1.1.1.), 

structure (section 1.1.2.), activation and signaling (section 1.1.3.), and pharmacological 

potential (section 1.1.4.) are described in this chapter. In the following chapter (section 1.2.) 

special characteristics of the opioid receptor family as the GPCRs of interest in this dissertation 

are highlighted. 

 

1.1.1. Classification System of G Protein-Coupled Receptors 
With over 800 distinct members in the human genome, GPCRs represent the largest family of 

membrane receptors [1,3]. The GPCR family comprises a large structural diversity, which 

makes it necessary to categorize its members into different classes to define the structural 

similarities shared between more similar receptors. The current classification system was 

developed by Fredriksson and coworkers [3] and is referred to as GRAFS classification. 

GRAFS is the abbreviation for the five defined classes, i.e. glutamate, rhodopsin, adhesion, 

frizzled/taste2, and secretin. Fredriksson and colleagues conducted a phylogenetic analysis 

of 802 GPCRs based on their sequences to identify the main clusters, resulting in the GRAFS 

classes mentioned earlier. Most of the GPCRs belong to the rhodopsin class (87.4%), followed 

by adhesion and frizzled/taste2 (3.0%, respectively). Fewer GPCRs were grouped into the 

glutamate and secretin class (1.9%, respectively). A small number of GPCRs could not be 

assigned to any of the five classes (2.9%). Due to the large number of receptors within the 

rhodopsin class the class was further divided into four main groups (α, β, γ, δ) and 13 

subgroups. The only feature shared within all GRAFS classes of GPCRs is the seven-

transmembrane motif. 

The GRAFS classification only focuses on the human genome instead of the entirety of known 

GPCRs as in the competing A-F classification system [7]. There is an overlap between the 

GRAFS classification and the A-F-classification system with rhodopsin corresponding to class 
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A, secretin and adhesion to class B, glutamate to class C, frizzled to class F, and taste2 to 

class T [1]. Class T first belonged to class F but was later redefined as a separate class [1]. 

The opioid receptors discussed in this dissertation belong to the rhodopsin class according to 

the GRAFS classification and class A according to the A-F classification system.  

 

1.1.2. Structural Determination and Characteristics of G Protein-Coupled 
Receptors 
For a long time, the structural determination of GPCRs was hindered by the hydrophobic 

manner of GPCRs with localization within the cell membrane and their low expression levels 

[8]. Recent progress in X-ray crystallography facilitated the structural elucidation of GPCRs. 

In 2000, the first GPCR structure was published representing the inactive state bovine 

rhodopsin receptor covalently bound to 11-cis-retinal [9] confirming the already assumed 

seven-transmembrane structure of GPCRs. Nonetheless, the successful crystallization was 

strongly enabled by the covalent bound ligand that efficiently stabilized the inactive state 

receptor conformation as well as the high receptor expression, both rather untypical for other 

GPCRs [2]. The biologically dynamic behavior of GPCRs, i.e. the permanent fluctuation 

between the active and inactive conformation, regardless of the presence of ligand, usually 

hinders receptor crystallization leading to experimental failure or low-resolution structures [10]. 

Thus, experimental methods stabilizing the protein conformation of interest needed to be 

developed. 

In 2007, Rasmussen and coworkers [11], and Cherezov and coworkers [12] successfully 

published crystal structures of the β2-adrenergic receptor (β2AR). Rasmussen's group 

facilitated crystallization by using an antibody against the intracellular loop 3 (ICL3) of β2AR 

bound to the inverse agonist Carazol. Cherezov and coworkers replaced the flexible ICL3 of 

β2AR with a less flexible T4 lysozyme fusion protein in the presence of Carazol. T4 lysozyme 

improves crystallization attempts by the reduction of flexibility in the system as well as by 

increasing the polar surface [2]. These crystal structures provided new insights into the 

structural determinants of GPCRs and the recognition of their ligands, for which Robert J. 

Lefkowitz and Brian K. Kobilka were awarded the Nobel Prize in 2012 [8]. The introduction of 

different fusion proteins at the N-terminus, C-terminus, or ICL3, as well as high-affinity 

antibodies and nanobodies stabilizing the receptor in a particular conformation, promoted the 

crystallization of several GPCRs in the following years [1]. For instance, Che and 

coworkers [13] used the nanobody Nb39 to stabilize the active state conformation of the KOR 

bound to the small molecule agonist MP1104. Further methods for improving crystallization 

represent the introduction of thermostabilizing mutations into the receptor to reduce 

conformational flexibility and the truncation of flexible regions [2]. 
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Despite recent improvements in GPCR crystallography, several challenges remain. In 

particular, the structures of flexible termini and loop regions often remain unresolved due to 

attached fusion proteins or their flexibility in the natural state. Crystallization is a complex and 

time-consuming process [10], and some receptors do not crystallize. Therefore, further 

advancements in structural elucidation techniques are necessary. 

Besides X-ray crystallography, cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM), and nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy are suitable methods for the structural 

determination of proteins [2], yet NMR spectroscopy is of secondary importance due to 

complex experimental validation and the need for preliminary experiments [14,15]. Cryo-EM 

methods for GPCR structure determination have only emerged in recent years as advances 

in electron detectors and data analysis facilitated the determination of protein complexes of 

lower molecular weight in acceptable resolution [16]. Liang and coworkers [16] published the 

first GPCR structure elucidated with single-particle cryo-EM in 2017. From then, the number 

of GPCR structures solved by cryo-EM explosively increased. Cryo-EM offers advantages 

over crystallography due to its lower time and resource requirements, as well as its ability to 

work with less stable receptors. Crystals need up to weeks to form and grow, whereby receptor 

conformation needs to be maintained, while cryo-EM can be performed within minutes after 

protein preparation [10]. Receptor crystallization often requires an iterative process of 

engineering to improve crystal structure resolution whereas cryo-EM tolerates flexible 

proteins, native wild-type receptor structures, and small amounts of sample [10]. Unlike 

crystallography, cryo-EM allows the determination of different conformational states within the 

sample that could be part of the activation mechanism [17]. In summary, cryo-EM is a valuable 

method for exploring the conformational space of GPCRs and may aid in revealing the 

structure of GPCRs that cannot be obtained through receptor crystallization. However, 

whether cryo-EM is applicable as a method depends on the size of the protein system. The 

current minimal target size for cryo-EM is about 50-60 kDa and therefore it is not yet possible 

to determine the structure of a single GPCR [18] as most GPCRs have a molecular weight 

below 40 kDA [19] Instead structures of GPCRs in complex with intracellular transducers (such 

as G proteins and arrestins) or antibodies are determined providing new insights into GPCR 

activation.  

 

The experimentally solved GPCR structures reveal structural characteristics for the different 

classes of GPCRs. This study focuses on rhodopsin class GPCRs (class A) and therefore 

structural similarities and differences between the determined GPCR classes are only briefly 

described. The only structural motif conserved within the GPCR family is the seven-

transmembrane motif embedded in the cell membrane [3]. The seven counterclockwise 

oriented α-helices are connected by three ICLs and three extracellular loops (ECLs). The N-
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terminus of the receptors is extracellularly oriented, while the C-terminal end is intracellularly 

located (Figure 1). The N-terminal domain varies significantly among different classes: The 

rhodopsin class, which includes opioid receptors, has a short N-terminus, while all other 

classes have a long N-terminus [2,3,6]. The secretin class is characterized by an enlarged 

extracellular domain while the adhesion class additionally exhibits various adhesion regions 

attached to the N-terminus. Glutamate class GPCRs exhibit venus flytrap domains (VFTD) 

and cysteine-rich domains (CRD) at the large N-terminus and participate in homo- or 

heterodimers. Frizzled receptors are characterized by CRDs too. The GPCR orthosteric 

binding site is defined as the site where the endogenous ligand binds [20]. It is located within 

the helical bundle for rhodopsin and secretin class GPCRs [1,20] which includes the opioid 

receptors. In the other classes, the orthosteric binding site is placed within the extracellular 

domain while the helical bundle provides allosteric binding sites [1].  

 
Figure 1. Structural characteristics of GPCRs. A) 2D schematic of a class A GPCR (rhodopsin-like) 
embedded in a membrane (grey). B) 3D representation of KOR as an example GPCR (Protein data 
bank-ID or PDB-ID: 4DJH [21]). The 7TM domain resembles a cylindrical conformation. 
 

Differences in sequence and structure of individual GPCRs render the comparison of receptor 

parts between GPCRs challenging. To facilitate the structural comparison of different GPCRs, 
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Ballesteros and Weinstein introduced a residue numbering scheme [22]. Each receptor amino 

acid is assigned an identifier that refers to the position of the amino acid within the GPCR. The 

identifier consists of two indices, the first refers to the closest transmembrane helix, and the 

second refers to the position of the amino acid with respect to a reference amino acid. The 

most conserved residue within each transmembrane domain serves as the reference amino 

acid and is assigned an arbitrary second index of 50. The most conserved residue within the 

sixth transmembrane helix is therefore characterized by the identifier 6.50. The amino acid 

five positions before in the sequence is characterized by 6.45, while the amino acid five 

positions later in the sequence is characterized by the identifier 6.55. In combination with the 

amino acid type and sequence number, a comparison between related receptors is feasible. 

For example, the conserved residue D1383.32 of the KOR refers to an aspartic acid at position 

138 of the KOR sequence, placed in the third transmembrane helix, eighteen positions before 

the most conserved residue within the third helix. This residue is conserved across the 

classical opioid receptors as the µ-opioid receptor (MOR) and δ-opioid receptor (DOR) exhibit 

the same amino acid type at the same position (D1493.32, D1283.32, respectively). 

 

1.1.3. Receptor Activation and Signaling 
Constitutive activity, also called basal activity, defines the activity level of a receptor in absence 

of a receptor-activating ligand [23]. GPCRs show constitutive activity, which varies from 

receptor to receptor [20]. While the human bradykinin 2 receptor (B2R) shows rather low 

constitutive activity, the human DOR and the viral GPCR US28 possess high constitutive 

activity [24,25]. The presence of constitutive activity reflects the dynamic behavior of the 

GPCR receptor family, which allows for transit between the inactive and active state by 

chance.  

The activity profile of GPCRs can be modified by ligands that bind to the receptor. One can 

distinguish between agonists, which promote receptor activation, antagonists, which occupy 

the receptor binding site without altering the basal activity, and inverse agonists, which 

decrease receptor activation below the basal level (Figure 2) [2,8]. Partial agonists, which 

increase receptor activation above basal level but without a full receptor response, further 

expand the number of possible receptor modifications [20].  

GPCR ligands are diverse and include endogenous lipids, peptides, glycosaminoglycans, 

biogenic amines, hormones, proteins, and glycoproteins, as well as exogenous ligands like 

drugs, flavoring substances, odorants, and even photons [5,8]. Adhesion class GPCRs can 

even interact with microbial ligands [8]. 
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Figure 2. Representation of the ligand’s influence on the receptor signal profile. 
 

GPCR signaling is a highly complex process with multiple ways to fine-tune the intracellular 

response. Receptor signaling can be regulated by ligand binding to orthosteric and allosteric 

binding sites, GPCR phosphorylation by GPCR kinases (GRKs), and the dimerization or 

oligomerization state, all of which alter the receptor selectivity towards intracellular 

transducers [5]. Once the receptor adopts an active conformation, it can interact with several 

different intracellular transducers.  

Guanosine triphosphate binding proteins, also called GTP binding proteins or G proteins, are 

the canonical intracellular transducers of GPCRs. There are four different families of G 

proteins, named Gs, Gi/o, Gq/11, and G12/13 [26]. The heterotrimeric G protein consists of three 

subunits (α-, β-, γ-subunit) whose exact composition can vary by the different subtypes of the 

three subunits [27]. To date 16 Gα-, 4Gβ-, and 12 Gγ-subunits are known [27]. The exact 

composition of the G protein determines the coupling efficacy towards the activated receptor 

as well as the resulting pharmacological effects. Upon receptor activation, the G protein 

exchanges its bound GDP by GTP, followed by a dissociation into the α- and βγ-subunits 

which in turn modulate downstream effector proteins [28]. GKRs phosphorylate GPCRs at the 

intracellular domain (C-terminus and ICLs) which allows for the subsequent interaction with 

arrestins [29]. Four different arrestins are known, of which two (arrestin 1, 4) are exclusively 

for the visual system leaving two arrestins (arrestin 2, 3, also called β-arrestin 1, 2) for the 

remaining GPCRs [30]. Arrestins modulate GPCRs through three mechanisms [29,30]. First, 
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they bind phosphorylated GPCRs with high affinity thereby preventing G proteins from binding 

to the receptor. Second, they cause receptor desensitization by receptor internalization. Third, 

arrestins function as independent signal transducers leading to distinct pharmacological 

effects. Independent of the main signal transducers, i.e. G proteins and arrestins, GPCRs 

interact with PDZ-scaffold proteins [5], receptor-activating modifying proteins (RAMPs) [5], 

Janus kinase 2 (JAK2) [8], and Na+-H+ exchange regulatory factor 1 (NHERF1) [8]. The 

signaling process is further complicated by the modulation of GPCRs by other GPCRs, which 

is known as GPCR 'cross-talk'. [31]. 

 

The conformational space adopted by each GPCR defines the set of downstream mediators 

involved in receptor signaling and, therefore, the receptor’s signaling profile. This implies the 

existence of a set of active conformations for one receptor rather than one defined active 

conformation [32]. Ligands that induce distinct receptor conformational changes lead to 

different signaling events, a phenomenon referred to as ligand bias [32]. Biased signaling (also 

referred to as functional selectivity) holds the promise of activating therapeutically desired 

signaling pathways while omitting those correlated with side effects [32,33].  

Despite the structural diversity of GPCRs and the complex signaling pathways, class A 

GPCRs (rhodopsin-like GPCRs) share a similar activation mechanism [2]. Ligand binding to 

the receptor from the extracellular side leads to subtle conformational changes in the binding 

site that propagate via rearrangements of various conserved motifs within the GPCRs and 

eventually cause an intracellular receptor opening necessary for signal transducer recruitment 

[34]. The whole process is referred to as ‘allosteric coupling’ [26] which is described as follows 

for rhodopsin class GPCRs: Ligand binding to the orthosteric binding site positioned in the 

helical bundle [2] causes conformational rearrangements and a contraction of the binding site 

[26] initiating the receptor activation process (Figure 3). The small ligand-induced 

delocalization causes (i) the collapse of the sodium pocket releasing the sodium ion 

accommodated in the inactive receptor state (Figure 3F), (ii) toggle switches of W6.48 in the 

CWxP motif (Figure 3E) and Y7.53 in the NPxxY motif (Figure 3D), (iii) a rotation of F6.44 within 

the PIF motif (Figure 3C), and (iv) the disruption of the ‘ionic lock’, a salt bridge between D3.49 

and R3.50, within the D/ERY motif (Figure 3B) [34]. As a result, several transmembrane helices 

translocate, of which the outward movement of transmembrane helix 5 (TM5) and TM6 as well 

as the inward movement of TM7 are the most pronounced [2] (Figure 4). The helix 

rearrangements open the intracellular receptor interface functioning as a binding site to 

several transducers [34]. The aforementioned motifs participating in the receptor activation 

process are highly conserved within rhodopsin-like GPCRs and positioned in the lower half of 

the receptor. Additionally, the conformational rearrangements of these motifs during the 

activation process are propagated by a conserved water network within the receptor [34].  
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Figure 3. Comparison of active and inactive KOR with the corresponding conserved motifs. A) Active 
state KOR (PDB-ID: 6B73, blue) on the left and inactive state KOR (PDB-ID: 4DJH, grey) on the right. 
Panels B-F show enlargements of conserved motifs. B) DRY motif. C) PIF motif D) NPxxY motif. E) 
CWxP motif. F) Sodium binding pocket. 
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of general movements of transmembrane helices during receptor 
activation. The model system shown is the KOR (PDB IDs: 6B73 for active state in blue, 4DJH for 
inactive state in grey). 
 
1.1.4. G Protein-Coupled Receptors as Drug Targets 
Nearly half of the 802 GPCRs encoded in the human body regulate sensory perception while 

the remaining receptors are involved in physiological and pathophysiological processes [1,5]. 

GPCRs are relevant for cardiovascular, metabolic, endocrine, and neural disorders, pain 

modulation, immune system response, and even cancer [5,32] reflecting their high 

pharmacological potential. 

The location of GPCRs on the cell surface makes them readily accessible to drugs in the blood 

system. The combination of their accessibility to drugs and their pharmacological relevance 

makes GPCRs promising drug targets. More than 30% of approved drugs target GPCRs 

[32,35] rendering GPCRs the main target for approved drugs [1]. There are more than 500 

drugs that modulate rhodopsin-like (class A) GPCRs [35], with aminergic or peptidic 

rhodopsin-like receptors most commonly targeted [6]. Indications include nausea, insomnia, 

pain, hypertension, cardiovascular diseases, pulmonary disorders, cancer, multiple sclerosis, 

and Parkinson’s disease among others [6]. A small number of drugs targeting the remaining 

GPCR classes are known, but these are of secondary pharmacological importance [6]. 

Although GPCRs are the most important drug targets, only a small fraction of individual 

receptors is currently targeted by drugs. Of the 802 human GPCRs, approximately 40% are 

considered druggable, and of these, only about half are targeted by drugs [6]. Therefore, most 

GPCRs escape clinical treatment [1]. Targeting neglected receptors can improve treatment in 
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various pathophysiological processes. However, many of these receptors are ‘orphan 

receptors’ with unknown endogenous ligands hindering rational drug design [36]. 

Due to structural similarities within GPCR classes, many drugs target a set of GPCRs rather 

than a single defined receptor [6]. In the case of bivalent ligands, which are explicitly designed 

to target multiple receptors simultaneously, this is a desired phenomenon [20]. However, in 

most cases, these additional targets ("off-targets") result in side effects rather than 

therapeutically desired effects [20,37]. 

The challenge of insufficient receptor selectivity is frequently caused by high structural 

similarity of the orthosteric binding site, especially between receptor subtypes or closely 

related receptors [2,37], such as the opioid receptor subtypes. Ligands targeting both 

orthosteric and allosteric binding sites can improve receptor selectivity [2,20]. 

 

1.2. Opioid Receptors 
Following the general outline of GPCR classification, structure, signaling, and pharmacological 

potential in the previous sections, this chapter focuses on the opioid receptors as the GPCR 

model system studied in this dissertation. Opioid receptors consist of four receptor subtypes: 

KOR, MOR, DOR, and the nociceptin/orphanin FQ peptide (NOP) receptor [38]. They belong 

to the γ branch of rhodopsin-like (class A) GPCRs [3]. Opioid receptors participate in several 

physiological processes with pain modulation and mood regulation, being of special 

pharmacological interest [33,39]. Opioid receptors are long-studied GPCRs, many opioid 

receptor ligands (opioids) are known [33,40,41] and several structures experimentally solved 

[13,42-47]. However, the clinical value of known opioids as analgesics is limited by their severe 

side effects [48]. Patients might experience respiratory depression, addiction, constipation, 

and sedation among others [48,49]. Increased opioid prescriptions resulted in the so-called 

‘opioid crisis’ in the United States with thousands of hospitalization events and deaths per year 

[50]. Besides pain perception, opioid receptors are also involved in mood regulation and have 

recently been suggested as new antidepressant agents [39]. Given the ongoing ‘opioid crisis’ 

in the United States [50] and the urgent need for new antidepressants [51] opioid receptor 

modulation, especially of the KOR, is emerging as a promising strategy to address both 

problems [48,51,52]. Therefore, this section describes the role of opioid receptors in pain and 

depression, followed by an overview of current small molecule treatment strategies for both 

indications, including current therapeutic issues. Subsequently, the applicability of in silico 

techniques to find solutions and optimize opioids is demonstrated by the presence of 

numerous opioid ligands and experimental structures. Finally, we briefly describe how new, 

potentially optimized opioids are evaluated in vitro. This dissertation focuses on the KOR, but 
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this receptor subtype must be viewed in the context of the remaining opioid receptors. Thus, 

this section will cover all opioid receptor subtypes with special attention to the KOR. 

 

1.2.1. Physiological and Pathophysiological Role of Opioid Receptors 
KOR, MOR, DOR, and NOP are expressed in the central nervous system (CNS), peripheral 

nervous system (PNS), neuroendocrine cells, immune cells, and ectodermal cells [40]. The 

opioid receptors couple to seven G protein subtypes (Gi1, Gi2, Gi3, GoA, GoB, Gz, and Gustducin) 

as well as ß-arrestin 1 and ß-arrestin 2 [53]. The classical opioid receptors (KOR, MOR, DOR) 

share 50-70% sequence identity [54] while the NOP sequence differs to a greater extent, but 

still shows around 50% homology [55]. Opioid receptors substantially modulate several 

(patho-)physiological processes such as pain perception, mood, anxiety, respiratory control, 

addiction, convulsions, water balance control, feeding, hormone release, and gastrointestinal 

transit [38,40,51,55,56]. The role of opioid receptors in pain sensation and depression is of 

particular interest for pharmacological treatment and is described in the following. 

Pain is defined by the International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) as ‘an unpleasant 

sensory and emotional experience associated with, or resembling that associated with, actual 

or potential tissue damage’ [57]. Essential physiological pain, also called nociceptive pain, can 

be distinguished from pathological pain [54]. The former protects the body from physiological 

damage by triggering reflexes in the event of acute injury [58]. Pathological pain is caused by 

inflammation, vascular factors, mechanical factors, nerve damage, and cancer and is part of 

many pain syndromes that need to be treated [59,60]. Pain syndromes include postoperative 

pain, wounds, neuropathic pain, cancer, and arthritis among many others [54], and often 

represent chronic conditions. Pathological pain may persist even if the initial trigger for the 

pain has been successfully treated [59]. Pain represents one of the main reasons for medical 

treatment [59] rendering the sufficient treatment of high pharmacological interest. 

Pain perception is physiologically reduced by endogenous opioid peptides that activate opioid 

receptors. Of note, all individual OR subtypes facilitate analgesic effects, but their side effect 

profiles differ [40,61] (Table 1). Upon agonist binding, opioid receptors recruit G proteins that 

subsequently dissociate from their heterotrimeric state into Gα and Gβγ subunits [62]. The 

subunits, in turn, modulate ion channels [51,63] (Figure 5). The Gα subunit inhibits adenylyl 

cyclases and subsequent cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) production [40]. The Gβγ 

subunit directly interacts with ion channels, resulting in decreased Ca2+ influx at pre- and 

postsynaptic Ca2+ channels and activation of rectifying K+ channels (GIRKs, G protein-coupled 

inwardly-rectifying potassium channels) [54]. As a result, the increased K+ efflux and 

decreased Ca2+ influx cause cell hyperpolarization with a reduction in neuronal excitability and 

therefore decreased pain signaling [54]. In addition to the ion channels mentioned above, 
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modulation of Na+ channels, hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated cation 

channels (HCN channels or Ih channels), transient receptor potential vanilloid-1 (TRPV1) 

channels, and acid-sensing ion channels (ASICs) contribute to inhibitory effects of opioid 

receptor activation in pain perception [40,54,64]. 

 

Table 1. Selected effects of opioid receptor activation with clinical relevance. 

KOR MOR DOR NOP 

Analgesia [40,65] Analgesia [40,65] Analgesia [40] Analgesia (spinal) [55] 

Dysphoria [40,65,66] 
Respiratory 
depression 
[40,48,65] 

Seizure [40,66] Hyperalgesia (brain) [55] 

Sedation [40,65] Euphoria [40] Reward [40] Constipation [55] 

Aversion [48] Reward [40] Respiratory 
depression [40] Vasodilatation [55] 

Anhedonia [66] Sedation [40] Anxiety [40] Antitussive effect [55] 

Itch-relief [67] Constipation 
[40,48,65] 

Antidepressant 
effects [65] Anxiolytic effects [55] 

Anxiety [66] Dependence [48]  Reward antagonism [55] 
Diuresis [40] Nausea [40,65]  Sedation [55] 

 Vomiting [40,65]   
 Tolerance [48,65]   
 Itch [48]   
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Figure 5. Opioid receptor signaling scheme. Abbreviations used: A = Agonist, GTP = Guanosine 
triphosphate, GDP = Guanosine diphosphate, Pi = inorganic phosphate, GRK = G protein-coupled 
receptor kinase. 
 

After the receptor is phosphorylated by GRKs, β-arrestin binds to the receptor, preventing G 

proteins from binding and causing the receptor to be internalized with subsequent partial 

degradation [54,63] This mechanism reduces G protein signaling. Furthermore, GPCR-bound 

β-arrestin induces G protein-independent signaling cascades [68] including for example 

mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK) [69], or Src family tyrosine kinases [70]. Typically, 

β-arrestin and G protein signaling result in different desired or undesired pharmacological 

effects [69]. It has been proposed that opioid receptor-induced G protein signaling leads to 

analgesia, while β-arrestin signaling leads to side effects [48,66]. However, this hypothesis 

was recently questioned [71,72]. 

In addition, changes in opioid receptor signaling may occur as a result of adjustments in 

receptor expression levels, receptor trafficking to the cell membrane, and signaling capabilities 

based on the duration of pain-evoking signals [54]. 

 

Besides pain, opioid receptors modulate depression symptoms [39,56,73]. Major depressive 

disorder (MDD) is a severe form of depression characterized by depressed mood, cognitive 

impairment, loss of energy, and suicidal ideation [74]. MDD has a high prevalence [75] and is 

a leading cause of work disability. [76]. Its high prevalence and liability for comorbidities render 

MDD a serious public health issue [76]. MDD is caused by the disruption of the complex 
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interplay of neuronal transmitter release and signaling that regulates mood homeostasis [51]. 

As a result, current antidepressants mainly target monoamine neurotransmission, particularly 

the dopamine, serotonin (5-HT), and noradrenalin systems [74]. However, these medications 

only elicit efficacy after weeks or months of treatment, providing a high potential for non-

response, are ineffective against suicidal intent, and are insufficient for cognitive impairment 

[51]. Some standard antidepressants can initially cause anxiety in patients, which may affect 

their adherence [39]. Thus, there is an urgent need for the development of new antidepressant 

agents [51]. 

The opioid receptor system is substantially involved in mood homeostasis and represents a 

major pharmacological target for the treatment of MDD. All four opioid receptors (KOR, MOR, 

DOR, NOP) are involved in the modulation of the mood homeostasis (Table 1). DOR and MOR 

agonism but KOR and NOP antagonism appear to be beneficial in the treatment of MDD 

whereas KOR agonism induces dysphoria [55,56,76]. However, as described in the next 

section KOR antagonism is most promising for the treatment of depression. The influence of 

opioid receptors on mood homeostasis involves modulation of the dopamine, 5-HT, and 

noradrenaline systems, gene transcription, neurogenesis, and stress adaptation [51,56,77]. 

However, their influence on mood is only partially understood and opioid receptors may act 

differently in different parts of the brain. 

The dopamine system is strongly connected to aversion and reward [78]. KOR is expressed 

at dopaminergic neurons in the nucleus accumbens (NAc), inhibiting the release of dopamine 

[78]. Depressive symptoms worsen by provoking increased KOR activation [56], suggesting 

that decreased dopamine levels increase MDD symptoms. KOR additionally controls 

dopamine reuptake [63]. However, the release of dopamine is also regulated by the activation 

of DOR and MOR [56]. This makes it difficult to draw conclusions about the significance of 

individual receptors for dopamine balance. The interplay between the opioid and the dopamine 

systems is complex, but dopamine 2 receptor (D2R) inactivation seems to potentiate beneficial 

DOR agonistic effects [79]. The D2R is coupled to an inhibitory Gi protein [80]. Short-term 

MOR agonism leads to increased dopamine levels [56]. NOP is expressed in dopaminergic 

neurons in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and NAc with NOP activation reducing dopamine 

release in the NAc [55]. 

5-HT signaling influences depressive symptoms and the KOR system modulates the 5-HT 

system in several ways. KOR activation increases 5-HT release and decreases 5-HT 

transporter (SERT) expression, thereby increasing the concentration of available 5-HT in the 

synaptic cleft [63]. Inhibitory GABAergic neurons, which control 5-HT release, express KOR, 

resulting in increased 5-HT activity when KOR is activated in specific parts of the brain [63]. 

KOR-mediated effects of the 5-HT system in turn modulate dopaminergic neurons in the NAc 

which is assumed to produce dysphoria [56]. The MOR strongly controls the activity of 5-HT 
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neurons, with short-term MOR activation leading to increased 5-HT levels, which is beneficial 

for depressed patients, and sustained agonism leading to decreased 5-HT release, which 

promotes depression [56]. NOP activation decreases 5-HT release in the dorsal raphe nucleus 

(DRN), the major source of 5-HT in the brain [55]. However, modulation of the 5-HT system 

via NOP appears to be more complex [55].  

The role of noradrenaline signaling in the pathogenesis of MDD is complex and still under 

investigation [81]. However, noradrenaline signaling is likely reduced in patients with MDD [56] 

as noradrenaline reuptake inhibitors are effective antidepressants [81]. Noradrenaline 

signaling is known to adapt to stress [81]. NOP activation decreases noradrenaline release in 

the locus coeruleus (LC) which represents the main source of noradrenaline in the brain [55]. 

Persistent MOR activation induces noradrenaline system hyperactivity, correlated with 

aversion [56]. 

In addition to modulating mood homeostasis through monoamine signaling, opioid receptors 

have mood-altering effects through several other mechanisms. Phosphorylated and 

internalized opioid receptors can activate MAPK pathways associated with gene transcription 

and cell differentiation, such as extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK), c-Jun N-terminal 

kinase (JNK), and p38 [63]. These pathways correlate with the development of dysphoria [82]. 

For example, KOR activation-mediated p38 signaling produces aversion [83,84]. DOR and 

MOR antagonism impairs neuronal stem cell proliferation and differentiation reducing neural 

plasticity [56]. However, sustained MOR agonism decreases neuronal proliferation [85]. Both 

KOR antagonism and DOR agonism increase brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) 

activity, which relieves the symptoms of MDD [86,87]. Stress situations cause an adaption of 

the KOR system and its endogenous ligand dynorphin, thereby modulating mood. Chronic 

stress increases KOR expression and decreases dynorphin levels, while acute stress elevated 

dynorphin levels [63]. In addition, epigenetic modulation of the KOR gene results from stress 

and may influence mood control [63]. 

The control mechanisms by which the opioid system influences mood homeostasis are 

extremely complex and not fully understood. Different parts of the brain do not respond 

identically to opioid receptor activation. In addition, other parameters such as environmental 

factors, gender, and stress also modulate the response [77]. Studies evaluating stressors that 

have a strong impact on the KOR/dynorphin system are difficult to evaluate because different 

types of stress, such as acute stress, prolonged stress, social isolation, and threat, result in 

different signaling events and experimental outcomes [77]. 

The strong link between the opioid system and pain perception or mood homeostasis renders 

opioid receptor modulation a promising strategy for the treatment of both severe pain and 

depression. The following section describes how opioid receptors can be modulated by 

endogenous and exogenous ligands to treat these indications.  
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1.2.2. Opioid Receptor Modulation  
Opioid receptors are modulated by endogenous and exogenous ligands [40]. The endogenous 

peptides are derived from four main precursors, specifically pro-opiomelanocortin, 

proenkephalin, prodynorphin, and pronociceptin [38]. Post-translational modifications of these 

precursors generate more than 20 different opioid peptides [88]. The opioid peptides share 

the YGGF motif at their N-termini except for opioid peptides belonging to the nociception family 

exhibiting the FGGF at the N-terminus instead [38]. The first four amino acids at the N-

terminus represent the ‘message’ motif responsible for receptor activation by binding deep 

into the opioid receptor binding site [43]. In the past, opioid peptides of the endorphin family 

were thought to signal exclusively through MOR, the enkephalin family exclusively through 

DOR, and the dynorphin family exclusively through KOR [88]. A recent study by Gomes and 

coworkers showed that many of the opioid peptides signal through all three classical opioid 

receptors, albeit with different selectivity profiles [88]. Several opioid peptides additionally 

exhibit functional selectivity at opioid receptors further complicating the modulation of the 

opioid system by endogenous ligands [88]. The atypical chemokine receptor 3 (ACKR3) binds 

and scavenges opioid peptides [89] suggesting a regulatory mechanism of ACKR3 for opioid 

receptor modulation by controlling opioid peptide concentrations. 

The long tradition of opioid receptor modulation by exogenous ligands began over 3,000 years 

ago with the use of opioid alkaloids from the opium poppy (Papaver somniferum) for pain 

management and recreational purposes [52]. Exogenous ligands can be divided into natural, 

semi-natural, and synthetic ligands according to their origin [90]. Salvinorin A (Article C) is an 

example of a naturally occurring opioid receptor ligand while the peripherally acting HS-731 

(Article A) represents a semisynthetic ligand. Compound A (Article B) is an example of a 

synthetic ligand [40]. 

The most pharmacologically relevant indication for modulation of the opioid system is the 

treatment of severe pain, such as post-operative pain, chronic pain and cancer-related pain. 

Nevertheless, as discussed in the previous section, the opioid system is involved in the 

regulation of numerous physiological processes and therefore represents a valuable target for 

the treatment of several disorders. In addition to pain relief, opioids are used to treat itching, 

cough, addiction, mood disorders including depression, diarrhea, and opioid-induced side 

effects such as constipation [76,90-92].  

The following two sections outline the current state of drug-induced receptor modulation in 

pain and depression treatment. 
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1.2.2.1. Opioids for Pain Treatment 
Opioids are essential in the treatment of pain syndromes, especially severe pain [33]. Current 

opioid analgesics primarily target the MOR [48], which provides adequate pain relief, but also 

cause significant side effects (Table 1). These side effects reduce the clinical value of current 

opioids. Given the ongoing "opioid crisis" in the U.S. [50], the development of safer analgesics 

is of great pharmacological interest [93-95]. 

Several different strategies have been employed to obtain safer analgesics, such as targeting 

novel targets other than opioid receptors [52,93], development of abuse-deterrent formulations 

(ADFs) [41,96], design of G protein-biased opioid receptor ligands [33,48,95,97], discovery of 

peripherally restricted opioid receptor modulators [64,98-100], and design of bifunctional 

opioid receptor ligands [33,94,101,102]. These strategies are discussed in more detail below. 

By targeting non-opioid proteins involved in pain, opioid-related side effects can be avoided. 

Cannabinoid receptors, adrenergic receptors, chemokine receptors, TRPV1 channels, and 

other ion channels have been investigated for their potential in the development of safer 

analgesics, albeit with moderate success [52]. By switching targets, one exchanges the side 

effects of one target for another. As a result, many studies have observed adverse events or 

low efficacy, but some approaches are promising [52]. However, those are out of the scope of 

this dissertation. 

Opioids have a high potential for abuse due to their addictive properties. ADFs have been 

developed to prevent opioid overdose-related hospitalizations and deaths. These formulations 

are designed to interfere with the reward of abuse. For example, ADFs combine agonists with 

antagonists that are only effective when abused, or include physical/chemical barriers that 

prevent crushing of solid doses in preparation for intravenous administration or inhalation [96]. 

Several ADFs have been approved by the FDA, but they do not prevent tampering [41]. 

Therefore, the other strategies discussed in this section are more promising for the design of 

safer analgesics. 

 

Peripherally restricted opioids represent a promising approach for the development of safer 

analgesics with reduced risk of side effects [33,41,99,100]. Pain relief provided by peripheral 

opioid receptors strongly contributes to the analgesic properties of systematically applied 

opioids [54,100], while several opioid side effects are mediated centrally [41,52]. Thus, opioids 

with a peripheral mode of action are proposed to lack CNS side effects such as dysphoria, 

reward, respiratory depression, convulsion, and sedation which often limit the clinical value of 

opioids [41]. Peripherally acting opioids may also alleviate side effects that are at least partially 

mediated by the CNS, such as nausea and diuresis [64]. Experiments have confirmed that 

activation of peripheral opioid receptors alone provides sufficient pain relief [41,52,98-100] 

promoting the efforts to develop peripherally acting opioids with minimal or absent central 
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effects. The development of peripheral analgesics is based on four main approaches, in 

particular the restriction of ligand membrane permeability, the development of efflux pump 

substrates, the use of nanocarriers and the exploitation of pH-dependent opioid activation [64]. 

Limited blood-brain barrier (BBB) crossing is facilitated by hydrophilization of ligands or 

increased molecular weight [64]. Increased drug hydrophilicity can be achieved by 

quaternization of nitrogen atoms, the introduction of polar or ionizable substituents, and ligand 

glucuronidation [64]. The opioid modulator HS-731, discussed in Article A, is an example of a 

peripherally restricted ligand due to hydrophilization. HS-731 is a 6β-glycine substituted 

derivative of 14-O-methyloxymorphone where the introduction of the amino acid glycine 

results in a zwitterionic character preventing HS-731 from entering the CNS (Article A, 

Figure 1). The KOR-selective tetrapeptide CR845 (Difelikefalin) is another peripherally 

restricted KOR modulator with impaired membrane permeability due to hydrophilicity [103]. It 

has been studied in Phase II clinical trials for the treatment of post-operative pain 

(clinicaltrials.gov ID NCT01789476) and is already approved by the FDA for the treatment of 

pruritus associated with chronic kidney disease (CKD) in adults undergoing hemodialysis [67]. 

CR845 provides potent analgesia with only mild side effects and no dysphoria [99]. 

Despite significant BBB permeability, some opioid receptor ligands are unable to produce 

central nervous system effects due to rapid efflux from the brain facilitated by efflux pumps. 

Loperamide, a substrate of P-glycoprotein (P-gp) [104] is the most prominent member of this 

class. The MOR agonist is used clinically for the treatment of diarrhea, specifically targeting 

receptors in the gastrointestinal system, but higher doses of loperamide produce CNS effects 

by saturating P-gp [64]. Decreased loperamide efflux from the brain may also be due to drug 

interactions, either because loperamide competes with other pump substrates for P-gp or 

because a second compound inhibits the efflux pump. Thus, the design of peripheral activity 

should not solely dependent on active transport from the brain. KOR-selective asimadoline 

elicits low capacity for BBB crossing by a combination of its amphiphilic character and P-gp 

activation [64]. It was investigated as an analgesic but due to its difficult action profile and the 

lack of sufficient clinical efficacy at concentrations without side effects development of 

asimadoline as an analgesic was discontinued [41,99]. 

Inflammatory tissue is characterized by a decreased pH compared to healthy compartments. 

A new and interesting strategy to specifically target inflamed peripheral tissues is the pH-

dependent activation of opioids. Typical opioids contain an amine moiety that participates in a 

salt bridge with D3.32 of opioid receptors, which is critical for receptor activation 

[13,42,105,106]. At physiological pH (7.4) the amine moiety of typical opioids (pka > 7.5) is 

charged leading to receptor activation in both healthy and inflamed tissue [107]. In contrast, 

ligands with a lower pka value would be selectively ionized in inflamed tissue with subsequent 

selective activation of opioid receptors within this inflamed tissue. Peripheral pain syndromes 
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are usually associated with inflammation and most pain syndromes originate in the periphery 

rendering pH-dependent ligand activation a promising strategy for the development of safer 

analgesics [64]. The MOR-selective fentanyl derivative NFEPP with a pka of 6.8 was shown 

to selectively cause analgesia in inflamed milieus without inducing respiratory depression, 

sedation, constipation, and addiction [108]. 

Drug-containing nanocarriers that release the ligand specifically at inflamed tissue represent 

another strategy to reduce opioid-related side effects [64,109]. The release of ligands from the 

carrier could be triggered by the low pH of the inflamed tissue. Morphine, which is known to 

cause several serious side effects when administered systematically, can provide analgesia 

without sedation and constipation in such a drug formulation [109].  

Overall, peripheral opioid receptor agonists have been shown to combine sufficient analgesia 

with an improved safety profile. Nevertheless, the pharmacological profiles of these opioids 

still need to be improved, which rationalizes further efforts in this area. 

 

The design of G protein-biased opioid receptor modulators that favor G protein recruitment 

over the recruitment of β-arrestin became promising for the development of safer analgesics 

when experiments with β-arrestin 2 knockout mice revealed maintained morphine-induced 

analgesia with reduced side effects [110-112]. These experiments suggest that opioid-related 

analgesia is mediated by activation of the Gi protein pathway, whereas β-arrestin recruitment 

mediates adverse events. Thus, G protein-biased opioid receptor agonists may represent 

potent analgesics with fewer side effects. 

The development of G protein-biased agonists initially focused on the MOR with several G 

protein-biased ligands identified. TRV130 (oliceridine), PZM21, and SR-17018 are examples 

of proposed G protein-biased agonists at the MOR [113-115]. Studies support their improved 

safety profile, albeit not consistently [97]. TRV130 (oliceridine) has been approved by the FDA 

as an analgesic [116]. Nevertheless, the proposed correlation between β-arrestin and adverse 

events for the MOR is now questioned [117-121]. Phosphorylation-deficient mice that cannot 

recruit β-arrestin still suffer from typical MOR agonist-related side effects like respiratory 

depression and constipation [117] and the initial finding that β-arrestin 2 knockout mice treated 

with morphine did not suffer from respiratory depression was hardly reproducible [118]. Recent 

experiments suggest that both analgesia and side effects are dependent on the G protein 

pathway. [122]. Several proposed G protein-biased MOR agonists, including the 

aforementioned TRV130 (oliceridine), PZM21, and SR-17018, are ligands with low intrinsic 

efficacy rendering the partial agonism of these ligands an alternative mechanism for the in 

vivo profiles of these ligands [71,72]. 

Due to the limited success in developing safer analgesics with G protein-biased MOR 

agonists, interest in G protein-biased modulators shifted from MOR to the remaining opioid 
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receptors, with the greatest interest in the KOR. KOR activation provides analgesia without 

MOR-related side effects like respiratory depression and addiction [98], yet the clinical value 

of prototypic KOR agonists is limited due to dysphoria, motor incoordination, and sedation 

[48]. While biased MOR agonists are designed to separate analgesia from respiratory 

depression and tolerance, biased KOR agonists are designed to separate analgesia from 

aversion and sedation [66,95]. The therapeutically desired analgesic effect is likely G protein-

dependent with analgesia retained in β-arrestin 2 knockout mice [123], while negative side 

effects such as aversion are correlated to β-arrestin induced p38 MAPK activation [83,124]. 

However, experiments by White and coworkers [123] based on β-arrestin 2 knockout mice 

suggest that unwanted aversion is possibly connected to G protein recruitment, which would 

hinder the separation of this side effect by G protein-biased KOR modulators. Nevertheless, 

tremendous efforts in the development of G protein-biased KOR agonists have resulted in 

several G protein-biased ligands with different scaffolds, potencies, and bias factors [48], such 

as nalfurafine, 22-thiocyanatosalvinorin A (RB-64), the diphenethylamines HS665 and HS666, 

and triazole 1.1, among others [70]. Many of the G protein-biased ligands show sufficient 

analgesia with reduced or absent aversion, and locomotor incoordination (a parameter for 

sedation) [48], yet some still induce aversion [123,125]. It is hypothesized, that mechanistic 

target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling rather than β-arrestin signaling correlates with aversion 

as its inhibition eliminates this side effect [48]. 

While the influence of ligand bias on therapeutic effects at MOR and KOR have been 

extensively studied, DOR and NOP received much less attention [66]. Studies about ligand 

bias at DOR intend to separate analgesic effects from side effects (Table 1), foremost seizure 

liability [66]. DOR signals via β-arrestin 1 and β-arrestin 2 [97]. β-arrestin 1 appears to regulate 

seizure liability of DOR agonists acting as a negative regulator for convulsions while its 

therapeutic effects, particularly antidepressant and antihyperalgesic effects, are G protein-

dependent [126]. In contrast, ligands promoting β-arrestin 2 recruitment rather than β-arrestin 

1 recruitment are suggested to induce less tolerance and convulsions [97]. Several G protein-

biased ligands with improved safety profiles were developed such as the G protein-biased 

DOR ligands KNT-127 and ARM390 that exhibit analgesia without convulsions [127]. 

The role of NOP in pain perception is complex and not fully understood [33]. Effects on pain 

transmission vary with ligands, pain states, and tissues [66]. Nevertheless, NOP modulators 

have therapeutic potential as analgesics, especially for chronic pain syndromes [66]. Ligand 

bias potentially reduces NOP-related sedative side effects while maintaining NOP analgesic 

effects [66]. However, a limited understanding of ligand bias-induced effects in the NOP 

system [66] hinders the development of NOP-related safer analgesics. In addition, doubts 

about the therapeutic potential of NOP bias arose. Azevedo Neto [128] and coworkers 

revealed that the therapeutic potential of NOP agonists as analgesics, i.e. the analgesia and 
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the locomotor impairment induced, was independent of their measured bias (G protein / β-

arrestin 2). 

Despite great efforts to develop new biased ligands for opioid receptors, the mechanism of 

bias itself is poorly understood. Linking in vitro ligand profiles to in vivo effects is a challenging 

process, further complicated by controversial experimental data and non-standardized assays 

[101]. Cell lines, experimental conditions, as well as the assay, especially its degree of signal 

amplification, strongly influence the calculated bias factor [101]. G protein signaling can be 

measured at the level of G protein recruitment (e.g. [35S]GTPγS binding) or at the level of 

second messengers (e.g. cAMP production) encompassing different signal amplification 

levels. However, β-arrestin recruitment assays are not amplified. It is recommended to 

measure activity for the distinct signaling pathways at the same amplification level to avoid 

observation bias [129]. To simplify the comparison of bias experiments Kolb and coworkers 

[129] prepared guidelines for measuring and reporting bias. 

Opioid receptors signal via several G proteins and both β-arrestins [95]. Preferences for 

individual G proteins likely contribute to distinct pharmacological profiles of G protein-biased 

opioid receptor modulators. Thus, further investigations are needed to address the question 

of which particular G protein is pharmacologically desirable. 

In addition to problems of experimental comparability, the fundamental molecular mechanisms 

that trigger ligand bias at opioid receptors remain elusive. However, there are hypotheses 

regarding interactions or receptor conformational changes that may correlate with G protein 

bias. Uprety and coworkers [130] suggested that interactions between the ligand and upper 

portions of TM5 and ECL2 may be beneficial for G protein bias at KOR and MOR, while 

interactions with TM2 and TM3 likely promote β-arrestin recruitment. El Daibani and coworkers 

[53] recently published an X-ray crystal structure of the G protein-biased ligand nalfurafine 

bound to the KOR (PDB-ID: 7YIT). The authors proposed that the disruption of the 

intramolecular salt bridge between K2275.39 and E2976.58 is essential for nalfurafine’s G protein 

bias. Stabilization of the Q1152.60 conformation as observed in the crystal structure likely favors 

G protein bias while conformational rearrangements of W2876.48 caused by the β-arrestin-

biased modulator WMS-X600 may contribute to β-arrestin signaling, with both residues 

influencing the conformation of TM7 [53]. The frequent occurring 'occluded' KOR conformation 

in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the nalfurafine bound structure and its rare 

occurrence in simulations of KOR bound to neutral and β-arrestin-biased ligand suggest that 

this receptor conformation is associated with G protein bias [53]. The 'occluded' KOR 

conformation is characterized by clockwise rotation of the intracellular end of TM7 and a shift 

towards TM2 [53]. 
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Notably, G protein-biased KOR modulators are chemical highly divers with differences in 

structural motifs, size, and charge [66,101]. Thus, it is possible that several mechanisms, 

rather than one single mechanism, can induce biased signaling.  

 

Bifunctional opioids simultaneously target multiple opioid receptors and produce mixed 

pharmacological profiles. Simultaneous modulation of multiple opioid receptors may result in 

synergistic effects, allowing dose reductions to achieve adequate analgesia or attenuated side 

effect profiles [33]. The combined activation of KOR and MOR causes aversion and reward 

that may influence or balance each other out [101]. DOR agonists produce seizure and 

euphoria while KOR activation results in anticonvulsant and antiaddictive effects rendering the 

combined activation of KOR and DOR potentially beneficial [101]. Bifunctional opioids may 

additionally be biased at the targeted opioid receptors, which can improve their clinical profiles 

[33]. The bifunctional opioid Cebranopadol represents a full agonist at MOR and DOR and a 

partial agonist at KOR and NOP [101] with a G protein-biased signaling profile at the NOP 

[102]. Cebranopadol causes potent analgesia with a beneficial side effect profile without 

respiratory depression and motor incoordination [131] and was investigated in clinical trials for 

several indications related to pain [101] (Clinicaltrial.gov IDs: NCT01939366, NCT01964378, 

NCT05491785, NCT01709214). MP1208, a G protein-biased partial agonist at MOR and 

KOR, produces great antinociceptive effects with reduced liabilities for respiratory depression, 

addiction, and aversion in mice [130].  

Despite the potential of multifunctional opioids as analgesics, the rational design of bi- or 

multifunctional opioid receptor ligands with improved pharmacological profiles is challenging 

due to the complex nature of GPCR pharmacology with strong receptor crosstalk. The same 

applies to the optimization of lead structures towards a desired receptor profile. Prior 

determination of the determinants of opioid receptor selectivity is essential for rational design 

of the desired receptor profile. In addition, targeting multiple opioid receptor subtypes at the 

same time can counteract only some, but not all, of the side effects associated with the 

different receptor subtypes. 

So far, bi- or multifunctional opioids have been mainly discussed for other indications [132]. 

KOR/DOR bifunctional ligands have been investigated in the context of depression, 

KOR/MOR bifunctional ligands have been explored for substance use disorders, e.g. cocaine 

addiction, and DOR/NOP bifunctional ligands were suggested to improve the treatment of 

Parkinson disease [132].  

 

A common feature of prototypical opioids is the presence of a basic moiety [133-135] that can 

form a salt bridge with D3.32 deep within the conserved orthosteric opioid receptor binding 

site. This basic moiety was thought to be critical for opioid receptor binding and activation 
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[13,42,105,106]. However, the discovery of SalA disproved this hypothesis. SalA is a diterpene 

natural product found in Salvia divinorum that contains no nitrogen atoms and lacks a basic 

moiety [136]. However, SalA was found to potently and selectively activate the KOR 

[134,137,138] without any affinity towards the remaining opioid receptors or a cassette of 50 

human receptors, ion channels, and transporters, including 5-HT receptors [134,137-139]. 

Despite tremendous efforts to understand the reasons for SalA's KOR potency and 

outstanding selectivity profile, the binding mode of SalA at the KOR and thus the structural 

determinants of its activity profile remain elusive [13,134,140-146]. Many different and 

conflicting binding hypotheses of SalA were published [13,134,140-146] hindering the rational 

design of reasonable SalA derivatives and novel non-basic KOR agonists. To date, hundreds 

of SalA derivatives have been synthesized and tested, albeit being mostly inactive or much 

less active than SalA [147]. Due to the lack of a basic moiety in SalA, it is questionable whether 

SalA binds in the same binding pocket as described for prototypical basic opioids. 

To date, a small number of other non-basic KOR opioid scaffolds have been described [148-

152] but the vast majority of KOR opioids remain basic. There is very limited knowledge of the 

potential binding modes or activity and selectivity determinants of non-basic opioids. However, 

non-basic opioids hold the promise of selectively targeting the KOR, as most of the non-basic 

opioids discovered possess KOR selectivity [148-152]. Thus, non-basic opioids may 

circumvent MOR-associated side effects and act as safer analgesics. Unfortunately, SalA 

itself has poor pharmacokinetic properties and a strong hallucinogenic potential [136,153], 

which renders SalA clinically useless. However, SalA derivatives as well as novel scaffold 

non-basic KOR agonists remain promising for the development of safer analgesics. We 

believe that the elucidation of SalA's binding mode at the KOR is crucial for the rational design 

of such non-basic KOR ligands. This binding mode could rationalize the outstanding KOR 

selectivity of SalA and provide insights into the exact location of SalA within the KOR binding 

site. These findings may be generalizable to the design of non-basic opioids. Labor-intensive 

crystallization experiments and cryo-EM may lead to the determination of the binding mode of 

SalA. However, the already published experimental data on SalA and its derivatives provide 

a solid basis to investigate the binding mode of SalA at the KOR. 

 

Overall, opioid receptor activation for the treatment of pain is well established, but safety 

issues remain. Despite the use of several different strategies to improve opioid side effect 

profiles, none has led to the successful pharmaceutical approval of a safe analgesic. There is 

still a lack of understanding of the influence of certain activation profiles on opioid safety 

profiles, such as G protein bias and partial agonism, and the structural determinants that 

induce them. Therefore, further research should prioritize this area. As MOR and DOR 
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agonism cause reward and therefore could lead to high abuse potential, KOR agonism seems 

to be more beneficial for further drug design efforts. 

 

1.2.2.2. Opioids for Treatment of Depression 
In addition to pain management, opioid receptor modulation is a valuable strategy in the 

treatment of depression [51,56,76,154]. All four opioid receptors (KOR, MOR, DOR, NOP) 

contribute to mood homeostasis [55,56] dysregulated in depression [76] and therefore 

represent valuable targets for the development of new antidepressants. MOR agonism was 

shown to provide mood-lifting effects [155-157]. Transient MOR agonism is likely to elicit 

antidepressant activity, but sustained stimulation results in counterproductive effects such as 

aversion [56]. MOR agonists further induce addiction and show a considerable abuse potential 

[96] rendering MOR agonism less favorable for the treatment of MDD considering the 

alternatives. Efforts to develop DOR agonists for the treatment of MDD have struggled with 

the separation of mood-enhancing effects from seizure liability and sedation [51]. In contrast, 

KOR antagonism has a high potential for the treatment of MDD and will be discussed below. 

 

Non-selective and selective KOR modulators are differentiated in the treatment of MDD. 

Ongoing research focuses on the development of KOR selective antagonists, but repurposing 

of already known non-selective opioid receptor antagonists has also been explored. The non-

selective opioid receptor antagonists buprenorphine and naltrexone, both already approved 

by the FDA for other indications, have received attention for repurposing in MDD therapy [158-

160]. Buprenorphine, known as a MOR agonist and analgesic, modulates all four opioid 

receptors and exhibits KOR antagonistic efficacy [161]. In mood-related experiments, 

buprenorphine has shown potent antidepressant activity, rapid effectiveness with only 2-3 

days for first symptom improvements, high rates of full symptom remission, and effectiveness 

against suicidal ideation [76]. Naltrexone purely antagonizes opioid receptor activity [162]. 

Naltrexone has been tested as an adjunct to the antidepressant buprenorphine, and the 

combined administration of naltrexone and buprenorphine has been shown to be synergistic 

[158,160].  

The prototypical KOR-selective antagonists 5'-guanidinonaltrindole (GNTI), 

norbinaltorphimine (nor-BNI) and JDTic have been extensively studied for their clinical 

potential as antidepressants, but their clinical value is hampered by their delayed onset of 

effect, long duration of action, poor CNS accessibility and unfavorable side effect profiles 

[39,154,163]. In particular, the long-lasting signaling blockade, which can exceed one month 

after single-dose administration of nor-BNI [39] raised concerns about the applicability of KOR-

selective antagonists as antidepressants [154]. Thus, considerable effort has been devoted to 

the development of KOR-selective, short-acting antagonists, resulting in several new ligands, 
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including Aticaprant (JNJ-67953964), PF-4455242, and zyklophin [39,154,164]. However, 

there are concerns about the toxicity of PF-4455242 [163] and the chemical space of short-

acting KOR antagonists is limited. Only a small number of KOR selective antagonists entered 

clinical trials [76,154] and none of them got approved yet. Aticaprant represents the most 

promising drug candidate among the new short-acting antagonists, proven to be effective and 

well-tolerated in humans [76]. It is currently investigated in phase III clinical trials for MDD as 

adjunctive therapy (clinicaltrials.gov IDs: NCT05455684, NCT05518149, NCT05550532). The 

development of other promising selective KOR antidepressants with a short duration of action 

is hampered by unknown reasons for the long duration of receptor blockade. 

Several studies confirmed that KOR antagonists are promising and effective in the treatment 

of MDD [39,51,154,163]. The rapid onset of antidepressant effects is a major advantage over 

traditional antidepressants, which typically take several weeks to show the desired effect [74]. 

However, the exact mechanism for the rapid effect remains elusive [51]. The development of 

KOR antagonists for the treatment of depression is still in its early stages [76], and further 

improvements are needed. 

 

Overall, KOR antagonism represents a promising and novel strategy for the treatment of 

depression. However, the long-lasting receptor blockade of current KOR-selective antagonists 

combined with the lack of known KOR selectivity determinants hampers further drug design 

efforts. 

 

1.2.2.3. Opioids in Structural Analyses 
In articles A, B, and C structural analyses of two opioid receptor agonists and one antagonist 

were performed to rationalize their binding modes and subsequently define their determinants 

of selectivity and activity. These analyses addressed open questions regarding how different 

opioids exhibit affinity and potency at the opioid receptors, especially the KOR, as these 

mechanisms are currently poorly understood. A better understanding of these mechanisms 

would allow the rational design of optimized opioids such as partial agonists or KOR selective 

opioids. Each opioid under investigation holds promise for the development of safer analgesics 

or KOR-selective antidepressants. 

HS-731 (Figure 6) represents a peripherally restricted opioid receptor agonist with partial 

agonism at the KOR and full agonism at MOR and DOR (Article A). Due to its morphinan-

based scaffold, HS-731 was expected to bind similarly to other morphinan-based ligands deep 

within the conserved binding site. Thus, the study of HS-731 may reveal selectivity and affinity 

determinants that are generalizable to other opioid ligands binding in the same cavity. In 

addition, HS-731 is zwitterionic, a rare feature of opioids, and therefore the influence of the 
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additional negative charge was investigated. Opioid receptor partial agonism is suggested to 

improve opioid analgesic safety profiles [71,72]. As most KOR partial agonists were identified 

by serendipity, no structural determinants related to partial activation are available. HS-731 

already combines several strategies for the design of safer analgesics. It is peripherally 

restricted and shows partial KOR agonism. However, only careful in silico studies can provide 

insight into the partial agonist properties of HS-731. 

 
Figure 6. Chemical structures of opioids assessed in structural analyses. 
 

Compound A (Figure 6) represents a dual KOR and MOR antagonist with KOR preference 

rendering it interesting as an antidepressant (Article B). Compound A is a novel scaffold and 

is therefore well suited for structural analysis. Any novel KOR antagonist scaffold promises to 

induce the clinically desired short-acting pharmacokinetic profile or to help understand the 

structural mechanisms behind the long-lasting receptor blockade. However, to further increase 

the chemical space of KOR-selective antagonists the prior elucidation of selectivity 

determinants for KOR antagonists is mandatory. 

SalA (Figure 6) is a non-basic and potent KOR agonist with strong receptor selectivity 

(Article C). Very few non-basic opioid scaffolds are known, and even less information is 

available on the activity and selectivity determinants of non-basic opioids. At the beginning of 

the investigation, no crystal structure or cryo-EM structure of an opioid receptor with a non-

basic opioid had been published. Elucidating how non-basic opioids possess activity at the 

KOR without the typical salt bridge to D3.32 would deepen our understanding of the KOR 

activation profile. SalA itself has no clinical value due to side effects and poor pharmacokinetic 

properties [136,153], but derivatives of SalA or other non-basic opioids promise increased 

clinical utility due to KOR selectivity that avoids MOR-related side effects. SalA is by far the 

most investigated non-basic opioid providing a good starting point for an in silico investigation 

of non-basic opioids [147]. To date, most SalA derivatives tested in vitro have been inactive 
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or have shown severely impaired activity [147]. Thus, the rationalization of the structure-

activity relationship between SalA and its derivatives facilitates the rational drug design of SalA 

derivatives with improved KOR activation. The understanding of the binding mode of SalA 

would enable subsequent virtual screening campaigns for novel scaffold non-basic KOR 

agonists. The use of such a natural product-derived 3D pharmacophore as a virtual screening 

query in combination with natural product library searches increases the chances of successful 

identification of novel non-basic ligands, as natural products typically contain less charged 

compounds and are enriched in bioactivity due to evolutionary development [165]. 

 

1.2.3. Structural Basis for Computational Approaches at Opioid Receptors 
Structure-based and Ligand-based drug design strongly depends on the availability of 

structural information about the receptor of interest and its ligands [166]. The more information 

available the more accurate hypotheses about ligand binding and receptor activation can be 

proposed [166].  

There are several different opioid receptor ligand series, both agonists and antagonists, with 

thousands of entries in the ChEMBL database [167] for each human opioid receptor. The 

ChEMBL database represents an open-source database for ligand in vitro experimental data 

[167]. The available opioid receptor ligand information provides a suitable starting point for 

ligand-based in silico methods, structure-activity relationship (SAR) analysis, and 

determination of key protein-ligand interactions responsible for receptor activity [168]. The 

ligand set also allows for a sufficient validation of a 3D pharmacophore query used in virtual 

screenings via the generation of ‘receiver operating characteristic’ (ROC) curves [169]. The 

validation set used for this purpose in Article D was derived from the ChEMBL database. 

 

To date, opioid receptor crystal structures and cryo-EM structures of all opioid receptor 

subtypes have been published (Table 2), including active state and inactive state structures 

for all receptor subtypes. However, when the in silico analysis of HS-731 was performed 

(Article A) no active state NOP structure was available. Thus, a homology model of the active 

state NOP needed to be generated using the active state KOR crystal structure as a template 

[13]. The opioid receptors share high sequential identity and similarity [55] rendering homology 

modeling suitable for structure prediction. Most structures within the set of published opioid 

receptor complexes contain a small molecule ligand, but several peptide-bound complexes 

exist as well. Several opioid receptor structures bound to G protein-biased ligands have been 

published, albeit only for the MOR and KOR and only in recent years. A receptor structure in 

complex with a β-arrestin-biased molecule is only available for the MOR [170]. 
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Table 2. Experimentally solved structures of opioid receptors. 

PDB-ID Receptor 
subtype Ligand Conformational 

state Year Reference 

4DJH KOR JDTic Inactive 2012 [42] 

4DKL MOR β-Funaltrexamine 
(β-FNA) - covalent Inactive 2012 [45] 

4EA3 NOP C-24 Inactive 2012 [171] 
4EJ4 DOR Naltrindole Inactive 2012 [172] 
4N6H DOR Naltrindole Inactive 2014 [44] 

4RWA DOR 
Tetrapeptide H-

Dmt-Tic-Phe-Phe-
NH2 (DIPP-NH2) 

Inactive 2015 [105] 

4RWD DOR 
Tetrapeptide H-

Dmt-Tic-Phe-Phe-
NH2 (DIPP-NH2) 

Inactive 2015 [105] 

5C1M MOR BU72 Active 2015 [173] 
5DHG NOP C-35 Inactive 2015 [47] 
5DHH NOP SB-612111 Inactive 2015 [47] 
6B73 KOR MP1104 Active 2018 [13] 
6DDE MOR DAMGO Active 2018 [174] 
6DDF MOR DAMGO Active 2018 [174] 

6PT2 DOR KGCHM07 
(peptide) Active 2019 [175] 

6PT3 DOR DPI-287 Active 2019 [175] 
6VI4 KOR JDTic Inactive 2020 [176] 

7SBF MOR PMZ21 (G protein-
biased) Active 2022 [177] 

7SCG MOR FH210 Active 2022 [177] 

7T2G MOR 
Mitragynine 

pseudoindoxyl (G 
protein biased) 

Active 2022 [170] 

7T2H MOR Lofentanil 
(arrestin-biased) Active 2022 [170] 

7U2K MOR C6 guano (G-
protein biased) Active 2022 [178] 

7U2L MOR C5 guano (G-
protein biased) Active 2022 [178] 

7UL4 MOR Alvimopan Inactive 2022 [179] 
7Y1F KOR Dynorphin A Active 2023 [180] 

7YIT KOR Nalfurafine (G-
protein biased) Active 2023 [53] 

8DZP KOR momSalB (non-
basic) Active 2023 [181] 

8DZQ KOR momSalB (non-
basic) Active 2023 [181] 

8DZR KOR GR89,696 Active 2023 [181] 
8DZS KOR GR89,696 Active 2023 [181] 

https://www.rcsb.org/structure/4DJH
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/4DKL
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/4EA3
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/4EJ4
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/4N6H
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/4RWA
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/4RWD
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/5C1M
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/5DHG
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/5DHH
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/6B73
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/6DDE
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/6DDF
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/6PT2
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/6PT3
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/6VI4
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/7SBF
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/7SCG
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/7T2G
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/7T2H
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/7U2K
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/7U2L
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/7UL4
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/7Y1F
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/7YIT
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/8DZP
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/8DZQ
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/8DZR
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/8DZS
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8E0G MOR BU72 Active 2023 [182] 

8EF5 MOR Fentanyl Active 2022 [46] 
8EF6 MOR Morphine Active 2022 [46] 

8EFB MOR 
Oliceridine / 
TRV130 (G 

protein-biased) 
Active 2022 [46] 

8EFL MOR SR17018 (G 
protein-biased) Active 2022 [46] 

8EFO MOR PMZ21 (G protein-
biased) Active 2022 [46] 

8EFQ MOR DAMGO Active 2022 [46] 
8F7Q MOR β-Endorphin Active 2023 [43] 
8F7R MOR Endomorphin Active 2023 [43] 
8F7S DOR Deltorphin Active 2023 [43] 
8F7W KOR Dynorphin Active 2023 [43] 
8F7X NOP Nociceptin Active 2023 [43] 

 

Despite the existence of several crystal structures and cryo-EM structures of opioid receptors 

in complex with opioids, these cover only a small part of the chemical space of known opioids. 

Furthermore, most of them represent active state receptor conformations, which complicates 

the elucidation of activity and selectivity determinants for opioid antagonists. Opioid receptors 

share high structural similarity [55], especially in the orthosteric binding site, typically occupied 

by opioid ligands. This renders the rational design of ligands with subtype selectivity 

challenging. The first cryo-EM structure of an opioid receptor with a non-basic opioid was first 

published in 2023. 

 

Overall, the available data on opioid receptors provide a solid foundation for ligand-based and 

structure-based drug design approaches. However, the binding mode of important ligand 

scaffolds remains elusive. 

 

1.2.4. Pharmacological Evaluation of Opioid Drugs 
Prospective in silico studies aiming for the prediction of new or optimized drug candidates are 

usually followed by comprehensive pharmacological assays to confirm the predicted drug 

features experimentally. Key experiments for testing new opioid drugs include in vitro binding 

and functional assays to assess drug affinity, potency, and efficacy [183,184] followed by in 

vivo experiments to evaluate the antinociceptive power [185,186], behavioral effects [187], as 

well as side effect profiles [188,189]. This section aims to provide an overview of in vitro assays 

used for the articles included in this dissertation. 

The binding of ligands to opioid receptors is critical for influencing the activation profile of 

opioid receptors by opioids. Therefore, the first in vitro experiments performed for newly 

https://www.rcsb.org/structure/8E0G
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/8EF5
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/8EF6
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/8EFB
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/8EFL
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/8EFO
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/8EFQ
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/8F7Q
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/8F7R
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/8F7S
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/8F7W
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/8F7X
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developed opioids are in vitro binding studies. Typically, a radioligand binding competition 

assay is performed [183], also called displacement assay. Non-radioactive binding assays 

also exist, but the radioactive variety is highly sensitive and more common [190]. In this assay, 

a specific amount of receptor is incubated with a fixed amount of radioligand and varying 

concentrations of test ligand [191]. The radioligand used for the affinity measurement in the 

context of this dissertation was the small molecule KOR agonist [3H]U69,593 [192]. After 

incubation, which facilitates equilibrium conditions, filtration and washing are performed to 

remove unbound radioligand from the receptors [191]. The radioactivity of the remaining 

receptor-bound radioligand is then measured by scintillation counting [192]. The measurement 

allows for determination of IC50 value, i.e. the concentration of test ligand necessary to inhibit 

50% of radioligand binding [193]. Subsequently, the Cheng-Prusoff transformation allows the 

conversion of the IC50 value into Ki value, which is the equilibrium inhibitor constant of the test 

ligand [191]. The higher the affinity of the test ligand the smaller the Ki value and IC50 values 

[193]. Despite the widespread use of the assay, there are still some pitfalls to be aware of. 

The incubation time and conditions affect the precision and reliability of the assay and must 

be carefully adjusted as the calculations performed assume equilibrium conditions [190]. 

Adequate separation of bound and unbound radioligand is critical for accurate measurements 

[183]. Fiberglass is typically used for filtration, but centrifugation can be used instead [183]. 

The binding event measured in the assay is the combination of specific and non-specific 

binding of the radioligand, which must be corrected for accurate affinity predictions [190]. The 

amount of non-specific binding of the radioligand is determined by measuring radioligand 

binding in the presence of a high concentration of an unlabeled but high-affinity ligand to 

prevent radioligand binding to the receptor [191]. Under these conditions, radioligand binding 

may still occur to other parts of the assay such as the membrane, plastic, glass, or other 

materials or assay components. The non-specific binding value is then subtracted from the 

total binding value to obtain the specific binding value [190]. This assay is designed for 

competitive ligands, making it difficult to measure allosteric modulators. However, allosteric 

modulators can alter the affinity of the radioligand and are unable to completely inhibit ligand 

binding [190]. Noteworthy, radioligand binding assays cannot differentiate between agonists 

antagonists or inverse agonists [190]. Thus, the binding assay is often followed by in vitro 

functional assays.  

The goal of in vitro functional assays is to characterize ligand-induced receptor signaling 

profiles for a specific pathway. For example, there are different functional assays for 

measuring activation of the G-protein and arrestin signaling pathways. Several functional 

assays have been developed for GPCRs, often based on second messenger concentrations, 

such as cAMP, Ca2+, or IP3, or on the measurement of protein-protein interactions [194]. 

However, not every assay is appropriate for every GPCR [194]. The [35S]GTPγS assay 
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represents a typical functional assay to be performed to measure the G protein-dependent 

signaling for opioid receptors [130,195-197] and was used in the context of this dissertation. 

The [35S]GTPγS assay measures the G protein activation resulting from agonist binding to the 

receptor [184]. Typically, GDP-bound heterotrimeric G proteins are activated after receptor 

binding by the exchange of GDP to GTP [198]. Subsequently, the complex dissociates into 

Gα-GTP and Gβγ subunits and the GTPase activity of the Gα-subunit facilitates the rebinding 

of GDP to Gα and the reformation of the inactive heterotrimeric G protein [199]. In contrast to 

natural GTP, [35S]GTPγS ([35S]guanosine-50-O-(3-thio)triphosphate) is poorly hydrolysable 

stabilizing the Gα-[35S]GTPγS complex that accumulates in the membrane [198]. Usually, 

membranes expressing the receptor are incubated with [35S]GTPγS, GDP, Mg2+, and Na+ ions, 

as well as a test compound followed by a filtration step to separate membrane-bound and free 

[35S]GTPγS [184]. The amount of membrane-bound [35S]GTPγS is then measured by 

scintillation [192]. Typically, the measurement takes place at a single time point per compound 

concentration [200]. Concentration-response curves can be generated to determine EC50 and 

Emax values [184] that represent the compound’s potency and efficacy, respectively. The EC50 

value describes the concentration of test compound required to achieve half of the maximum 

effect and the Emax value represents the concentration of compound of maximum effect. The 

assay is performed against a reference Compound and therefore provides relative efficacy 

values [184]. The [35S]GTPγS assay allows for the differentiation between full agonists and 

partial agonists [200]. Preincubating the receptor with an agonist facilitates the measurement 

of antagonistic effects, which can be observed as a reduction in agonist effect [200]. The assay 

is characterized by a relatively simple workflow and low signal amplification level compared to 

other assays that measure downstream effects [184]. However, the assay conditions can 

heavily affect its performance [200], especially the concentrations of [35S]GTPγS, GDP, and 

cations (Mg2+, Na+). In the articles included in this dissertation concentrations of these 

chemicals were used that are common for GPCR research [200], particularly 10mM MgCl2 

and 100mM NaCl, 0.05 nM [35S]GTPγS, 10 µM GDP. The [35S]GTPγS assay is most suitable 

for Gi-coupled GPCRs like the opioid receptors, as the nucleotide exchange rate for Gi is 

higher than for Gs and Gq [201]. However, the assay does not discriminate between different 

Gi subtypes present in the cell lines used for the experiment. 

 

The radioligand binding assay and the [35S]GTPγS assay are well-established experiments for 

the in vitro validation of opioids, that allow for the determination of opioid receptor affinity, 

potency, and efficacy. Thus, both methods were used to evaluate the ligands discussed in the 

included articles. The combined in vitro and in silico evaluation allows for conclusions about 

the structural mechanisms underlying the activity and to verify hypotheses generated in silico.  
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2. Aims and Objectives 
Opioid receptor modulation is widely used in the treatment of pain and also holds great 

promise for the development of novel antidepressants. However, due to the severe side effects 

of current MOR agonists, the development of analgesics with improved safety profiles is highly 

desired. Efforts to improve opioid analgesics through selective KOR agonism have failed due 

to aversive side effects. Recent studies have suggested that KOR agonism in combination 

with low efficacy may be valuable. However, the structural mechanisms leading to partial 

agonism at the KOR are poorly understood and many ligands with these activation profiles 

have been found by serendipity. Therefore, structural studies of KOR partial agonists are 

needed. 

KOR antagonists represent a novel class of antidepressants with a more rapid onset of 

antidepressant effects compared to standard medications and treatment of suicidal ideation. 

Current research is focused on KOR-selective antagonists. However, only a very limited 

number of KOR-selective antagonists are known and these mainly show problematic long-

lasting receptor blockade. Thus, novel scaffold KOR antagonists need. However, to increase 

the chemical space of KOR-selective antagonists, prior knowledge about KOR selectivity 

determinants for antagonists is needed. 

Despite extensive previous research, neither safe opioid analgesics nor approved selective 

KOR antagonists as antidepressants have reached approval for clinical use. 

 

A common and major reason for the limited success in both indications is that rational drug 

design of safer opioid analgesics and KOR-selective antidepressants is hindered by the limited 

knowledge of the structural correlation between opioid scaffolds and in vitro measured opioid 

receptor activation and selectivity profiles. In silico studies can be used to elucidate this 

relationship. These studies provide atomic-level information that allows structural inferences 

to be made. Docking experiments determine binding modes faster than crystallization or cryo-

EM experiments, thus larger chemical spaces can be investigated in a shorter amount of time. 

The dynamic study of binding modes allows a detailed examination of protein-ligand 

interactions and the conformational rearrangements they cause. 

Opioids with different scaffolds, physicochemical properties, activity and selectivity profiles will 

be investigated. These opioids are of particular interest for the development of safer 

analgesics and KOR-selective antidepressants. In particular, these ligands are the 

peripherally restricted agonist HS-731, the novel scaffold antagonist Compound A, and the 

non-basic agonist SalA. 
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Despite their potential for the development of safer analgesics, non-basic opioids are currently 

understudied. Known non-basic opioid scaffolds were discovered by serendipity rather than 

rational drug design. Rational design of non-basic opioids is hampered by limited knowledge 

of how such opioids bind and activate the receptor and would greatly benefit from our structural 

investigation of SalA's binding mode and the structural determinants that define its in vitro 

activity and selectivity profile. New agonists would expand the currently very limited non-basic 

opioid chemical space and potentially have increased clinical value due to KOR selectivity. 

Therefore, we want to use the results from the structural investigation of SalA to develop new 

non-basic KOR agonists via a virtual screening campaign that allows for scaffold hopping. We 

want to screen natural product libraries because natural products usually contain fewer 

nitrogen atoms than synthetic library compounds and show enriched bioactivity due to 

evolutionary development. 

 

Overall, this dissertation has three specific aims: 

1) Identification of opioid receptor subtype selectivity determinants via structural 
analyses for future drug design or drug optimization.  
Binding mode elucidation, and rationalization of in vitro activity data for the different 

opioid receptor subtypes shall be performed for ligands that are valuable for the 

development of safer analgesics or novel antidepressants. These ligands are HS-731 

(Article A), Compound A (Article B), and SalA (Article C). 

2) Identification of opioid receptor activity profile determinants via structural 
analyses for future drug design or drug optimization.  
Analogously to the first aim, the binding mode for HS-731 (Article A), Compound A 

(Article B), and SalA (Article C) shall be investigated and mechanistically 

characterized, with subsequent SAR analysis and rationalization of in vitro activity 

data, including affinity, potency, and efficacy. 

The results of the structural analyses performed for the first two aims could foster prospective 

opioid drug design. Thus, the third aim of this dissertation is: 
3) Design of novel, non-basic KOR agonists as potentially safer analgesics with 

KOR selectivity. 
The binding mode of the potent, KOR selective, and non-basic natural product SalA 

from Article C shall serve as a starting point for a virtual screening campaign (Article 

D). Natural product libraries shall be screened to increase the chances for successful 

hit identification. 
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3. Computational Methods 
This section provides an overview of the concepts underlying the in silico methods used 

extensively in this dissertation. The specific software parameters used can be found in the 

method sections of each included manuscript. All in vitro experiments included in this 

dissertation were conducted in collaboration in the research group of Prof. Mariana Spetea at 

the Institute of Pharmacy/Pharmaceutical Chemistry, University of Innsbruck, Austria. The 

theoretical background of these in vitro methods has already been introduced in section 1.2.4. 

The specific in vitro protocols can be found in each manuscript included later in this thesis. 

 

3.1. Homology Modeling: Template-Based Protein Structure Prediction 
In silico protein structure prediction methods are valuable when information on the 3D 

conformation of the protein of interest (target) is not available or insufficient. Two different 

approaches can be distinguished within in silico protein structure prediction, namely template-

free and template-based structure prediction [202]. Template-based approaches aim to predict 

the protein structure of the protein of interest from the given structure of one or more similar 

proteins (templates), while template-free approaches use physics-based rules for protein 

folding [202]. Homology modeling (HM, also known as comparative modeling) is a template-

based protein structure prediction method [203], while AlphaFold, which uses deep learning 

algorithms, is a template-free method [204,205]. 

HM was used within Article A. The method assumes that similar amino acid sequences of 

proteins cause similar 3D conformations [206]. Thus, HM utilized 3D conformations of proteins 

with high sequence identity or similarity to predict the 3D conformation of a query protein 

[203,206]. HM represents a valuable possibility to predict protein structures if no experimental 

data from X-ray crystallography, cryo-EM, or NMR spectroscopy is available [21]. 

HM is the most accurate in silico method for structure prediction if a suitable template structure 

exists [202,207]. After selecting a suitable template structure, the amino acid sequences of 

the target and template proteins are aligned. The alignment is of critical importance for the 

accuracy of the resulting homology model, while multi-sequence alignment is in general 

favorable over pairwise alignment [208,209]. Several different algorithms can be applied for 

sequence alignment, e.g. CLUSTALW [210] Clustal Omega [211], or MUSCLE [212]. HM is 

considered a reasonable approach if the sequence similarity after alignment is at a minimum 

of 30% [208]. After sequence alignment, the structural model of the target is generated based 

on the coordinates of the template structure. In this dissertation, Molecular Operating 

Environment (MOE) [213] was used to generate a NOP homology model after multi-sequence 

alignment (Article A) and therefore will be described in detail. Several additional software 

applications and web tools for HM exist such as I-TASSER [214], SWISS-MODEL [215], or 
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ROBETTA [216]. Within MOE's Homology Builder, the coordinates of all heavy atoms for 

identical residues between the target and template are copied into the homology model under 

construction. For non-identical residues, only the backbone coordinates are copied. Backbone 

conformations for residues not present in the template are obtained by collecting backbone 

fragments from a large high-resolution structural database. Loop regions and side-chain 

conformations are then constructed using an extensive rotamer library. The model then 

undergoes several minimization steps to relieve steric strains. According to this procedure, 

several individual models will be generated and the final homology model is selected based 

on the electrostatic solvation energy, calculated by the Generalized Born/Volume Integral 

(GB/VI) methodology [217], i.e. by the estimated free energy of hydration. 

Once the homology model has been generated, the model must be validated and carefully 

checked manually. Structural parameters are investigated, such as atomic clashes, 

Ramachandran outliers [218], global fold, or protein family-specific structural features (e.g. 

disulfide bridges, characteristic secondary structure). If available, knowledge from mutational 

studies can be incorporated into model validation [203]. Further validation can be achieved by 

docking of known ligands to the active site of the protein [219,220]. 

 

3.2. Molecular Docking 
Molecular docking is a computational method that predicts putative protein-ligand binding 

modes [221]. The resulting protein-ligand complexes facilitate the analysis of protein-ligand 

interactions valuable for drug discovery. The first docking algorithms were already developed 

in the 1980s [222]. Today, molecular docking is a well-established method in drug discovery, 

with a variety of docking software available, such as Gold [223], MOE Dock [224], Glide 

[225,226], AutoDock [227], and AutoDock Vina [228]. Critical determinants for docking 

program performance are the sampling algorithm and the scoring function used [229]. The 

sampling algorithm is responsible for the determination of plausible protein-ligand complex 

conformations. The scoring function ranks the ensemble of binding modes according to their 

energy values. Sampling algorithms can be roughly divided into five categories [230] 

(examples provided in brackets): Genetic algorithms (GOLD [223]), shape-based algorithms 

(DOCK [231]), incremental construction approaches (FlexX [232]), Monte Carlo simulations 

(LigandFit [233]), and systematic search techniques (Glide [225,226]). The three major 

classes of scoring functions consist of empirical (ChemScore [234]), knowledge-based 

(DrugScore [235]), and force field-based (GoldScore [236]) scoring functions [222,229]. 

The number of available sampling algorithms and scoring functions allows for a variety of 

different combinations that influence the prediction of the binding pose. Therefore, it is 

important to compare the reliability of docking program predictions. For this study, the docking 
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program GOLD [223] was chosen based on its excellent performance in comparison with 

several other docking programs [229,230,237]. GoldScore [236] was chosen as the docking 

score according to its great performance in the field of GPCRs [237]. 

GOLD, which stands for Genetic Optimization for Ligand Docking, is a genetic algorithm (GA) 

that attempts to mimic the process of evolution by constructing and optimizing an ensemble 

of data structures termed "chromosomes" [238]. In GOLD, chromosomes encode protein-

ligand complex conformations and represent possible docking solutions. In the following, the 

GA of GOLD [238] is briefly explained: In the first step, a set of chromosomes ('parent 

chromosomes') is randomly generated. Subsequently, the set of chromosomes is improved 

by using the two genetic operators 'mutation' and 'crossover'. While the former combines 

chromosomes, the latter randomly disturbs chromosomes from the 'parent chromosomes'. 

The best-ranked chromosomes are more likely to be altered by the two genetic operators, 

introducing an evolutionary pressure into chromosome manipulation. The new chromosomes 

are ranked and added to the ensemble of chromosomes, displacing the worst-ranked 

chromosomes. The fitness of the chromosomes used for scoring is calculated by the number 

and strength of hydrogen bonds and the van der Waals energy within the protein-ligand 

complex. The iterative cycle of chromosome optimization and displacement ends when a 

specified number of GA runs have been performed. The final docking solution is selected from 

the last chromosome ensemble according to the highest fitness. Typically, multiple GA runs 

are performed for a ligand with newly randomized initial parameters for each run, resulting in 

multiple docking solutions. These are ranked according to the scoring functions implemented 

in the docking program. For Articles A, B and C in this dissertation, 30 different docking poses 

per ligand were generated. In Article D, 15 poses were generated, because more ligands had 

to be docked to the receptor. 

Biomolecules undergo dynamic conformational changes. Thus, managing molecular flexibility 

is a critical aspect of molecular docking [229]. By treating the molecules rigidly, the docking 

process is computationally less demanding, but pharmacologically relevant conformations 

may be missed. On the other hand, introducing too much flexibility carries the risk of producing 

false positives. Unlike most docking programs that treat the protein as rigid by default during 

the docking process [230], GOLD performs docking with partial protein flexibility in the 

neighborhood of the protein active site [223]. GOLD also accounts for ligand flexibility by 

considering fully acyclic ligand flexibility and partially cyclic ligand flexibility [223]. 

Despite the establishment of docking as a valuable computational tool in drug discovery, it is 

important to mention the shortcomings of this method. While docking programs are capable 

of predicting useful and plausible protein-ligand complex conformations, they tend to fail to 

correctly score the putative docking solutions [221,222]. Therefore, alternative criteria should 

be used to select the putative pharmacologically relevant binding poses. In this dissertation, 
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the selection of pharmacologically relevant binding poses was independent of the score 

assigned by the scoring function. Instead, other criteria for pose selection like 3D 

pharmacophore overlap to a reference ligand [239], structural overlay with a reference ligand 

(Gaussian shape similarity score [240,241]), and agreement with mutational data and 

structure-activity-relationship (SAR) data were considered. Extensive visual inspection of 

docking poses was performed to further account for structural novelty, tautomers, interactions 

with specific residues, distorted ligand geometry, unsatisfied ligand heteroatoms, and many 

more. Visual inspection of docking poses is well established to improve the decisions made 

out of the docking experiments [242]. 

Molecular docking is prone to produce many false positives [242] as also inactive compounds 

will be placed into the protein binding site if they fit the size. Nonetheless, molecular docking 

was shown to sufficiently detect active compounds out of a set of decoys (putative inactive 

molecules) [221], which legitimates its broad use in virtual screening campaigns. 

Docking performance can be improved by introducing knowledge about the protein-ligand 

system into the docking process by using constraints [221,237]. In the case of opioid 

receptors, it is feasible to apply a constraint that satisfies the need for a salt bridge between a 

positively charged moiety from the ligand and D3.32 of the protein whenever possible. This 

salt bridge is considered crucial for anchoring basic ligands and opioid receptor activation 

[13,42,105,106]. 

 

3.3. Molecular Dynamics Simulations 
The static investigation of protein-ligand complexes according to the ‘lock and key’ hypothesis, 

in which both ligand and protein are considered rigid during complex formation, only 

represents a rough estimate of the actual biological state. It neglects the flexibility that is known 

to be inherent in small organic ligands and proteins [243]. Thus, the former 'lock and key' 

hypothesis of ligand recognition by proteins evolved into the current 'induced fit' hypothesis, 

in which both interacting partners undergo conformational changes during complex formation 

[243]. Protein-ligand complex conformations obtained from experimental structures in the PDB 

[21] represent only a single snapshot conformation out of an ensemble of protein-ligand 

complex conformations present in the particular biological context. Furthermore, these 

complexes could be biased towards the particular ligand bound to the protein. These 

characteristics illustrate the pitfall of missing relevant biological information by the sole 

investigation of static protein-ligand conformations. Introducing flexibility to the biological 

system by using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations allows for a more extensive in silico 

investigation of protein-ligand interactions over time, the prediction of cryptic pockets at the 

protein, the optimization of protein structures, and calculation of changes in free energy values 
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over an ensemble of conformations, among others [244,245]. The variety of possible 

applications renders MD simulations an important method in current drug discovery [246-249]. 

In MD simulations, atoms of molecules are treated as particles described by mass, 

coordinates, charge, and van der Waals (vdW) parameters [250]. Alterations of atom positions 

over time are then calculated based on the numeric integration of Newton’s law of motion [251-

253]. Newton’s law of motion allows for the calculation of the acceleration of an atom after the 

application of a force. The acceleration in return facilitates the calculation of the atom velocity 

and the shift in coordinates of the atom. The initial position of each atom is defined by the 

static input conformation for the simulation, typically an experimental-derived structure or 

homology model. The initial velocities for the system are based on Maxwell-Boltzmann 

distribution at a given temperature [252]. The applied forces on the system per timestep are 

derived by the force field (FF) used [250]. The force field consists of a set of parameters that 

correlate the bonded and non-bonded interactions of the atom under consideration with the 

force acting on that atom [254]. Bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedrals are considered 

bonded terms while electrostatic (Coloumb) and vdW interactions are considered non-bonded 

interactions [250]. The parameters used in force fields represent approximations and thus are 

optimized to match experimental data and quantum-mechanical calculations [246]. Several 

different force fields have been developed so far, with AMBER [255], CHARMM [256], 

GROMOS [257], and OPLS [258] belonging to the most commonly used force field families 

for small molecule simulations [259]. The majority of force fields belong to the class of ‘fixed-

charge atomistic force fields’ that assign each atom a fixed charge before the simulation starts 

[245,254,259]. Assigning dynamic partial charges would make the simulation of biological 

interactions more realistic, but at the cost of a significant increase in computational expenses 

[250]. A small number of polarizable force fields are available, yet only rarely used [260]. 

Minor differences in the velocities initially applied to the simulation system may result in large 

differences in atomic movements leading to diverse conformations at the end of the simulation 

time. To account for the statistical variance associated with multiple simulation runs, it is 

recommended that simulation replicates be performed, with five to ten replicates appearing to 

be sufficient. [261]. It is further preferable to perform several short MD simulations rather than 

one long simulation [261]. 

For modeling molecular movements, it is necessary to account for the fastest movements 

within molecular systems, i.e. bond length vibrations [262,263]. These bond length vibrations 

require very small time steps to be considered in molecular dynamics algorithms, greatly 

increasing the number of simulation steps and thus the computational cost and simulation 

time. As MD simulations usually aim to provide insights into biological processes on a larger 

time scale, it is common to apply bond constraints for simulations to increase the time step 

necessary for precise modeling [262]. The SHAKE method [264], heavily used in MD 
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simulations, removes bond fluctuations and allows for an increase in step size [262,263]. Yet, 

time steps around 1-2 femtoseconds (fs) are still necessary [247,265,266], which requires 

multiple simulation steps and large computational recourses for simulation.  

The total simulation time of MD simulations depends on the aim of the project, the size of the 

system (number of atoms), and computational resources. With increasing atom number and 

simulation time the computational costs dramatically increase. At present, routine simulations 

only reach the microsecond (µs) time scale [254]. 

Before the MD simulation itself, the simulation system needs to be prepared, parametrized, 

and equilibrated. The simulation system typically includes the initial structure of interest (e.g. 

protein-ligand complex derived from docking), solvent, ions, and, in the case of GPCRs, a 

membrane. A distinction can be made between explicit and implicit water models [254,267]. 

Explicit solvation involves adding water molecules to the simulation system, while implicit 

solvation models compensate for the lack of water molecules by using dielectric constants that 

scale electrostatic force field contributions. [254]. While the first ones are more accurate the 

latter ones are computationally less demanding due to simulation system particle reduction 

[267]. Explicit water models, like TIP3P and TIP4P [268], are more common in classical MD 

simulations today [254], and were exclusively used within this dissertation. The addition of 

ions (Na+, Cl-) in a concentration of 1.5 M accounts for isotonic conditions during the simulation 

time. GPCRs are membrane proteins and therefore it is common to embed the protein into a 

phospholipid bilayer surrounded by water for simulation. The membrane can be placed 

according to the respective OPM database [269] entry for the considered GPCR or an entry 

of a similar GPCR in case the receptor of interest is not included in the database. Once the 

simulation system is prepared, an equilibration is performed before the actual simulation time 

starts. The aim of the equilibration is the reduction of steric strain and artifacts within the 

system [270]. A plethora of different simulation suites were developed such as AMBER [271], 

CHARMM [272], GROMACS [273], and NAMD [274]. 

During the MD simulation, a sequence of conformations of the simulation system is generated, 

typically referred to as frames. The evaluation of these frames depends on the project aim but 

frames could be compared to a reference conformation such as the first conformation of the 

simulation [53].  In general, possible assessment parameters could include atom movements, 

bond length or angle variations [53]. The calculation of the root mean square deviation (RMSD) 

or the root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) is popular within the MD simulation analysis to 

measure the similarity of three-dimensional structures [244]. While the first one calculates the 

atom deviation between two structures for the whole protein, the latter determines structural 

changes per residue [244]. In addition to assessment parameters solely focused on the 

geometry of the structure, differences in energy values throughout simulation time [244] or 

frequency of protein-ligand interactions [275] can be evaluated to link protein movements to 
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experimental observations. The frequency of protein-ligand interactions over time can be 

assessed utilizing dynamic 3D pharmacophores, so-called dynophores [275,276]. 3D 

pharmacophores and dynophores will be described comprehensively in the next section. 

MD simulations are well established within drug design [254]. However, this method has its 

own limitations. First and foremost, the high computational costs [254] correlated with MD 

simulations hinder their usage for large datasets, huge simulation systems, or long timescales. 

With further improvements in computational hardware in the future, this limitation might be 

overcome. Secondly, the present force fields lack accuracy by neglection of quantum-

mechanical effects by treating the atoms as single particles instead of a collection of atomic 

nuclei and electrons [244,245]. This approximation is currently needed due to excessive high 

computational costs to overcome this limitation. 

 

3.4. Static and Dynamic Pharmacophores 
3D pharmacophores (often only referred to as pharmacophores) consist of an ensemble of 

interaction features and steric features resembling protein-ligand interactions relevant to 

pharmacological response [277]. Within a 3D pharmacophore, interactions between ligand 

moieties and protein residues are abstracted into a small number of biologically relevant 

interaction feature classes, i.e. hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic contacts, aromatic interactions, 

charged interactions, metal coordination, and halogen bonds [278] (Table 3). Each interaction 

feature is defined by its interaction class, coordinates, spatial tolerance, weight, and possibly 

its directionality [278]. Besides information about the present protein-ligand interactions, 3D 

pharmacophores incorporate steric constraints, referred to as ‘exclusion volumes’, that 

account for the shape of the protein binding site [279]. 
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Table 3. Overview of 3D pharmacophore features typically used in 3D pharmacophore 

modeling. 

Feature Representative Depiction Example 

 

Hydrogen Bond Donor  

 

 

 

 

Hydrogen Bond Acceptor  

 

 

 

 

Hydrophobic Contact  

 

 

 

 

Aromatic interaction  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Positive Ionizable  

 

 

  

Negative Ionizable  

 

 

 

 

Metal Coordination  

 

 

 

 

Halogen bond  

 

 

 

 

 

Feature depiction according to LigandScout [239,280]. 
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Within the field of medicinal chemistry, the term ‘pharmacophore’ is often used by referring to 

chemical moieties, like carboxylic acids, guanidines, or chemical scaffolds, like steroids or 

flavonoids [277] possibly leading to confusion. To avoid any misunderstanding, it is therefore 

useful to use the term '3D pharmacophores' [278,281]. 

The process of generating 3D pharmacophores can be divided into two methods: ligand-based 

pharmacophore generation and structure-based 3D pharmacophore generation [278]. In 

ligand-based 3D pharmacophore generation, a set of compounds is aligned and analyzed 

according to their potential interactions with a protein. A consensus pharmacophore is then 

determined. Ligand-based approaches suffer from the dependence on accurate alignment of 

the active compounds without prior knowledge of the biologically active conformation [282]. 

The more diverse the scaffolds, the more difficult the alignment calculation. Since the actual 

binding modes are unknown, the risk of comparing ligands that bind to different sites on the 

protein is high [278]. Structure-based 3D pharmacophore generation calculates a 3D 

pharmacophore in the context of a protein environment. Both protein-ligand complexes and 

protein structures alone are suitable for 3D pharmacophore determination. When 

experimentally derived complex structures are available, structure-based methods are 

valuable because the bound ligand is already in its active conformation and knowledge of the 

spatial constraints of the binding site can be more accurately incorporated into the 3D 

pharmacophore model [279]. 

A variety of software suites for 3D pharmacophore generation are available, e.g. LigandScout 

[239,280], CATALYST [283], MOE [213], Phase [284], and Pharao [285] among others. 

3D pharmacophores represent potential protein-ligand interactions statically, but as 

highlighted in the previous section on MD simulations, proteins, ligands, and their complexes 

exhibit dynamic behavior in biological systems. Therefore, a dynamic evaluation of 3D 

pharmacophores over time is of great interest. Dynamic pharmacophores, also called 

dynophores [275,276], illustrate interactions dynamically. They consist of probability density 

point clouds representing the interactions detected throughout MD simulations. The 

dynophore algorithm calculates the static 3D pharmacophores for each frame of the MD 

simulation and pools related interactions into superfeatures. Additionally, bar plots illustrating 

the occurrence frequency of detected interactions, are generated. Dynophores facilitate the 

temporal, spatial, and statistical analysis of detected interactions [278]. Bar plots allow for a 

time-resolved assessment of interaction appearance and statistical analysis by overall 

interaction frequency, while the feature cloud representation accounts for the spatial 

placement of interactions within the protein environment. The feature cloud representation 

also allows for an intuitive and quick evaluation of interaction stability over time by visual 

inspection of the ‘blurriness’ of the superfeature clouds. Dynophores were extensively used 
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within Articles A, B, and C where only the dynamic evaluation of protein-ligand interactions 

facilitated the rationalization of experimental results. 

3D pharmacophores represent a valuable tool within computational drug design [281,286]. 

The strong abstraction level of 3D pharmacophore features allows for a broad and easy 

comparison between ligands and facilitates the determination of protein-ligand interactions 

favorable for ligand affinity [Articles A, B, and C]. 3D pharmacophores are also well suited for 

scaffold-hoping, i.e. the elucidation of new chemical scaffolds active at the protein of interest, 

due to their incorporated abstraction level [278]. 3D pharmacophore similarity calculations also 

provide a suitable method for selecting pharmacologically relevant docking poses. The 

Dynophore application allows the detection of key interactions by frequency of occurrence and 

the assessment of ligand binding mode stability by spatial fluctuations of the ligand in the 

binding site. Prospectively, 3D pharmacophores can serve as queries for virtual screening 

campaigns, which will be described in detail in the next section and was applied in Article D. 
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3.5. 3D-Pharmacophore-Based Virtual Screening 
3D pharmacophores represent valuable tools for virtual screening campaigns [281]. The aim 

of in silico virtual screening campaigns is the identification of active molecules towards the 

protein of interest out of a database with molecules of unknown activity [287,288]. For this, a 

3D pharmacophore query is screened against a multi-conformational molecule library, and 

molecules satisfying the query 3D pharmacophore are retrieved in a hit list [278,279]. Hit 

molecules can be docked to the protein of interest to further evaluate their potential for 

subsequent in vitro experimental evaluation [288]. Molecule databases used in virtual 

screenings often encompass millions of molecules. However, only a few of these molecules 

are likely to possess activity at the protein of interest. In addition, only a limited number of hit 

molecules can be assessed in vitro. The virtual screening sensitivity (retrieval of actives as 

hits) and specificity (exclusion of inactive molecules from the hit list) can be adjusted by 

modification of 3D pharmacophore feature tolerance and weight [278] as well as the number 

of 3D pharmacophore features within the query. The larger the number of 3D pharmacophore 

features and the smaller the allowed distance and angle deviations from the query 3D 

pharmacophore feature the lower the sensitivity and the higher the specificity of the virtual 

screening. Increasing the feature weight for more crucial protein-ligand interactions will 

prioritize more active molecules. Noteworthy, a balance between sensitivity and specificity 

needs to be found as these features negatively correlate with each other, which means that 

they cannot be optimized simultaneously [169]. 

Statistical validation of the virtual screening’s predictive power is best facilitated by the 

retrospective screening of databases of known active and known inactive molecules with 

subsequent visualization of the virtual screening performance in a receiver operating 

characteristics (ROC) curve [169,279], that assesses if the model can include active 

compounds and exclude inactives. If inactive molecules are not available for validation, decoys 

can be used instead. Decoys represent computationally generated molecules of assumed 

inactivity that were designed to match the active molecules in terms of physicochemical 

properties, like number of rotatable bonds, molecular weight, or calculated logP, but differ in 

the 2D topology [289]. Active molecules correctly predicted as hit molecules represent true 

positives (TP), decoys excluded from the hit list true negatives (TN), actives incorrectly 

excluded from the hit list false negatives (FN), and decoys wrongly categorized as hit 

molecules false positives (FP) [169,279]. The ROC curve plots the true positive rate 

(sensitivity, y-axis) against the false-positive rate (1-specificity, x-axis) [169,279] (Figure 7). 

The ideal ROC curve goes straight to the upper left corner and then horizontally to the upper 

right corner (Figure 7, curve A). A diagonal line from the lower left to the upper right corner 

represents a random distribution of actives and decoys in the virtual screening (Figure 7, curve 
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C). A distribution superior to a random distribution is located above the random line (Figure 7, 

curve B). A curve below the random line indicates a systematic error in the distribution and 

the starting hypothesis for 3D pharmacophore generation should be re-evaluated (Figure 7, 

curve D). Another descriptor used to evaluate retrospective screening is the enrichment factor. 

The enrichment factor describes the improvement of the hit rate by the virtual screening 

compared to a random distribution [279,282]. 

 
Figure 7. Example of ROC curves. Curve A represents an ideal curve, curve B represents a valuable 
distribution compared to the random distribution shown in curve C. Curve D indicates a systematic 
error as the distribution is worse than random. 
 

Virtual screening campaigns are widely used in drug design [281,282,288] as they serve as a 

filter to increase the hit rate for experimental testing and significantly reduce the costs 

compared to high-throughput screening (HTS) [287,290]. 3D pharmacophore-based virtual 

screening campaigns also have low computational costs and allow for easy scaffold hopping 

by retrieving bioisoteric ligands [282]. Given the potential patent protection of promising lead 

scaffolds in drug design, scaffold hopping is a highly valuable strategy for competing 

companies. In addition, new chemical scaffold ligands hold the promise of circumventing the 
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potential side effects of known lead compounds. Our recent review summarizes successful 

applications of 3D pharmacophore modeling in GPCR research [281]. 

In this dissertation (Article D), two 3D pharmacophore-based virtual screening methods were 

used. The first one includes protein-ligand interaction features as well as exclusion volume 

spheres in the virtual screening query and was performed in LigandScout [239,280]. The 

second one used the software ROCS (Rapid overlay on chemical structures) developed by 

Openeye [291,292], where a score for the similarity between a query ligand and a database 

ligand is calculated using 3D structural similarity via Gaussian functions and the chemical 

similarity via the overlap of pharmacophore features [293]. 
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4. Results 
4.1. Mechanistic Characterization of the Pharmacological Profile of HS-
731, a Peripherally Acting Opioid Analgesic, at the µ-, δ-, κ-Opioid and 
Nociceptin Receptors [Article A] 
The development of safer analgesics is highly desirable in light of the ongoing opioid crisis. 

One strategy to obtain such safer analgesics is the peripheral restriction of opioids. The 

zwitterionic HS-731 is a peripherally acting opioid showing full agonism at MOR and DOR, but 

partial agonism at KOR. The activity profile of HS-731 at the NOP remained elusive. 

In this study, we demonstrated the lack of affinity of HS-731 at the NOP in in vitro experiments 

and performed a detailed in silico evaluation of HS-731 at the opioid receptors. In particular, 

we elucidated the binding mode of HS-731 at the classical opioid receptors and rationalized 

the affinity and potency profiles at the different opioid receptor subtypes in atomistic detail. We 

identified the conserved residue 5.39 (K) and the non-conserved residue 6.58 (MOR:K, 

DOR:W, and KOR:E) as responsible for the affinity differences at the classical opioid 

receptors. Y3.33 in NOP adopts a conformation pointing deeper into the binding side than in 

classical opioid receptors, preventing HS-731 from binding to NOP. Interactions between TM5 

(K2275.39) and TM6 (E2976.58) in the KOR prevented intracellular TM6 outward movement 

directly related to KOR activation, correlating with the partial agonism observed for HS-731 at 

the KOR. 
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Abstract: Accumulated preclinical and clinical data show that peripheral restricted opioids provide
pain relief with reduced side effects. The peripherally acting opioid analgesic HS-731 is a potent
dual µ-/δ-opioid receptor (MOR/DOR) full agonist, and a weak, partial agonist at the κ-opioid
receptor (KOR). However, its binding mode at the opioid receptors remains elusive. Here, we
present a comprehensive in silico evaluation of HS-731 binding at all opioid receptors. We provide
insights into dynamic interaction patterns explaining the different binding and activity of HS-731
on the opioid receptors. For this purpose, we conducted docking, performed molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations and generated dynamic pharmacophores (dynophores). Our results highlight two
residues important for HS-731 recognition at the classical opioid receptors (MOR, DOR and KOR),
particular the conserved residue 5.39 (K) and the non-conserved residue 6.58 (MOR: K, DOR: W and
KOR: E). Furthermore, we assume a salt bridge between the transmembrane helices (TM) 5 and 6 via
K2275.39 and E2976.58 to be responsible for the partial agonism of HS-731 at the KOR. Additionally,
we experimentally demonstrated the absence of affinity of HS-731 to the nociceptin/orphanin FQ
peptide (NOP) receptor. We consider the morphinan phenol Y1303.33 responsible for this affinity
lack. Y1303.33 points deep into the NOP receptor binding pocket preventing HS-731 binding to
the orthosteric binding pocket. These findings provide significant structural insights into HS-731
interaction pattern with the opioid receptors that are important for understanding the pharmacology
of this peripheral opioid analgesic.

Keywords: GPCR; opioid receptor; HS-731; peripheral opioid agonist; analgesia; binding; selectivity;
molecular docking; molecular dynamics simulations

1. Introduction

Opioid receptors are membrane-bound receptors belonging to the family of G protein-
coupled receptors (GPCRs) [1]. There are four opioid receptor subtypes, including the
three classical opioid receptors, µ (MOR), δ (DOR) and κ (KOR), and the more recently
discovered nociceptin/orphanin FQ peptide (NOP) receptor [1]. The central role of the
opioid system (opioid receptors and their endogenous and exogenous ligands) in pain
treatment has been long recognized, with activation of each opioid receptor subtype leading
to pain relief [2,3]. Because of their therapeutic relevance, the opioid receptors are among
the few GPCRs determined in different activation states [4].

The most common strategy for the treatment of severe pain is by targeting the
MOR [2,3,5]. Clinically used MOR agonists (e.g., morphine, oxycodone and fentanyl)
are capable of producing potent and effective analgesia, but they also cause unwanted
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and numerous side effects, such as respiratory depression, constipation, sedation, nausea,
tolerance, dependence and addiction [2–4]. Opioid misuse and opioid-induced overdoses
and death have become a global medical and socioeconomical issue leading to the ongoing
opioid epidemic [6,7]. Recently, it was reported that the overdose deaths from opioids was
increased to 56,064 in 2020 in the USA [8]. Therefore, the development of safer analgesics
with lower or no abuse liability and other undesirable side effects is highly needed [9–11].
Diverse approaches in the design of safer analgesics include targeting multiple receptors
simultaneously (bi- and multifunctional ligands) [11–13], functional selectivity at GPCRs
(biased agonists) [11,14–16] and peripheralization of opioid receptor agonists [2,11,17,18].

Opioid receptors are expressed in the central and peripheral nervous systems (CNS
and PNS), and various non-neuronal tissues (immune, neuroendocrine and ectodermal
cells) [2,3,19,20]. Preclinical and clinical studies have shown that selective activation of
peripheral opioid receptors leads to effective pain relief and reduced CNS-mediated side ef-
fects [2,17,18,21–23]. Increasing the hydrophilicity of opioids to limit their access to the CNS,
and thus to minimize the incidence of undesirable CNS effects comprises diverse chemical
modifications, such as incorporation of quaternary or amphiphilic molecules, which contain
hydrophilic and hydrophobic components, pH-sensitive activation of analgesic compounds
and synthesis of peptide-derived analgesics. The goal of achieving analgesia while avoiding
CNS penetration has focused on both small molecules and peptides [2,17,18,21,22,24].

Among the first generation of peripherally restricted opioid compounds was the MOR
agonist loperamide [25] (clinically used in the control of diarrhea), which is completely ex-
cluded from the CNS by the action of P-glycoprotein [18]. Asimadoline [26], an amphiphilic
molecule, was the first peripherally selective agonist with activity at the KOR evaluated in
humans for the treatment of peripheral pain. Unfortunately, asimadoline did not achieve
clinically relevant efficacy at doses that lacked CNS adverse effects [17,21]. Through com-
puter simulations at low pH, the fluorinated fentanyl analogue, NFEEP, was identified as a
potent antinociceptive activating specifically the MOR in acidified peripheral tissues and to
lack the typical opioid side effects in animals [18,21,27]. Peripheral restriction can also be
achieved with peptidic agonists that produce analgesia by activating the MOR or KOR in
the periphery [17,22,28]. The most advanced peripherally restricted KOR agonist under
clinical development for acute postoperative pain and chronic pain is the tetrapeptide
CR845 (also known as difelikefalin) [17,22].

Chemical and pharmacological work from our laboratory in the field of peripheral
opioid analgesics from the class of opioid morphinans targeted the attachment of amino
acid residues and dipeptides at the C6 position of the centrally acting MOR agonist 14-
O-methyloxymorphone [29–37]. It was established that inclusion of an ionizable group,
such as amino acid residues and sulfate conjugates, in morphinans leads to increased
hydrophylicity and consequently reduced penetration into the CNS, by having greater
selectivity towards peripheral tissues [31,32,34,35,37–40]. Inclusion of an ionizable group,
such as amino acid residues, leads to increased hydrophylicity and consequently reduced
penetration into the CNS, by having greater selectivity towards peripheral tissues. Sev-
eral zwitterionic analogues were profiled as very potent MOR/DOR agonists producing
antinociception after systemic administration in various pain models in rodents (mice
and rats) via activation of peripheral opioid receptors [37]. A prominent representative of
the series is HS-731, the 6β-glycine substituted derivative of 14-O-methyloxymorphone
(Figure 1) [29], showing high affinity, potent and full agonism at the MOR and DOR, and a
weak, partial agonism at the KOR (Table 1). In addition, HS-731 has been demonstrated
to effectively induce peripheral opioid antinociception in a multitude of pain conditions,
including acute nociception (tail-flick test) [31], visceral pain (acetic acid-induced writhing
assay) [34,37], inflammatory pain (formalin test [31,33] and carrageenan-induced hyper-
algesia [32]), neuropathic pain (sciatic nerve ligation) [33] and migraine pain (eye-wiping
trigeminal nociceptive test) [36] in rodents. In acute thermal nociception, HS-731 was up
to 200-fold more potent than morphine and had similar potencies to fentanyl when given
systemically subcutaneous (s.c.), with considerably long-lasting antinociceptive effects. A
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significant and prolonged duration of the antinociceptive effect (up to 4 h) with a peripheral
site of action was shown after oral administration of HS-731 to rats with carrageenan-
induced inflammatory pain [32]. Recent data were reported on the absence of analgesic
tolerance for HS-731 in rats upon chronic s.c. treatment for 14 days [23].

Figure 1. Structure of HS-731 and the acid-base equilibrium under physiological conditions.

Table 1. In vitro binding affinities and agonist activities of HS-731 at the opioid receptors.

Receptor Rat Opioid
Receptor Human Opioid Receptor

Binding affinity Binding affinity Functional activity
Ki (nM) Ki (nM) EC50 (nM) % stim.

MOR 0.83 ± 0.02 a 0.90 ± 0.14 b 3.78 ± 0.73 b 98 ± 9 b

DOR 7.86 ± 0.64 a 10.1 ± 2.7 b 7.92 ± 1.63 b 103 ± 7 b

KOR 44.8 ± 0.1 a - 361 ± 154 b 82 ± 9 b

NOP - c >10,000 - d - d

a Binding affinities (Ki, nM) to the opioid receptors in the rat brain were determined in competitive radioligand
binding assays; data from [30]. b Binding affinities (Ki, nM) to the human opioid receptors expressed in CHO cells
were determined in competitive radioligand binding assays; data from [35]. Potencies (EC50, nM) and efficacies
(% stimulation expressed as percentage relative to the maximum effect of a selective, full opioid agonist) to the
human opioid receptors expressed in CHO cells were determined in the [35S]GTPγS binding assays; data from [35].
c—denotes not determined. d—denotes not applicable. Values are means ± SEM (n = 3 independent experiments
performed in duplicate).

In the present study, we present the first mechanistic in silico investigation of the
binding mode and interaction mechanisms of HS-731 to the three classical opioid receptors
and rationalize why HS-731 does not bind to the NOP receptor.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. HS-731 Shows No Specific Binding to the NOP Receptor

We have reported previously on the specific binding of HS-731 to the three classical
opioid receptors, MOR, DOR and KOR, in the rat brain and to the recombinant human
receptors expressed in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells (Table 1). HS-731 shows high
binding affinities in the low nanomolar range to the MOR and DOR, and reduced affinity
to the KOR [30,35]. In the present study, the first data on the binding affinity of HS-731 to
the NOP receptor is reported. Competitive inhibition of [3H]nociceptin binding by HS-731
to the NOP receptor was assessed using in vitro competitive radioligand binding assays
with membranes of CHO cells expressing the human NOP receptor. HS-731 displayed no
substantial binding to the NOP receptor up to a concentration of 10 µM. In the same assay,
the reference nociceptin ligand had a very high binding affinity (Ki = 0.17 ± 0.04 nM) to
the NOP receptor (Figure 2 and Table 1).
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Figure 2. Binding curves of HS-731 to the human NOP receptor determined in the competitive radioli-
gand binding assay. Concentration-dependent inhibition by HS-731 and nociceptin of [3H]nociceptin
binding to membranes from CHO cells stably expressing the human NOP receptor. Values are means
± SEM (n = 3 independent experiments performed in duplicate).

2.2. Homology Modeling Is Suitable to Predict the Active State Human Nociceptin Receptor

In order to characterize binding of HS-731 in a comprehensive way, an investigation
of both the inactive conformation, but also the active conformation is necessary. Since no
active-state crystal structure of the NOP receptor is available we modeled the active state
human NOP structure using the crystal structure of the κ-opioid receptor (KOR, PDB-ID:
6B73 [41]). Model generation was carried out as described in the Section 3 and resulted
in a model with a 0.7 Å root mean square deviation (RMSD) between the α-carbon atoms
between NOP and active conformation KOR template, indicating a correct global fold.
The NOP homology model contains no atom clashes and only two phi/psi angle outliers,
suggesting a high-quality homology model (Figure 3, see Section 3 for details).

Figure 3. Ramachandran plot of the NOP homology model. Angles within the orange range angles
are plausible (yellow spheres) and angles within the green space are optimal (green spheres).
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2.3. Water Molecules Are Important for HS-731 Binding to the Opioid Receptors

Water-mediated hydrogen bonds between ligand and receptor are known to occur
within opioid receptor crystal structures [41–43]. Both MOR and DOR x-ray crystal struc-
tures [42,43] contain crystal water molecules. In the MOR, three polar interactions between
ligand and protein are mediated by water molecules, namely those to K2335.39, H2976.52

and Y1483.33 (the numbering refers to the mouse MOR; the respective residues in the hu-
man MOR are K2355.39, H2996.52 and Y1503.33, superscripts denote Ballesteros-Weinstein
numbering [44]) were reported [42]. Mutagenesis studies have revealed all three residues
to be involved in MOR binding and selectivity [45]. Therefore, the water molecules in
the MOR structure were retained. The DOR structure with PDB-ID 6PT2 published by
Claff et al. [43] contains three water molecules, which mediate interactions to K2145.39 and
Y1293.33. In mutagenesis studies, Y1293.33 was shown to contribute to affinity and activity
of DOR agonists [43,46], while K2145.39 contributes to agonist binding and selectivity [47].
Therefore, all three water molecules were retained. For the KOR, no crystal waters are
experimentally resolved. ‘Interaction potential maps’ implemented in MOE were therefore
used to identify a single potential conserved water position. The same workflow was
applied to the NOP homology model and the NOP inactive crystal structure. For all three
structures water molecule between the transmembrane helices 5 and 6 (TM5/TM6) were
identified that are capable to mediate interactions to the backbone carbonyl of K5.39, an in-
teraction highlighted previously in opioid receptors [41–43]. The predicted water molecule
in the KOR occupies the same coordinates as a preserved water molecule present in the
MOR (PDB-ID: 5C1M).

2.4. Docking Reveals a Common Binding Mode for HS-731 to the Opioid Receptors

HS-731 contains the same morphinan scaffold (Figure 4) as the co-crystallized ligands
of the active X-ray crystal structures used in this study (KOR co-crystalized with MP1104,
PDB-ID: 6B73 [41], and MOR co-crystalized with BU72, PDB-ID: 5C1M [42], Figure 4). In
contrast, the active state DOR structure used in this study contains a peptidic ligand [43].
Nevertheless, MP1104 is known to be a potent agonist at the MOR, DOR and KOR [41,48].
Thus, a maximal scaffold overlay of HS-731 and MP1104 or BU72, and additionally a
common binding mode within the opioid receptors was aimed.

Figure 4. Chemical structures of (A) a morphinan scaffold and co-crystallized ligands (B) BU72 in
MOR (PDB-ID: 5C1M) and (C) MP1104 in KOR (PDB-ID: 6B73) under physiological pH (7.4).

To obtain a common binding mode of HS-731 in all opioid receptors, we docked
HS-731 into the prepared MOR, KOR, DOR x-ray crystal structures, as well as into the
NOP active state homology model and the NOP inactive crystal structure. All protein
structures contain water molecules in the TM5-6 region that is surmised to be important for
ligand binding [41]. Docking revealed a common binding pose of HS-731 in the classical
opioid receptors with the phenolic moiety establishing hydrogen bonding to the water
molecules coordinating the K5.39 backbone carbonyl in TM5. The morphinan amine
interacts with D3.32 via a salt bridge. The HS-731 carboxylate moiety points upwards to
the extracellular domain (Figure 5A). An ionic interaction between the side chain of K5.39
and the carboxylate of HS-731 occurs in all the three classical opioid receptors. In the MOR,
the carboxylate moiety also forms an ionic interaction with a second lysine positioned in
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TM6 (K3056.58). While K5.39 is conserved among the classical opioid receptors, residue 6.58
is not conserved, with the positively charged K3056.58 in the MOR, neutral W2846.58 in the
DOR, and negatively charged E2976.58 in the KOR. Thus, HS-731 is only able to form ionic
interactions with both lysine residues in the MOR, explaining the highest affinity of HS-731
to this receptor. In contrast, HS-731 only can exhibit one ionic interaction to K5.39 in the
KOR and DOR (Figure 5B–C).

Figure 5. Binding modes of HS-731 to the classical opioid receptors. (A) Global view on the MOR
binding pocket with docked HS-731. (B) Binding pocket of the MOR. Residues 297–303 and 322–325
are not shown for better visualization. (C) Binding pocket of the KOR. Residues 289–294 and 311–318
are not shown for better visualization. (D) Binding pocket of the DOR. Residues 275–282 are not
shown for better visualization. Blue star indicates positive ionizable interactions, red stars negative
ionizable interactions, yellow spheres lipophilic contacts, green arrow hydrogen bond donors and
red arrows hydrogen bond acceptors. Water molecules are depicted as red spheres.
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Even though residue 6.58 did not participate in an interaction with HS-731 in the
KOR, it could have an influence on ligand binding. In the KOR, K2275.39 and E2976.58

could interact with each other in an ionic protein-protein-interaction. Subsequently the
carboxylate of HS-731 would have to compete with E2976.58 for K2275.39 as interaction
partner. This competition would likely weaken the strength of the ligand interaction
to K2275.39 and reduces HS-731′s affinity to the KOR. The neutral W2846.58 in the DOR
cannot participate in an ionic interaction. Nonetheless, it could take part in a weaker
π-cation interaction with K2145.39. No geometrically plausible π-cation between W2846.58

and K2145.39 could be observed in our model. Subsequently, we surmise that W2846.58

does not influence ligand binding resulting in a better affinity value compared to the KOR.
Additionally the non-conserved residue 6.58 is a known selectivity-determinant at the
classical opioid receptors [45,47,49], and therefore its influence on ligand binding could
contribute to the affinity pattern of HS-731 at the opioid receptors.

A feature only visible in the binding hypothesis generated at the MOR is an ionic
interaction between the secondary amine of HS-731 and D56 of the N-terminus. The MOR is
currently the only solved opioid receptor crystal structure in which the N-terminus covers
the binding site [42]. Thus, possible interactions between HS-731 and the N-terminus of
the KOR or DOR were not detectable, even though the unresolved parts of the N-termini
of both receptors contain negatively charged residues that could be oriented towards the
binding pocket. Hence, the ionic interaction between the secondary amine of HS-731 and
the N-terminus of the MOR was not investigated in this study.

Experimentally, HS-731 did not exhibit specific binding to the NOP receptor (Figure 2
and Table 1). Therefore, the generated binding hypothesis to the NOP receptor predomi-
nately served to give insights into the reasons for the lack of affinity to this receptor and
to assess if HS-731 could be active in higher concentrations than experimentally tested.
As there is no data about the activity profile of HS-731 at the NOP receptor available we
conducted docking to the modeled active state NOP receptor as well as to the inactive state
NOP receptor (crystal structure, PDB-ID: 5DGH). For the active state homology model no
valid and plausible docking solution for the orthosteric binding pocket with the essential
ionic interaction to D1303.32 could be obtained. Residue Y1303.33 is likely to cause this ex-
clusion effect as it points deeper into the NOP receptor binding pocket than in the classical
opioid receptors (Figure 6). A superimposition of NOP receptor with the classical opioid re-
ceptors in complex with HS-731 revealed atom clashes between the morphinan scaffold and
Y1303.33 (Figure 6). This steric hindrance precludes HS-731 from binding to the active state
NOP receptor orthosteric binding pocket. Additionally, Akuzawa et al. [50] demonstrated
abolished binding of the endogenous ligand nociceptin to the NOP receptor mutant Q280A,
which indicates an important role of Q280 in anchoring NOP agonists. Residue Q280 is
positioned deep in the orthosteric binding pocket; therefore, it could not mediate HS-731
binding to the active conformation of the NOP receptor. Also, for the inactive state NOP
receptor (as obtained from the crystal structure with PDB-ID 5DGH), no reasonable binding
mode could be obtained. The binding site in the inactive NOP receptor conformation is
enlarged allowing HS-731 to bind to the lower part of the orthosteric binding pocket as
does the co-crystallized antagonist C-35. However, HS-731 adopted a different orientation
within the binding pocket and exhibited a distinct interaction pattern compared to known
NOP antagonists [51,52] as no 3D pharmacophore overlay could be detected (Figure S2).
Furthermore, HS-731 was not able to stabilize its two charged moieties outside the morphi-
nan scaffold in ionic interactions resulting in an enthalpically unfavorable binding mode.
Unlike endorphins, enkephalins and dynorphins, the endogenous NOP receptor ligand
nociceptin contains FGGF instead of YGGF in its message domain [50,51,53]. The additional
hydroxyl group is considered to function as a discriminator feature between classical opioid
receptors and the NOP receptor [51] with dynorphin A (Y1) showing no activity at the
NOP receptor [54]. The phenyl group of nociceptin is considered to point deeply into the
orthosteric binding pocket [51]. The discriminative hydroxyl group of HS-731 was similarly
oriented further indicating an implausible binding mode for HS-731.
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Figure 6. Superimposition of the NOP receptor and the classical opioid receptors in complex with
HS-731. Atom clash is indicated by the bold black line.

Altogether, the absence of affinity of HS-731 to the NOP receptor is in line with reports
indicating that NOP ligands often exhibit binding and activity patterns to the NOP receptor
not observed in the classical opioid receptors [1]. Furthermore, the lack of plausible docking
poses implies inactivity of HS-731 to the NOP receptor even for high ligand concentrations.
Hence, the binding poses at the NOP receptor were not further assessed in MD simulations.

2.5. Molecular Dynamics Simulations Revealed Additional Interactions for HS-731 Binding to the
Opioid Receptors

To obtain dynamic information for the opioid receptor-HS-731 complexes, we per-
formed MD simulations and analyzed the interactions using the in-house developed
Dynophore software [55], that calculates dynamic pharmacophores (‘dynophores’). Table 2
shows the frequency of the ionic interactions between HS-731 and the three opioid receptors,
MOR, DOR and KOR, during the simulations performed. Notably, the salt bridge between
the morphinan amine and D3.32 that is known to be crucial for binding of positively
charged ligands [56,57] occurred in 100% of the trajectory. In the case of the MOR, MD
simulations resulted in the same four ionic interactions observed in the static model. The
ionic interactions occurred with high frequencies, suggesting strong salt bridges between
HS-731 and the MOR binding pocket (Table 2). Dynophore analysis obtained from the DOR
and KOR complexes with HS-731 revealed additional, ionic interactions between the ligand
and extracellular loops (DOR: R291ECL3; KOR: K200ECL2) that were not seen in the static
model. The occurrence of ionic interactions with residues of the ECLs could be explained by
a tilt of the loops towards the binding pocket during the simulations. Moreover, dynophore
analysis revealed four stabilizing ionic interactions between ligand and protein in case of
the KOR, but only three in case of the DOR (Table 2). Furthermore, the frequency of the
ionic interaction between the morphinan amine and K5.39 is as frequent in the KOR as in
the DOR, even though a lower frequency in case of the KOR was predicted due to possible
intramolecular interaction between K2275.39 and E2976.58 as discussed in Section 2.4. The
last two findings seem in disagreement with the higher affinity of HS-731 towards the DOR
than to the KOR (Table 1). To explain these observations, we analyzed the geometry of
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the stabilizing salt bridges between HS-731 and the opioid receptors residues (Table 2) as
described in the next section.

Table 2. Ionic interaction occurrence between HS-731 and the three classical opioid receptors during
MD simulations.

InteractionType
Interaction Partners

HS-731 MOR DOR KOR

Cationic
interaction

morphinan
amine

D1493.32(100%) D1283.32

(100%)
D1383.32

(100%)
Cationic

interaction
secondary

amine
D56N-terminus

(73.7%)
Not present E209ECL2

(12.5%)

Anionic
interaction

Carboxylate
K2355.39

(81.3%)
K2145.39

(65.0%)
K2275.39

(63.3%)
K3056.58

(75.0%)
R291ECL3

(9.2%)
K200ECL2

(15.7%)
The frequency is given as an average of five simulation replicates per system.

Detailed root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) plots of HS-731 and the protein backbone
can be found in the Supplementary Materials (Figures S3–S8). Additionally, the supportive
information provide a comparison of the binding modes of HS-731 at the end of the
simulation time with the docking pose (Figures S9–S11).

2.6. Interaction Distance Assessment Confirms Binding Hypothesis

We measured the distances between the interaction partner atoms to examine the
quality of the ionic interactions occurring during MD simulations. Ionic interactions are
known to be strongly distance-dependent and the energy of ionic interactions is determined
by an exponential term, i.e., the strength of the interaction decreases rapidly by increasing
distance [58]. The distance measurement between the carboxylate moiety of HS-731 and
K5.39 at the MOR revealed short distances throughout the majority of the MD simulation
(Figure 7A). The large extent of strong interactions implies stable ligand binding over the
simulation time and the higher amount compared to the other opioid receptors contributes
to the superior affinity of around one order of magnitude exhibited at the MOR.

The corresponding distance assessment at the DOR and KOR revealed far more short-
distance interactions at the DOR than at the KOR (Figure 7B). Thus, even though the
interaction frequency at the DOR and KOR was very similar, the interaction was much
stronger at the DOR, explaining the increased affinity of HS-731 at the DOR compared to
the KOR (Table 1). Additional interactions between the carboxylate and the basic residues
in the ECLs in both receptors (R291ECL3 in the DOR, K200ECL2 in the KOR) only occurred
with low frequency and long interaction distances rendering their effect on ligand binding
negligible (Figure S12A). The ionic interaction in the KOR between E209ECL2 and the
secondary amine of HS-731 also only occurred with low frequency and again the distance
assessment revealed mostly long distances, rendering its effect on ligand binding trivial
(Figure S12B).

To explain the activity profile of HS-731 as a partial agonist at the KOR (Table 1),
the possible interaction between K2275.39 and E2976.58 to the KOR was assessed. This is
because a salt bridge between K2275.39 and E2976.58 at the KOR is assumed to hamper KOR
activation in that the interaction between the TM5 and TM6 hinders TM6 from its outward
movement [59]. At the same time, the translocation of TM6 is important for receptor
activation at GPCRs like the opioid receptors [4,60] and interactions between TM5 and TM6
are considered to hamper activation in other GPCRs [61]. This hypothesis is supported by
the fact that the salt bridge between K2275.39 and E2976.58 at the KOR only occurs in the
inactive conformation (PDB-ID: 4DJH [56]), but was broken up in the active crystal structure
(PDB ID: 6B73 [41]). The partial adoption of an intermediate state conformation with a
less pronounced outward movement due to K2275.39–E2976.58 interaction would explain
the partial agonism of HS-731 at the KOR. Our simulation shows that the two residues
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interact with each other during 45.6% of the time indicating that the surmised intermediate
state is indeed relevant. Furthermore, the proposed hindered TM6 outward movement at
KOR was confirmed by a distance measurement between the alpha carbonyl atoms of the
opposing residues 6.31 at the bottom of TM6 (MOR: R2786.31, DOR: R2576.31, KOR: R2706.31)
and 4.40 at the bottom of TM4 (MOR: R1844.40, DOR: A1634.40, KOR: L1734.40) over the
simulation time (Figure 8). Thus, the K2275.39–E2976.58 interaction appears to induce a
less active conformation at KOR explaining the observed partial agonism of HS-731 at
the KOR. A comparison between the active state KOR (PDB-ID: 6B73) and one exemplary
intermediate state conformation can be found in the Supplementary Materials (Figure S13).

Figure 7. Ionic interaction distances. (A) Distances between K2355.39 (Nz) or K3056.58 (Nz) in the
MOR and the carboxylate of HS-731. (B) Distances between K2275.39 (KOR, Nz) or K2145.39 (DOR,
Nz) and the carboxylate moiety of HS-731. Dashed lines represent quantile. The width of the plot
corresponds to the frequency of the measured distance.
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Figure 8. TM6 translocation. Measurement between the alpha carbon atoms of 6.31 at the bottom of
TM6 (MOR: R2786.31, DOR: R2576.31, KOR: R2706.31) and 4.40 at the bottom of TM4 (MOR: R1844.40,
DOR: A1634.40, KOR: L1734.40) over the simulation time. The width of the plot corresponds to the
frequency of the measured distance. Dashed black lines represent quantile. Yellow solid lines indicate
the analog measured distances at the active state crystal structures (PDB-ID: 5C1M for MOR, 6PT2
for DOR and 6B73 for KOR) and inactive state crystal structures (PDB-ID: 4DKL for MOR, 4N6H for
DOR and 4DJH for KOR).

In the case of the MOR and DOR, which do not exhibit negatively charged residues
in the upper half of TM6, no similar interaction occurred, in accordance with the HS-
731 full agonism observed at these receptors (Table 1). To ensure that all influencing
factors for TM5–TM6 interactions in the DOR were properly considered, the occurrence
of cation–π-interactions between W2846.58 and K2145.39 were determined. As surmised
this interaction was not detectable in MD simulations confirming the hypothesis of partial
agonism in the presence of TM5–TM6 interactions. A comparison between the active state
KOR (PDB-ID: 6B73) and one exemplary intermediate state conformation can be found in
the Supplementary Materials (Figure S13).

Definition of the intermediate state for all opioid receptors based on the TM6 deflection
measured between the alpha carbonyl atoms of the opposing residues 6.31 and 4.40 at
the respective active state crystal structures (PDB-ID: 5C1M for MOR, 6PT2 for DOR
and 6B73 for KOR) and inactive state crystal structures (PDB-ID: 4DKL for MOR, 4N6H
for DOR and 4DJH for KOR) clearly indicates a maximum within the intermediate area
for KOR, but also for MOR while DOR only very rarely adopts such a state (Figure 8).
Nonetheless, the number of intermediate state conformations observed for all three opioid
receptors during the simulation time reflects the order of activation potential measured
in the [35S]GTPγS binding assay (Table 1). The KOR-HS-731 complex exhibits 51.9% of
the time an intermediate state conformation corresponding to 82% stimulation in the
[35S]GTPγS binding assay and partial agonism. The MOR-HS-731 complex in contrast only
adopts an intermediate conformation in 44.6% of the simulation time correlating to 98%
stimulation in the [35S]GTPγS binding assay and full agonism. The DOR-HS-731 complex
reaches 103% stimulation in the [35S]GTPγS binding assay and full agonism with only 5.3%
intermediate states.
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Chemicals and Materials

HS-731 was prepared as previously described [29]. Radioligand [3H]nociceptin
(119.4 Ci/mmol) was purchased from PerkinElmer (Boston, MA, USA). Tris(hydroxymethyl)
aminomethane (Tris), bovine serum albumin (BSA) polyethylenimine (PEI) and nociceptin
were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Chemicals (St. Louis, MO, USA). Cell culture media
and supplements were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Chemicals (St. Louis, MO, USA). All
other chemicals were of analytical grade and obtained from standard commercial sources.
Test compounds were prepared as 1 mM stocks in water and further diluted to working
concentrations in 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4).

3.2. Cell Culture and Membrane Preparation

CHO cells stably expressing the human NOP receptor (CHO-hNOP cell line) was
kindly provided by Dr. Lawrence Toll (SRI International, Menlo Park, CA, USA). CHO-
hNOP cells were grown at 37 ◦C in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) culture
medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 0.1% penicillin/streptomycin,
2 mM L-glutamine and 0.4 mg/mL geneticin (G418). Cells were maintained in a humidified
atmosphere of 95% air and 5% CO2. Membranes from CHO-hNOP cells were prepared as
described previously [62]. Briefly, CHO-hNOP cells grown at confluence were removed
from the culture plates by scraping, homogenized in 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.7) using
a Polytron homogenizer, then centrifuged once and washed by an additional centrifugation
at 27,000× g for 15 min at 4 ◦C. The final pellet was resuspended in 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer
(pH 7.7) and stored at –80 ◦C until use. Protein content of cell membrane preparations was
determined by the method of Bradford using BSA as the standard [63].

3.3. [3H]NOP Receptor Binding Assay

Competitive binding assays at the human NOP receptor stably transfected into CHO
cells were performed according to the published procedure [62]. Cell membranes (15 µg)
were incubated in 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4) with [3H]nociceptin (0.1 nM) and various
concentrations of test compounds in a final volume of 1 mL, for 60 min at 25 ◦C. Non-
specific binding was determined using 10 µM of unlabeled nociceptin. After incubation,
reactions were terminated by rapid filtration through 0.5% PEI-soaked Whatman GF/C
glass fiber filters. Filters were washed three times with 5 mL of ice-cold 50 mM Tris-
HCl buffer (pH 7.4) using a Brandel M24R cell harvester (Brandel, Gaithersburg, MD,
USA). Radioactivity retained on the filters was counted by liquid scintillation counting
using a Beckman Coulter LS6500 (Beckman Coulter Inc., Fullerton, CA, USA). Inhibition
constant (Ki, nM) values were determined by the method of Cheng and Prusoff [64] from
concentration-response curves by nonlinear regression analysis using the GraphPad Prism
5.0 Software (GraphPad Prism Software Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). All experiments were
performed in duplicate and repeated three times with independently prepared samples.
Data are presented as means ± SEM.

3.4. Protein Preparation and Modeling of the KOR Active Conformation

For classical opioid receptors, X-ray crystal structures of the active state proteins are
published and provided in the protein data bank (PDB [65]). The respective structures with
PDB-IDs 5C1M for the MOR [42], 6PT2 for the DOR [43] and 6B73 for the KOR [41] were
prepared using MOE v2020.0901 [66]. The X-ray crystal structure of the inactive state NOP
receptor (PDB-ID: 5DGH) was prepared analog. Only the chain with the best resolution
was processed. Fusion proteins (antibody fragment in MOR, thermostabilized cytochrome
b562 (BRIL) in the DOR, nanobody in the KOR) and the unresolved parts of the N-terminus,
as well as of the C-terminus of the opioid receptors were deleted. Thermostabilizing
mutations in the DOR and KOR were subsequently reverted to the human wild-type
sequence obtained from the UniProt-Databank [67] (human DOR: P41143, human KOR:
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P41145). The MOR structure (PDB-ID: 5C1M) is of a murine receptor. Hence, the sequence
was manually mutated to obtain the human wild-type MOR model

(UniProt-ID: P35372). The NOP receptor structure already contained the human
sequence. Missing side chain atoms were automatically generated using the protein builder
integrated in MOE. The unresolved parts of ECL2, ECL3 and ICL3 of the KOR and ICL2
of the NOP receptor were modeled using the loop modeler panel within MOE. To obtain
high quality structures, Ramachandran outliers [68] and atom clashes were resolved using
energy minimization with the OPLS-AA force field [69].

Homology modeling of the active state NOP receptor was performed using MOE
v2020.0901 with default settings in a similar as described in [70]. The chain with the best
resolution (3.10 Å) of the active KOR structure (PDB-ID: 6B73, sequence identity of 59% and
sequence similarity of 73%) with the NOP receptor (Figure S1) served as a template. The
protein target sequence (human NOP receptor) was obtained from the UniProt-Database
(human NOP receptor P41146). Both Ramachandran outliers as shown in Figure 3 are
located in flexible loops far away from the binding site (T206 of extracellular loop 2, ECL2,
and S251 of intracellular loop 3, ICL3). Hence, we assume that these Ramachandran
outliers are unlikely to influence ligand binding. Visual inspection revealed that the side
chain orientations of the residues forming the orthosteric binding pocket, including D3.32
(number denote Ballesteros–Weinstein numbering [44]), responsible for the crucial ionic
interaction between opioids and their receptors, show a similar orientation in the generated
model as in the template.

‘Interaction potential maps’ as implemented in MOE v2020.0901 were used to deter-
mine putatively relevant water molecules inside the binding site of the KOR (resolution too
low to determine co-crystallized waters) and the NOP receptor (homology model without
water coordinates; too low resolution in the crystal structure). The interaction potential is
an energy-based function that probes water molecules within the protein and calculates
the interaction energy between water molecule and protein [66]. For this calculation the
KOR binding site was defined as all residues within 4.5 Å around the crystalized ligand
MP1104 in the KOR structure (PDB-ID: 6B73). Since the KOR and NOP receptor share a
high sequence identity (59%) the same resides were used to define the NOP binding site in
the active state homology model. For the NOP receptor crystal structure again, all residues
within 4.5 Å around the crystalized ligand C-35 were used.

3.5. Protein-Ligand Docking

The starting conformation of HS-731 (IUPAC name: 2-[(4,5α-epoxy-3-hydroxy-14β-metho
xy-17-methylmorphinan-6β-yl)amino]acetic acid) was generated using Corina v3.00 [71,72].
All five opioid receptor structures were protonated at a pH of 7.0 using the protonate
3D function [73] included in MOE (v2020.0901). GOLD v5.2 [74] was used for docking
HS-731 into the receptors. The binding site was defined as a 20 Å sphere around the side
chain carboxylate C (γC)-atom of D3.32 and restricted to the solvent-accessible surface.
Pyramidal nitrogen atoms in the ligand were allowed to flip during the docking process. A
total of 30 genetic algorithm runs per receptor structure were performed, generating diverse
solutions (the root mean square deviation between docking poses was more than 1.5 Å). The
generated binding hypotheses were scored using the GoldScore docking function [75,76].
The search efficiency was held at 100%. A constraint maintaining a maximum distance of
5.5 Å between the nitrogen in the morphinan scaffold and the γC-atom of D3.32 was set to
ensure a crucial ionic interaction [41,56,57,77].

The obtained binding poses were energy-minimized in the protein environment using
the MMFF94 force field [78] implemented in LigandScout v4.4.3 [79,80]. The binding poses
of HS-731 in complex with the MOR, DOR and KOR were visually inspected and filtered
according to the reported binding mode of the morphinan scaffold of opioid agonist BU72
co-crystallized with the MOR (PDB-ID: 5C1M [42]) and the morphinan scaffold of the
opioid agonist MP1104 co-crystallized with the KOR (PDB-ID: 6B73 [41]). Additionally,
MP1104-KOR interactions were used to score the DOR docking results as MP1104 also
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exhibits full agonism at the DOR. The relevant interactions are summarized in Table 3.
Rescoring of the MOR and KOR clearly identified one docking result as most plausible
that was chosen for further evaluation. At the DOR however, several docking results were
scored equal. Thus, the pose with the lowest distance between the positively charged
nitrogen in the morphinan scaffold and the carboxylate of D3.32 out of the best scored
docking results was chosen at the DOR.

Table 3. Ligand–receptor interactions used for rescoring of docking results.

Interaction
BU72 MP1104

MOR DOR KOR NOP

PI D1493.32 D1283.32 D1383.32 D1303.32

HY M1533.36 M1323.36 M1423.36 M1343.36

HY V2385.42 V2175.42 V2305.42 I2195.42

HY I2986.51 - - -
HY V3026.55 V2816.55 I2946.55 2836.55

HY W3207.35 - - -
HBA - Y1293.33 Y1393.33 -

HBA/HBD HOH525/508 HOH101/1301/1302 HOH HOH
PI, positive ionizable interaction; HY, hydrophobic interaction; HBA, hydrogen bond acceptor; HBD, hydrogen
bond donator; HOH refers to water molecules.

None of the crystallized opioid ligands exhibit agonist activity to the NOP receptor,
but due to high identity and similarity to the classical opioid receptors (Figure S1) a
similar binding mode of HS-731 in all active state opioid receptors was assumed. MP1104
shares the morphinan scaffold of HS-731 and an alignment and superposition of the KOR
crystal structure and the NOP receptor homology model revealed the same orientation
of the residues that interact with MP1104 in the MP1104-KOR-complex and their NOP
receptor equivalent, with the exception of Y1313.33. Therefore, the binding poses were
evaluated according to the geometry of the other interactions detected in the MP1104-KOR
complex (Table 3). For the inactive state NOP receptor (PDB-ID: 5DGH) the orientation
and interaction pattern of the cocrystallized ligand C-35 was used to evaluate the docking
poses. C-35 only exhibit the crucial ionic interaction towards D1303.32 as well as several
hydrophobic interactions (to I1273.29, I1293.31, Y1313.33, M1343.36, V2796.51, V2836.55).

3.6. Molecular Dynamics Simulations and Analysis to Evaluate Docking Poses

Five replicates of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of 100 ns were performed
for each receptor-ligand complex. The systems were set up using Maestro v2020-4 [81]
and parametrized using the OPLS 2005 force field [82,83]. The MD simulations were
performed using Desmond v2020-4 [84]. The protein was placed in a cubic box with 10 Å
padding either side to the protein surface filled with TIP4P water molecules [85] and
ions (0.15 M NaCl), to ensure isotonic conditions, and was embedded in a 1-palmitoyl-
2-oleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC) bilayer. The membrane placement was carried out
according the OPM database (PDB-ID: 5C1M for the MOR, 6PT2 for the DOR, 6B73 for the
KOR). The simulation was performed under periodic boundary conditions as an NPγT
ensemble, i.e., a constant number of particles, pressure (1.01325 bar), lateral surface tension
(0 N/m) and temperature (300 K) throughout the simulation. Each simulation resulted in
1000 system conformations, according to a 100 ps recording interval. VMD v1.9.3 [86] was
used to center the protein and to align the trajectory onto the backbone heavy atoms of the
starting protein conformation.

For MD simulation analysis, dynamic pharmacophores, so called dynophores [55,87],
were calculated. Dynamic pharmacophores encompass pharmacophoric information de-
rived from an ensemble of protein conformations obtained from MD simulations. Interac-
tions are grouped into feature groups according to their interaction type (e.g., lipophilic
interaction, hydrogen bond acceptor, hydrogen bond donator). The interaction occurrence
over the trajectory of each interaction group is statistically determined and reported as
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percentages. The dynophore algorithm is implemented the ilib framework, on which
also LigandScout [79,80] is based upon. To assess the quality of interactions occurring
during the MD simulations distances between HS-731-COO-(C-atom)-KOR-K2275.39 (Nz),
HS-731-COO-(C-atom)-DOR-K2145.39 (Nz), HS-731-COO-(C-atom)-MOR-K2355.39 (Nz)
and HS-731-COO-(C-atom)-MOR-K3056.58 (Nz), HS-731-COO-(C-atom)–DOR-R291 (Cz),
HS-731-COO-(C-atom)-KOR-K200, and HS-731-secundary amine-KOR-E209 (CD) were
measured using VMD. The violin plots (Figure 7) representing the distribution of measured
distances were generated using the python v3.8.5 [88] packages seaborn v0.11.2 [89] and
matplotlib v3.4.3 [90].

4. Conclusions

In this study, we assessed the difference in binding affinity and activity values of the
peripheral opioid antinociceptive, HS-731, at the opioid receptors, and generated a binding
hypothesis at each opioid receptor subtype. HS-731 shows extensive ionic interactions with
the classical opioid receptors, MOR, DOR and KOR, and the differences in the frequency
and quality of those interactions mediate differences in the affinity and activity of HS-731 to
these receptors. At the MOR, HS-731 forms four ionic interactions over the majority of the
MD simulations. At the DOR and KOR, there were only two noteworthy ionic interactions
present. A closer examination of the interaction quality facilitated by an interaction distance
assessment revealed by far the strongest ionic interactions at the MOR followed by the
DOR. The quality at the KOR was much weaker than at the DOR. A salt bridge between
K2275.39 and E2976.58 was observed in about 50% in the case of the KOR. This interaction
is likely to cause the KOR to adopt an intermediate-state conformation as supported by
the decreased distance between the bottom of TM6 and TM4 as a surrogate parameter
for the TM6 translocation and GPCR activation, and therefore could explain the partial
agonism of HS-731 to the KOR. The MOR and DOR that did not exhibit TM5-TM6 ionic
interactions, and thus were not forced to adopt an intermediate state conformation are able
to be fully activated by the agonist HS-731.The present results highlight the importance
of ionic interactions for the binding of the 6β-glycine substituted agonist HS-731 to the
opioid receptors, and accentuate the non-conserved residue 6.58 and the N-terminus, as
important selectivity determinants for the classical opioid receptors. We experimentally
demonstrate that HS-731 displayed no substantial binding to the NOP receptor. We surmise
that Y1313.33 is responsible for this observation, in that it points further into the active
state binding pocket than in the classical opioid receptors and prevents HS-731 binding
within the orthosteric binding pocket. Furthermore, the hydroxyl group of HS-731 is likely
to abolish ligand binding to the NOP receptor in that it mimics the tyrosine within the
message address of endogenous peptides for the classical opioid receptors instead of the
phenylalanine within the message address of the NOP receptor agonist nociceptin.

In conclusion, our findings offer significant structural insights into HS-731 interactions
with the opioid receptors that are important for understanding the pharmacology of this
peripheral opioid analgesic.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online, Figure S1: Sequence identity and
similarity among the opioid receptors, Figure S2: Docking pose of HS-731 to the inactive NOP
receptor, Figure S3: Root mean square deviation of HS-731 in complex with the MOR over the
simulation time, Figure S4: Root mean square deviation of the MOR backbone atoms in complex
with HS-731 over the simulation time, Figure S5: Root mean square deviation of HS-731 in complex
with the DOR over the simulation time., Figure S6: Root mean square deviation of the DOR backbone
atoms in complex with HS-731 over the simulation time, Figure S7: Root mean square deviation of
HS-731 in complex with the KOR over the simulation time, Figure S8: Root mean square deviation of
the KOR backbone atoms in complex with HS-731 over the simulation time, Figure S9: Comparison
of the binding modes of HS-731 at the MOR derived by docking and after MD simulations, Figure
S10: Comparison of the binding modes of HS-731 at the DOR derived by docking and after MD
simulations. Figure S11: Comparison of the binding modes of HS-731 at the KOR derived by docking
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and after MD simulations. Figure S12: Ionic interaction distances. Figure S13: Comparison between
the active state KOR and the intermediate state KOR.
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Figure S1. Sequence identity and similarity among the opioid receptors (On the left identity, on the right 

similarity. Values were measured for the truncated sequences corresponding to residues 35 to 330 of the 

NOP receptor. The darker the box, the higher the identity or similarity. 

  



 

 

 
 

Figure S2: Docking of HS-731 to the inactive NOP receptor. Top: Implausible HS-731 conformation from 

unsuccessful docking experiments in PDB-ID 5DHG explaining experimental results. Bottom: Co-

crystallized antagonist C-35 from 5DHG illustrating a plausible binding mode for this compound class for 

comparison. Blue stars indicate positive charge interactions, yellow spheres lipophilic contacts, green 

arrow hydrogen bond donors and red arrows hydrogen bond acceptors. Water molecules are depicted as 

red spheres. 

  



 

 

 
 

Figure S3. Root mean square deviation of HS-731 in complex with the MOR over the simulation time. 

  



 

 

 
 

Figure S4. Root mean square deviation of the MOR backbone atoms in complex with HS-731 over the 

simulation time. 

  



 

 

 

 
 

Figure S5. Root mean square deviation of HS-731 in complex with the DOR over the simulation time. 

  



 

 

 
 

Figure S6. Root mean square deviation of the DOR backbone atoms in complex with HS-731 over the 

simulation time. 

  



 

 

 
 

Figure S7. Root mean square deviation of HS-731 in complex with the KOR over the simulation time. 

  



 

 

 
 

Figure S8. Root mean square deviation of the KOR backbone atoms in complex with HS-731 over the 

simulation time. 

  



 

 

 
Figure S9. Comparison of the binding modes of HS-731 at the MOR derived by docking (A) and after 

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (B-F). The order of the five MD simulation replicas is the following: 

(B) MD0, (C) MD1, (D) MD2, (E) MD3, and (F) MD4. 



 

 

 
Figure S10. Comparison of the binding modes of HS-731 at the DOR derived by docking (A) and after 

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (B-F). The order of the five MD simulation replicas is the following: 

(B) MD0, (C) MD1, (D) MD2, (E) MD3, and (F) MD4. 



 

 

 
Figure S11. Comparison of the binding modes of HS-731 at the KOR derived by docking (A) and after 

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (B-F). The order of the five MD simulation replicas is the following: 

(B) MD0, (C) MD1, (D) MD2, (E) MD3, and (F) MD4. 



 

 

 
Figure S12. Ionic interaction distances. (A) Distances between R291ECL3 (Cz, DOR) or K200ECL2 (KOR) and 

the carboxylate moiety of HS-731. (B) Distances between E209 ECL2 (Cd, KOR) and the secondary amine 

of HS-731. Dashed lines represent quantile. The width of the plot corresponds to the frequency of the 

measured distance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Figure S13. Comparison between the active state KOR (PDB-ID: 6B73, grey) and the intermediate state KOR 

(turquoise). An intermediate state KOR conformation shown is an example of an ensemble of intermediate 

state conformations. The intermediate state is characterized by a decreased TM6 outward movement. A) 

Extracellular view. B) Interaction between E2976.58 and K2275.39. An ionic interaction is only detectable in the 

intermediate state KOR but not in the active state KOR. C) Transmembrane view. Upper square depict the 

location of the ionic interaction also shown in B. D) The intermediate state KOR shows a pronounced 

inward movement of TM6 while the active state KOR exhibit a TM6 outward movement. 
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4.2. In Vitro, In Vivo and In Silico Characterization of a Novel Kappa-
Opioid Receptor Antagonist [Article B] 
Opioid receptors are involved in mood homeostasis. KOR antagonists represent interesting 

and promising novel therapeutics for the treatment of depression. However, the development 

of selective and short-acting KOR antagonists as antidepressants is still in its early stages. 

Compound A is a natural product found to be a MOR antagonist but its activation profile at the 

remaining opioid receptors remains elusive. 

In this study, we conducted detailed in vitro, in vivo, and in silico analysis to reveal the 

pharmacological activation profile of Compound A at the KOR, and DOR and to explain the 

observed affinity differences at the classical opioid receptors (KOR, MOR; DOR). We found 

Compound A to be a KOR antagonist lacking affinity towards DOR. Docking experiments, MD 

simulations, and dynophore analysis revealed the formation of a halogen bond between 

Compound A and KOR which is missing the MOR to be responsible for the improved affinity 

at KOR compared to MOR. We identified the non-conserved residue K2.63 at DOR to prevent 

Compound A from binding in an analogous manner as in KOR and MOR. K2.63 in DOR is 

bulkier than V2.63 in KOR and N2.63 in MOR and points inside the binding side which in turn 

narrows the binding site volume. 
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Abstract: Kappa-opioid receptor (KOR) antagonists are promising innovative therapeutics for the
treatment of the central nervous system (CNS) disorders. The new scaffold opioid ligand, Compound
A, was originally found as a mu-opioid receptor (MOR) antagonist but its binding/selectivity and
activation profile at the KOR and delta-opioid receptor (DOR) remain elusive. In this study, we present
an in vitro, in vivo and in silico characterization of Compound A by revealing this ligand as a KOR
antagonist in vitro and in vivo. In the radioligand competitive binding assay, Compound A bound at
the human KOR, albeit with moderate affinity, but with increased affinity than to the human MOR
and without specific binding at the human DOR, thus displaying a preferential KOR selectivity profile.
Following subcutaneous administration in mice, Compound A effectively reverse the antinociceptive
effects of the prototypical KOR agonist, U50,488. In silico investigations were carried out to assess
the structural determinants responsible for opioid receptor subtype selectivity of Compound A.
Molecular docking, molecular dynamics simulations and dynamic pharmacophore (dynophore)
generation revealed differences in the stabilization of the chlorophenyl moiety of Compound A
within the opioid receptor binding pockets, rationalizing the experimentally determined binding
affinity values. This new chemotype bears the potential for favorable ADMET properties and holds
promise for chemical optimization toward the development of potential therapeutics.

Keywords: GPCRs; kappa-opioid receptor; antagonists; binding affinity; selectivity; in vivo antago-
nism; molecular docking; molecular dynamics simulations; dynophores

1. Introduction

Opioid receptors belong to the large family of G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) [1].
GPCRs are membrane-embedded receptors that share a seven-transmembrane (7TM) helical
structure and elicit a myriad of biological activities upon activation by endogenous or
exogenous ligands [2–4]. Thus, GPCRs are widely addressed targets for drug development
with around one-third of all approved drugs targeting GPCRs [5]. To date, the human opioid
receptor family consists of four receptor subtypes, namely, the kappa-, mu- and delta-opioid
receptors (KOR, MOR and DOR, respectively), and the non-classical nociceptin/orphanin
FQ peptide (NOP) receptor [1,6]. Opioid receptors have a distinct expression pattern
throughout the central and peripheral nervous systems (CNS and PNS) and are involved in
the regulation of pain, response to stress, reward processing and regulation of mood states,
among many other functions [1,6–9].

Over many years, the MOR has been the main pharmacological target for effective
pain relief and treatment of other pathophysiological conditions, such as drug addiction
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and gastrointestinal motility disorders [1,10–12]. However, the MOR is also the target of
the most misused and abused opioid drugs, resulting in an ongoing and rapidly emerging
opioid epidemic worldwide [13,14]. Therefore, the KOR has recently gained increased
attention as a prominent GPCR in the pursuit of novel pharmacotherapies for a variety of
human diseases, due to its role in mediating many physiological and pathophysiological
responses [15]. Activation of the KOR is viewed as a promising strategy for the treatment
of pain, itch and epilepsy, whereas receptor blockade is associated with potential thera-
peutic effects in mood (depression and anxiety) and addictive disorders [16–21]. Selective
ligands for the KOR with diverse scaffolds—such as small molecules and peptides, natural
products and synthetic molecules—and distinct pharmacology were designed [19–24].
Although targeting the KOR in drug discovery is very promising, the KOR is not devoid
of detrimental side effects with receptor activation causing diuresis, dysphoria, sedation,
psychotomimesis and anxiety in humans [15–17]. The small molecule with a morphinan
scaffold, nalfurafine [25], and the peripherally acting peptide analogue, difelikephalin [26]
(Figure 1), are two KOR agonists approved for clinical use as antipruritic drugs [27–29]. In
addition, pain is a key clinical indication for KOR agonists, with experimental and clinical
evidence that the KOR modulates pain processing in the CNS and PNS without the risk of
physical dependence or abuse liability of MOR agonists [30–33].
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Figure 1. Representative selective KOR ligands used in the clinics, as potential therapeutics or
research tools. (A) KOR agonists; (B, top) long-acting KOR antagonists; (B, bottom) short-acting
KOR antagonists.

Initially, KOR antagonists were widely used as pharmacological tools for studying
the in vitro and in vivo actions upon KOR stimulation [19–21,28,34] The first selective KOR
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antagonists included ligands with a morphinan scaffold structure, i.e., nor-binaltorphimine
(nor-BNI) [35], 5′-guanidinonaltrindole (5′-GNTI) [36] and the 4′-phenylpiperidine deriva-
tive, JDTic [37] (Figure 1). Preclinical studies showed that KOR inhibition or receptor
depletion in the brain resulted in attenuation of depressive, anxiogenic affective and
addictive-like behaviors, thus encouraging the development of selective KOR antagonists
for the treatment of mood and addictive disorders. JDTic was the first selective KOR antag-
onist tested in humans for the treatment of cocaine abuse. However, clinical development
of JDTic was terminated after modest cardiac abnormalities and an unfavorable brain-to-
plasma concentration ratio, indicating poor CNS penetration [38]. Although preclinical and
clinical data provide evidence on the therapeutic potential of KOR antagonists for CNS
disorders, some peculiarities limit their usefulness [35,36]. The main issue with prototypical
KOR antagonists (i.e., nor-BNI, 5′-GNTI and JDTic) is their exceptionally long duration of
action, with multi-week blockades of the KOR activity following systemic administration
after a single minimal dose. At higher doses, the antagonism may be further prolonged
as demonstrated by studies performed with nor-BNI [34,39,40]. Delayed onset of KOR
antagonism and side effects given by transient interaction with other opioid receptors, such
as MOR antagonism after nor-BNI administration, have also been reported [41]. How-
ever, their abnormal long duration of action is, at present, the main concern about the
feasibility of archetypical KOR antagonists. These findings have led to the development
of short-acting KOR antagonists, including the pyrrolidine derivative, JNJ-67953964 (also
known as LY2456302, CERC501 and aticaprant) [42], the quinolone, pyranyl and piperidine
containing small molecule CYM-53003/BTRX-335140 [43] and different peptidic struc-
tures (i.e., zyklophin [44]) [19–21,23,45] (Figure 1). JNJ-67953964 is the first short-acting
selective KOR antagonist shown to be safe in humans after oral administration and as
a monotherapy for the treatment of major depressive disorders and substance use dis-
orders. CYM-53003/BTRX-335140 is a further short-duration KOR antagonist, currently
undergoing a phase 2 clinical trial for major depressive disorders [20,21].

Because of its therapeutic significance, the KOR is among the few GPCRs of which
the X-ray crystal structures were determined both in inactive (Protein Data Bank, PDB-ID:
4DJH) [46] and active states (PDB-ID: 6B73 [47]). More recently, another structure of inactive-
state KOR was solved with JDTic in complex with a Nb6 antibody (PDB-ID: 6VI4 [48]).
The structure elucidation of the KOR and continued development of computational tools
provide novel opportunities for computational modeling studies of receptor dynamics and
for structure-based ligand discovery [49].

In the present study, we report on the in vitro, in vivo and in silico characterization of
a new ligand as a KOR antagonist (Compound A, Figure 2). In an earlier study, Kaserer
et al. [50] performed a 3D pharmacophore-based virtual screening campaign using several
structure-based and ligand-based 3D query pharmacophores to discover novel ligands at
the MOR. Compound A (as ‘compound 3’ in [50], Figure 2) was originally found as an MOR
antagonist with very low binding affinity in the micromolar range to the human MOR. We
have undertaken a comprehensive evaluation of Compound A, where experimental phar-
macological (binding and functional in vitro assays and behavioral nociceptive models) and
computational (in silico methods) approaches were combined, and established Compound
A as a novel KOR antagonist with a structurally distinct scaffold compared to the so far
known KOR ligands. We determined the binding mode of Compound A in complex with
the KOR, as well as the MOR and DOR, and the structural determinants responsible for sub-
type selectivity of Compound A by conducting molecular docking and molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations with subsequent dynophore (dynamic pharmacophore) generation of
Compound A bound to the three classical opioid receptors.
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Figure 2. Structure of Compound A.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Compound A Binds at the KOR with Increased Affinity vs. MOR, Lacks Specific Binding at
the DOR, and Displays KOR Antagonism In Vitro

Whereas Compound A was previously described to interact with the human MOR
and to exhibit antagonist properties, albeit with a very reduced binding affinity (inhibi-
tion constant as Ki value of 10.7 µM) [50] (Table 1), its receptor binding/selectivity and
activation profile at the KOR and DOR were not reported. In this study, the binding of
Compound A to the human KOR was evaluated using in vitro radioligand competitive
binding assays with membrane preparations from Chinese hamster ovary cells stably ex-
pressing the human KOR (CHO-hKOR cells) and the specific KOR radioligand [3H]U69,593,
according to the published procedure [51]. As shown in Figure 3A, Compound A produced
a concentration-dependent inhibition of [3H]U69,593 binding displaying relatively mod-
erate affinity at the human KOR (Ki = 1.35 µM), while the reference KOR ligand, U69,593
had a very high affinity in the low nanomolar range (Table 1). Additionally, competi-
tive inhibition by Compound A of [3H]diprenorphine binding at the human DOR was
assessed using in vitro radioligand binding assays with membranes from CHO-hDOR cells.
Compound A displayed no substantial binding at the DOR at the concentration of 10 µM
(% inhibition = 0.31 ± 6.52, n = 4) (Table 1). In the same assay, the r standard DOR ligand,
naltrindole presented a very high affinity (Ki = 0.81 ± 0.04 nM) at the human DOR. Based
on the current in vitro competition binding results, Compound A binds at the human KOR
with increased affinity than to the MOR (ca. 8-fold), and it is devoid of specific binding at
the DOR, therefore, presenting a preferential KOR selectivity profile.

Table 1. In vitro binding affinities and functional activities of Compound A at the human KOR.

Opioid Receptor Binding (Ki, µM) a [35S]GTPγS Binding, KOR b

KOR MOR DOR EC50 (µM) % stim. Ke (µM)

Compound A 1.35 ± 0.32 10.7 ± 4.7 c - d - e - e 1.53 ± 0.38

U69,593 0.0019 ± 0.0004 n.d. n.d. 0.011 ± 0.004 100 n.a.
a Determined in radioligand competitive binding assays using membranes of CHO cell stably expressing the
human KOR (CHO-hKOR). b Determined in the [35S]GTPγS binding assay with membranes of CHO-hKOR cells.
Efficacy (% stim.) is expressed as percentage stimulation relative to the maximum effect of the KOR full agonist
U69,593 (as 100%). c Data from [50]. d No specific binding was detected at 10 µM in the radioligand binding
assays using CHO-hDOR cell membranes. e No stimulation up to 10 µM. n.d. not determined. n.a. not applicable.
Values are means ± SEM of at least three independent experiments performed in duplicate.
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Figure 3. In vitro activity profile of Compound A at the human KOR. (A) Concentration-dependent
inhibition by Compound A and U69,593 of [3H]U69,593 binding to membranes from CHO-hKOR cells
determined in radioligand competitive binding assays. (B) Concentration-dependent stimulation of
[35S]GTPγS binding by Compound A and U69,593, and effect of Compound A on U69,593-stimulated
[35S]GTPγS binding to membranes from CHO-hKOR cells determined in the [35S]GTPγS binding
assays. Values represent means ± SEM of at least 3 independent experiments performed in duplicate.

Next, we have evaluated the in vitro functional activity of Compound A at the human
KOR in the guanosine-5′-O-(3-[35S]thio)-triphosphate ([35S]GTPγS) binding assay, which
measures KOR-mediated G protein activation upon ligand binding to the receptor. Previ-
ously, Compound A was reported as an MOR antagonist [48], but its antagonist potency
was not determined because of its extremely low affinity at the MOR (Table 1) [50]. In this
study, the [35S]GTPγS functional assay was performed with membranes from CHO cells,
stably expressing the human KOR as described previously [51]. As shown in Figure 3B,
Compound A did not increase the [35S]GTPγS binding in membranes from CHO-hKOR
cells, indicating an antagonist profile at the KOR, in contrast to the high potency and
stimulatory effect shown by the prototypical KOR agonist U69,593 (Table 1). Additional
investigations established the antagonist properties of Compound A at the KOR, based
on the rightwards shift (ca. 13-fold) in the U69,593 concentration–response curve in the
presence of 10µM of Compound A (Figure 3B), thus giving an antagonist equilibrium
constant (Ke) of 1.53µM (Table 1). Our present results from the [35S]GTPγS functional assay
establish Compound A as a new KOR ligand with antagonist properties in vitro.

Compound A shows noticeable lower binding affinity and antagonist potency in the
micromolar range to the KOR (Table 1) versus subnanomolar to nanomolar Ki and Ke
values reported for known KOR antagonists (Table S1).

2.2. Subcutaneous Administration of Compound A Antagonized the KOR-Mediated
Antinociception Induced by U50,488 in Mice

Based on the in vitro results, the KOR antagonist activity of Compound A was eval-
uated in vivo in mouse models of visceral pain (acetic acid-induced writhing assay) and
inflammatory pain (the formalin test), according to previously described procedures [51,52].
To this aim, Compound A, administered to mice subcutaneously (s.c.), was assessed for its
capability to antagonize the antinociceptive effect produced by the typical KOR agonist
U50,488 in both pain models (Figure 4). When Compound A (10 mg/kg, 22.7 µmol/kg)
was injected 15 min prior to U50,488 (2 mg/kg, s.c.) in the formalin assay, a significant
and complete reversal of U50,488-induced inhibition of writhing behavior was measured
(Figure 4A), demonstrating a KOR-mediate mechanism. Similarly, pretreatment of mice
with the standard KOR antagonist nor-BNI (10 mg/kg, 13.6 µmol/kg, s.c.) for 24 h be-
fore U50,488 blocked the antinociceptive effect of the KOR agonist in the writhing assay
(Figure 4A). Compound A was about twofold less potent than nor-BNI as a KOR antagonist
in vivo. We further established that pretreatment of mice with Compound A (10 mg/kg,
22.7 µmol/kg s.c.) significantly antagonized the reduction of pain behaviors caused by
U50,488 (1 mg/kg, s.c.) during the inflammatory phase of the formalin test, quantified by
an increase in the amount of time each animal spent licking, biting, lifting and flinching the
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formalin-injected paw (Figure 4B). Thus, we show in two pain models that Compound A
after s.c. administration to mice behaves as a KOR antagonist in vivo.
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Figure 4. In vivo KOR antagonism of Compound A. Antagonism of U50,488-induced antinociception
in mice by Compound A after s.c. administration in (A) the acetic acid-induced writing assay
and (B) the formalin test. (A) In the writhing assay, groups of mice received s.c. control (vehicle),
U50,488 (2 mg/kg) or were s.c. pre-treated with Compound A (10 mg/kg, −15 min) or nor-BNI
(10 mg/kg, −24 h) before U50,488, and the number of writhes were counted for 10 min. Values
represent means ± SEM (n = 5–6 mice per group). (B) In the formalin test, groups of mice received s.c.
control (vehicle), U50,488 (1 mg/kg) or were s.c. pre-treated with Compound A (10 mg/kg, −15 min)
before U50,488, and the duration of pain behavior (time spent licking, biting, lifting and flinching
the formalin-injected paw) was counted for 15 min, starting 15 min after formalin injection. Values
represent means ± SEM (n = 6–8 mice per group). ** p < 0.01 vs. control (vehicle) group; ### p < 0.001
vs. U50.488-treated group; one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test.

2.3. Modeling Inactive KOR Based on X-ray Crystal Structure 4DJH including Refinement of
Transmembrane Helix 1

A comparison of the three inactive state X-ray crystal structures of the KOR, MOR
and DOR (PDB-IDs: 4DJH [44], 4DKL [53], and 4N6H [54], respectively) reveals an overall
similar global fold with the exception of the extracellular half of transmembrane helix (TM)
1. Although the MOR and DOR share a similar conformation of this helix, the extracellular
half of TM1 is strongly bent outwards at the KOR (8.3 Å between the KOR and DOR, and
7.3 Å between the KOR and MOR; measured between Cα of residue 1.30 at the top of TM1
for each receptor pair). The inactive structure of the KOR (PDB-ID: 4DJH) was crystallized
as a parallel dimer with the dimer interface consisting of TM1, 2 and 8 [46], i.e., the KOR
TM1 conformation is likely influenced by the second receptor within the cell unit of the
crystal structure. To ensure consistency with the global fold of the opioid receptors under
investigation, and to remove potential artefacts from dimer crystallization, we remodeled
the TM1 region of the KOR crystal structure. Thus, we modeled the upper half of TM1
(S55-V72) based on the DOR crystal structure (PDB-ID: 4N6H [54], 66.7% similarity within
this region) as described in the Section 3. We thus obtained coordinates for the KOR that
are based on the crystal structure but include a refined upper TM1 region.

2.4. Docking Reveals Stabilizing Interactions between the Chlorophenyl Moiety of Compound A
and the KOR Responsible for the Highest Subtype Affinity

To investigate the mechanistic determinants of the different experimentally deter-
mined binding affinities of Compound A to the classical opioid receptor subtypes, we
performed docking experiments of Compound A into the prepared crystal structures of
the MOR (PDB-ID: 4DKL [53]), DOR (PDB-ID: 4N6H [54]) and the KOR model (based
on PDB-ID: 4DJH [46]). We docked Compound A into the orthosteric binding pocket of
the three opioid receptors as described in the Section 3. In our docking experiments, the
morpholine group of Compound A deeply protrudes into the orthosteric binding pocket,
establishing an ionic interaction between the positively charged nitrogen of the morpholine
moiety and the carboxylate of D3.32 (KOR: D1383.32, MOR: D1493.32 and DOR: D1283.32,
superscripts denote Ballesteros–Weinstein numbering [55]) that is known to be crucial for
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ligand binding [46,47,56,57]. The phenyl group of Compound A points towards TM5 and
TM6, establishing extensive lipophilic contacts to residues within TM3, TM5 and TM6,
while the chlorophenyl moiety further extends toward the extracellular side and points
toward TM2 and TM3 (Figure 5). The non-conserved residue K1082.63 in TM2 in the DOR
extends further into the binding pocket than the respective residues in the KOR (V1182.63)
and MOR (N1292.63), causing a shift of Compound A toward TM5 and TM6 in the DOR
compared to the KOR and MOR.
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Figure 5. Binding mode of Compound A at the KOR, MOR and DOR. (A) Compound A binds within
the orthosteric pocket in the extracellular half of the receptors. (B) Compound A shares an overall
similar orientation within the receptors. The residues 7.28–7.41 are not shown for better visualization.

Development of 3D pharmacophores of the opioid receptor–Compound A complexes
reveals a different number of interactions between the chlorophenyl moiety and the sub-
pocket (residues 2.63, 2.67, 2.68, 2.69, 3.29, part of extracellular loop, ECL2) that accom-
modates this chlorophenyl moiety (Figure 6). The KOR establishes the most interactions,
specifically three, followed by two interactions in the MOR and only one in the DOR
(Table 2). In the KOR, the chlorophenyl moiety binds to the subpocket via two hydrophobic
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contacts (V1882.63, V207ECL2) and a halogen bond towards N1222.67. These interactions
likely improve the affinity of Compound A at the KOR (Ki = 1.35 µM, Table 1). Con-
versely, at the MOR, the chlorophenyl moiety of Compound A is only stabilized by two
hydrophobic contacts with a threonine side chain methyl group (T22045.51/ECL2). This likely
causes the decreased affinity of Compound A towards the MOR (Ki = 10.7 µM, Table 1)
compared to the KOR. In the DOR, the positively charged K1082.63 deeply points into
the subpocket towards the chlorophenyl moiety of Compound A. The close proximity
between the chlorophenyl moiety of Compound A and K1082.63 (3.5 Å, measured between
the primary amine nitrogen of K1082.63 and the closest carbon of the chlorophenyl of Com-
pound A) likely contributes to the absence of binding of Compound A in concentrations
up to 10 µM to the DOR. Additionally, the phenyl ring of the chlorophenyl moiety of
Compound A does not participate in any interactions with the DOR, in contrast to the KOR
and MOR. Only the chlorine forms a hydrophobic contact with V197ECL2. Table 2 shows all
protein–ligand interactions from our docking experiments for comparison.
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Figure 6. Protein–ligand interactions. (A) Global view of Compound A bound to the KOR.
(B) Protein–ligand interactions at the KOR. (C) Protein–ligand interactions at the MOR. (D) Protein–
ligand interactions at the DOR. Blue stars indicate positive charges, yellow spheres lipophilic contacts,
pink arrows halogen bond donors and red arrows hydrogen bond acceptors. The residues 313–319
in the KOR, 314–327 in the MOR and 276–279 as well as 296–307 in the DOR are not shown for
better visualization.
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Table 2. Protein–ligand interactions between Compound A and the opioid receptors, KOR, MOR and
DOR, derived from docking experiments.

Receptor Interaction Functional Group Involved Residues

KOR

Ionic interaction Morpholine nitrogen D1383.32

Halogen bond Chlorine N1222.67

Hydrophobic contacts
Chlorophenyl V207ECL2

V1182.63

2-Methylpyrrole Y3127.35

Phenyl moiety
I2906.51

I2946.55

I3167.39

MOR

Ionic interaction Morpholine nitrogen D1493.32

Hydrogen bond Morpholine oxygen N1523.35

Hydrophobic contacts
Chlorophenyl T22045.51/ECL2

2-Methylpyrrole I3247.39

Phenyl moiety
M1533.36

V3026.55

I3247.39

DOR

Ionic interaction
+ hydrogen bond Morpholine nitrogen D1283.32

Hydrogen bond Morpholine oxygen N1313.35

Hydrophobic contacts
Chlorophenyl V197ECL2

2-Methylpyrrol V3047.39

Phenyl moiety

Y1293.33

M1323.36

V2175.42

V2816.55

Compound A is a weak opioid receptor binder with affinity values in the micromolar
range (Table 1). To rationalize the low binding affinity, we performed a comparison
of Compound A and the co-crystallized high-affinity ligands from the inactive crystal
structures used for docking (KOR: JDTic, MOR: β-FNA, and DOR: naltrindole) in complex
with the opioid receptors (Figure 7). This comparison reveals that the co-crystallized
ligands are shifted toward TM5/TM6 in their corresponding complexes with respect to
Compound A. Their bulky ring systems, containing a phenol group in all three ligands, are
the moieties closest to TM5/TM6 and the hydroxyl groups of the phenol moieties take part
in water-mediated hydrogen bonds connecting the co-crystallized ligands to TM3/TM5 and
TM6 (KOR: Y1393.33, K2275.39 and H2916.52; MOR: K2355.39 and H2996.52, DOR: Y1293.33,
K2145.39and H2786.52). The phenyl group of Compound A does not participate in water-
mediated hydrogen bonds as it does not point as far toward TM5/TM6 and contains no
functional group capable of hydrogen bonding. A phenol moiety that interacts with TM5 is
a common feature for opioids [47] and its absence in Compound A likely contributes to its
low binding affinity. Additionally, it was previously reported that the presence of a phenol
group is more important in the MOR than in the KOR [47], which is in accordance with the
higher affinity of Compound A to the KOR compared to the MOR.
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2.5. Molecular Dynamics Simulations Reveal the Most Durable and Frequent Interaction Pattern
of the Chlorophenyl Moiety of Compound A in the KOR Complex

To further investigate our static binding hypotheses, we performed molecular dynam-
ics (MD) simulations and developed dynamic 3D pharmacophore models (dynophores [58]).
The dynamic evaluation confirms our static hypothesis as it reveals the most durable and
frequent interactions for the chlorophenyl moiety of Compound A in the KOR complex.
The chlorophenyl moiety of Compound A participates in hydrophobic contacts in 99.1%
and 98.4% (values for the chlorine and the chlorophenyl plane, respectively) of the sim-
ulation time (Table 3). Additionally, the chlorophenyl moiety is stabilized by a halogen
bond in 13.3% of the simulation time that is not present in the complexes with the MOR
and DOR (Table 3). These interaction patterns of the chlorophenyl moiety likely contribute
to the affinity of Compound A measured at the KOR being the highest out of the three
investigated complexes. In complex with the MOR, Compound A is also stabilized by
hydrophobic contacts in the vast majority of the simulation time (99.8% and 99.2% for the
chlorine and the chlorophenyl plane, respectively), but lacks the additional stabilization
by halogen bonding (Table 3). The missing halogen bond appears to decrease the affinity
of Compound A towards the MOR. At the DOR, Compound A does not only lack the
halogen bond but also engages in less frequent hydrophobic contacts in total (100% and
83.2% for the chlorine and the chlorophenyl plane, respectively) compared to the KOR and
MOR (Table 3), which likely explains the experimentally measured absence of affinity at the
DOR. The difference in the stabilization of the chlorophenyl moiety at the opioid receptor
complexes by hydrophobic contacts is even more pronounced when considering the total
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number of hydrophobic contacts. In the KOR and MOR, a similar absolute number of
hydrophobic contacts within the whole trajectories was counted (KOR: 4730, MOR: 5243),
while there were fewer contacts detected in the DOR complex (3277, corresponding to
69.3% of the contact number counted at the KOR). This discrepancy further rationalizes the
experimentally measured differences in the binding affinity of Compound A towards the
three opioid receptor subtypes. The dynamic pharmacophores of Compound A within the
opioid receptor complexes are shown in Figure 8.

Table 3. Frequency of interactions between the chlorophenyl ring of Compound A and the opioid
receptors.

Receptor Interaction Functional
Group Mean Frequency (n = 3)

KOR
Hydrophobic contacts Chloride 99.1%

Halogen bond Chloride 13.3%
Hydrophobic contacts Chlorophenyl 98.4%

MOR
Hydrophobic contacts Chloride 99.8%
Hydrophobic contacts Chlorophenyl 99.2%

DOR
Hydrophobic contacts Chloride 100%
Hydrophobic contacts Chlorophenyl 83.2%
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simulation time.

In order to address the protein and ligand conformational stability, we performed root
mean square deviation (RMSD) calculations for the opioid receptors and Compound A,
as well as heavy atom root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) calculations for the receptors
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over the simulation time. The information is presented in the Supplementary Materials
(Figures S1–S9). To track the receptor compactness along the simulations, we calculated
the radius of gyration of the receptors over the simulation time (Figures S10–S12). The
radius of gyration values remains stable over the trajectory, indicating steady receptor
compactness. In order to monitor the correct protein folding over the course of the MD sim-
ulations, we calculated the solvent accessible surface areas (SASA) values of the receptors
(Figures S13–S15). No strong increase in the SASA values was found, indicating that no
protein unfolding processes could be observed.

2.6. Compound A Shows Favorable Physicochemical Properties and Is a CNS Penetrant
KOR Antagonist

Evaluation of pharmacokinetic properties represents a key feature in today’s drug
discovery, particularly in predicting response profiles in vivo of bioactive molecules [59,60].
We have calculated and compared the partition coefficients (clogP) and distribution coeffi-
cients at pH 7.4 (clogD7.4) of Compound A and various small molecules KOR antagonists
(Table 4). In general, compounds with higher hydrophobicity, i.e., larger clogP and clogD7.4
values, are expected to readily cross the blood–brain barrier [61]. According to the clogP
and the clogD7.4, Compound A shows favorable physicochemical features and a better
capability to enter the CNS compared to the known KOR antagonists, that show increased
hydrophilicity at physiological pH.

Table 4. Calculated logP and logD7.4 of Compound A and various small molecules KOR antagonists.

Ligand clogP a clogD7.4
a

Compound A 4.2 4.09
nor-BNI 3.13 1.55
5′-GNTI 1.72 −0.55

JDTic 3.43 1.78
JNJ-67953964 4.97 3.24

CYM-53003/BTRX-335140 3.82 2.37
a Calculated using Percepta software (version 2021, ACD/Labs, Toronto, Canada) [62].

Further calculations based on chemical properties of Compound A, including ADMET
properties and bioavailability (BOILED-Egg plot [63]), are presented in the Supplemen-
tary Materials (Figure S16 and Figure S17, Table S2). The calculations were performed
using the open access SwissADME web tool [64]. Compound A was predicted to have
high gastrointestinal absorption and to readily pass the blood–brain barrier but also as a
permeability–glycoprotein substrate.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Chemicals and Reagents

Radioligands [3H]U69,593 (49.3 Ci/mmol), [3H]diprenorphine (33.9 Ci/mmol) and
[35S]GTPγS (1250 Ci/mmol) were purchased from PerkinElmer (Boston, MA, USA). Guano-
sine diphosphate (GDP), GTPγS, U69,593, U50,488, diprenorphine, tris(hydroxymethyl)
aminomethane (Tris), 2-[4-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazin-1-yl]ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES),
bovine serum albumin (BSA), formalin, nor-BNI and cell culture media and supplements
were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Chemicals (St. Louis, MO, USA). All other chemicals
were of analytical grade and obtained from standard commercial sources. Compound
A was obtained from Maybridge Chemical Co., Ltd. (Cornwall, UK) as in [50], and was
prepared as 1 mM stock in 0.5% acetic acid solution and further diluted to working concen-
trations in the appropriate medium.

3.2. Cell Cultures and Cell Membrane Preparation

CHO cells stably expressing the human opioid receptors (CHO-hKOR and CHO-hDOR
cell lines) were kindly provided by Lawrence Toll (SRI International, Menlo Park, CA).
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CHO-hKOR cells were grown at 37 ◦C in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM)
culture medium and supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS),
0.1% penicillin/streptomycin, 2 mM L-glutamine and 0.4 mg/mL geneticin (G418).
CHO-hDOR cells were grown at 37 ◦C in DMEM/Ham’s F12 culture medium and supple-
mented with 10% FBS, 0.1% penicillin/streptomycin, 2 mM L-glutamine and 0.4 mg/mL
geneticin (G418). All cell cultures were maintained in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air
and 5% CO2. Membranes from CHO-hOR cells were prepared as previously described [51].
Briefly, CHO-hOR cells grown at confluence were removed from the culture plates by scrap-
ing, homogenized in 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.7) using a Dounce glass homogenizer,
then centrifuged once and washed by an additional centrifugation at 27,000× g for 15 min
at 4 ◦C. The final pellet was resuspended in 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.7) and stored at
−80 ◦C until use. Protein content of cell membrane preparations was determined by the
method of Bradford using BSA as the standard [65].

3.3. Competitive Radioligand Binding Assays

In vitro binding assays were conducted on human opioid receptors stably transfected
into CHO cells according to the published procedures [51]. Assays were performed in
50 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4) in a final volume of 1 mL. Cell membranes (20 µg) were
incubated with various concentrations of test compounds of [3H]U69,593 (0.4 nM) or
[3H]diprenorphine (0.2 nM) for labeling KOR or DOR, respectively, for 60 min at 25 ◦C.
Non-specific binding was determined using 10 µM U69,593 or 1 µM diprenorphine. After
incubation, reactions were terminated by rapid filtration through Whatman GF/C glass
fiber filters. Filters were washed three times with 5 mL of ice-cold 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer
(pH 7.4) using a Brandel M24R cell harvester (Brandel, Gaithersburg, MD, USA). Radioac-
tivity retained on the filters was counted by liquid scintillation counting using a Beckman
Coulter LS6500 (Beckman Coulter Inc., Fullerton, CA, USA). Inhibition constant (Ki, nM)
values were determined by the method of Cheng and Prusoff [66] from concentration–
response curves by nonlinear regression analysis using the GraphPad Prism 5.0 Software
(GraphPad Prism Software Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). All experiments were performed in
duplicate and repeated at least three times with independently prepared samples.

3.4. [35S]GTPγS Binding Assays

Binding of [35S]GTPγS to membranes from CHO stably expressing the human KOR
was conducted according to the published procedure [51]. Cell membranes (15 µg) in 20 mM
HEPES buffer (pH 7.4) supplemented with 10 mM MgCl2 and 100 mM NaCl were incubated
with 0.05 nM [35S]GTPγS, 10 µM GDP and various concentrations of test compounds in a
final volume of 1 mL for 60 min at 25 ◦C. Non-specific binding was determined using 10 µM
GTPγS, and the basal binding was determined in the absence of test ligand. Samples were
filtered over Whatman GF/B glass fiber filters and counted as described for competitive
radioligand binding assays. The increase in [35S]GTPγS binding above the basal activity
was used to determine potency (EC50, in nM) and efficacy (as % stimulation of maximum
stimulation with respect to the reference KOR full agonist, U69,593, which was set as 100%)
from concentration–response curves by nonlinear regression analysis using the GraphPad
Prism 5.0 Software (GraphPad Prism Software Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). To determine
the KOR antagonist potency of Compound A, the Schild analysis was performed, where
a concentration–response curve for U69,593 was obtained by assessing the [35S]GTPγS
binding to CHO-hKOR cell membranes in the presence or absence of Compound A. The
equilibrium dissociation constant (Ke) was calculated from the equation Ke = [a]/(D − 1),
where “a” is the concentration of antagonist, and DR is the ratio of EC50 values of U69,593
in the presence and absence of Compound A. All experiments were performed in duplicate
and repeated at least three times with independently prepared samples.
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3.5. Animals and Drug Administration

Experiments were performed in male CD1 mice (8–10 weeks old, 30–35 g body weight)
purchased from Janvier Labs (Le Genest-Saint-Isle, France). All animal care and experi-
mental procedures were in accordance with the ethical guidelines for the animal welfare
standards of the European Communities Council Directive (2010/63/EU) and were ap-
proved by the Committee of Animal Care of the Austrian Federal Ministry of Science and
Research. Mice were group-housed in a temperature-controlled specific pathogen free
room with a 12 h light/dark cycle and with free access to food and water. U50,488 and
nor-BNI were prepared in sterile physiological saline (0.9%). Compound A was prepared
in 1% acetic acid solution in sterile physiological saline (0.9%). Test compounds or vehicle
(saline) were administered s.c. in a volume of 10 µL/g body weight.

3.6. Acetic Acid-Induced Writhing Assay

Writhing was induced in mice by intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection of a 0.6% acetic acid
aqueous solution as described previously [51]. Following a habituation period of 15 min
to individual transparent observation chambers, mice were s.c. administered U50,488
(2 mg/kg) or control (vehicle), and after 25 min (5 min prior to testing) each animal received
i.p. injection of acetic acid solution. The number of writhes was counted during a 10 min
observation period. For the antagonism study, Compound A (10 mg/kg) and nor-BNI
(10 mg/kg) were s.c. administered 15 min and 24 h, respectively, before U50,488 (2 mg/kg,
s.c.), and writhing behavior was assessed as described above.

3.7. Formalin Test

The formalin test was performed as described previously [52]. Following a habituation
period of 15 min to individual transparent observation chambers, mice were s.c. adminis-
tered U50,488 (1 mg/kg) or control (vehicle), 5 min prior injection of 20 µL of 5% formalin
aqueous solution to the plantar surface of the right hindpaw. The time (in s) each animal
spent licking, biting, lifting and flinching the formalin-injected paw (pain behavior) was
recorded in 5 min intervals between 15 and 30 min after the injection of formalin (Phase
II reaction). For the antagonism study, Compound A (10 mg/kg) was s.c. administered
15 min before U50,488 (1 mg/kg, s.c.), and pain behavior was assessed as described above.

3.8. Data and Statistical Analysis

Experimental data were graphically processed and statistically analyzed using the
GraphPad Prism Software (GraphPad Prism Software Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) and are
presented as means ± SEM. Data were statistically evaluated using one-way ANOVA
with Tukey’s post hoc test for multiple comparisons between the treatment groups, with
significance set at p < 0.05.

3.9. Protein Preparation

The inactive-state X-ray crystal structures of the three opioid receptors were retrieved
from the protein data bank (PDB [67]) with PDB-ID: 4DJH for KOR [46], PDB-ID: 4DKL
for MOR [53] and PDB-ID: 4N6H for DOR [53]). The structure preparation was carried out
in a Molecular Operating Environment (MOE v2020.0901) [68] and focused on the chain
with the better resolution out of the two chains in the KOR dimer (PDB-ID: 4DJH). Firstly,
we deleted the unresolved parts of the chains as well as fusion proteins (T4 lysozyme in
KOR and MOR, b562RIL (BRIL) in DOR). To restore the human receptors to wild-type we
used the human wild-type sequence obtained from the UniProt-Databank [69] to revert
thermostabilizing mutations in the DOR and KOR (human DOR: P41143, S37P; human
KOR: P41145, L135I). The PDB-ID: 4DKL (MOR, [53]) encodes the mouse MOR. Thus, we
reverted four mouse-specific residues in the MOR to the human wild-type MOR residues
using the UniProt-ID: P35372 (V68I, N139T, V189I, I308V). Broken loops due to unresolved
parts of ECL3 and ICL3 of the KOR as well as of ICL3 of the MOR were modeled using the
loop modeler function while missing side chain atoms were generated using the protein
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builder, both integrated into MOE. Subsequently, Ramachandran outliers [70] and atom
clashes were resolved using energy minimization with the OPLS-AA force field [71].

Due to the dimerization of the KOR chains within a cell unit (PDB-ID: 4DJH), the
extracellular portion of TM1 is bent outwards along the receptor’s longitudinal axis. Hence,
we restored the global fold of the KOR-TM1 structure during the protein preparation to
achieve a conformation comparable to the global folds of the MOR and DOR. For this
purpose, a homology model of the upper half of the KOR-TM1 (S55-V72 according to
UniProt-ID P41145) was built using the homology modeling tool implemented in MOE
(v2020.0901) [68] with the DOR (PDB-ID: 4N6H) serving as a template. Within the homology
model generation ten intermediate models were built at 300 K using the OPLS-AA force
field [71] and scored according their electrostatic solvation energy [72]. The best-scored
model was chosen for further geometric refinement yielding in the final model used in this
study. The homology model was subsequently fused to the KOR inactive X-ray crystal
structure (PDB-ID: 4DJH). The geometric properties of the TM1 homology model (fused to
the KOR X-ray crystal structure) and surrounding residues were again optimized using
energy minimization with the OPLS-AA force field [71]. Furthermore, the conformations of
neighboring Y3207.46 and Q1152.60 were aligned according to the respective conformations
in the DOR (Y3087.43, Q1052.60), using the rotamer tool within MOE v2020.0901 [68].

At the MOR inactive crystal structure (PDB-ID: 4DKL), the residue Y1302.64 adopts a
conformation bend towards the TM1, which is not comparable to the DOR crystal structure
(PDB-ID: 4N6H) and our KOR model. We surmise a single missing water molecule in the
TM1 and TM2 region in the MOR crystal structure responsible for the conformation shift
as the OH group in the corresponding Y1092.64 establishes a water-mediated hydrogen
bond to the hydroxyl group in Y561.39 at the high-resolution DOR crystal structure, which
cannot be seen in the lower resolution MOR crystal structure. As we assume a similar
water-mediated hydrogen bond in the MOR, supported by a weak electron density in the
MOR structure that likely corresponds to a water molecule, we adjusted the orientation of
the Y1302.64 side chain in the MOR manually, according to the respective orientation in the
DOR (Y1092.64).

The protonate 3D function [73] implemented in MOE (v2020.0901) [68] was used to
protonate all three opioid structures at pH 7 and temperature of 300 K.

All selected X-ray crystal structures contain some water molecules within the binding
site. Only the water molecules HOH1303, HOH1307 and HOH1311 in case of the KOR,
HOH718 and HOH719 in case of the MOR, and HOH1323, HOH1324 and HOH1336
in case of the DOR were retained for subsequent docking and MD simulations as they
participate in water mediated interactions between the cocrystallized ligands and protein
residues that are known to be involved in ligand binding and selectivity (KOR: K2275.39,
H2916.52 and Y1393.33 [74]; MOR: K2355.39 and H2996.52 [75]; DOR: H2786.52, K2145.39and
Y1293.33 [76–78].

3.10. Protein-Ligand Docking Study

Corina v3.00 [79,80] was used to generate the 3D conformation of Compound A used
for docking. The protonate 3D function [73] implemented in MOE (v2020.0901) [68] was
conducted to protonate Compound A at a pH of 7 and a temperature of 300 K. Subsequent
docking of Compound A into the orthosteric pocket of the opioid receptors was performed
using GOLD v5.2 [81]. A 20 Å sphere with the side chain carboxylate carbon atom of D3.32

(KOR: D1383.32, MOR: D1493.32 and DOR: D1283.32) as its center defined the binding site of
the receptors, which was limited to the solvent-accessible surface. For each opioid receptor
structure, a total number of 30 genetic algorithm runs were performed, yielding diverse
solutions (i.e., more than 1.5 Å RMSD between the binding hypotheses of each performed
docking process). The search efficiency was set at 100%. To account for the physiological
flexibility of pyramidal nitrogen atoms, these atoms were allowed to flip within the ligand
throughout the docking process. All obtained docking poses were scored according the
GoldScore docking function [82,83] implemented in GOLD v5.2 [81]. An ionic interaction
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between the carboxylate of D3.32 at the opioid receptors and a protonatable nitrogen of the
ligand is known to be crucial for ligand binding [44,45,54,55]. Thus, we set a constraint of a
maximum distance of 5.5 Å between the protonatable morpholine nitrogen of Compound
A and the γC-atom of D3.32.

After docking, the MMFF94 force field [84–88] incorporated in LigandScout v4.4.3 [89,90]
was conducted to minimize the energy of the obtained binding hypotheses within the
protein environment. The binding poses of Compound A in complex with the MOR, DOR
and KOR were visually inspected and filtered according to the position of the positively
charged morpholine nitrogen of Compound A within the receptor, essential for the opioid
receptor activity [46,47,56,57], as well as the stabilization of Compound A via hydrophobic
contacts to the receptors after generating 3D pharmacophores using LigandScout [89,90].
Hydrophobic contacts of Compound A towards TM2/TM3 region were preferred as they
were already described for other non-morphinan antagonist, JDTic [46], and tetrapeptide
DIPP-NH2 [56].

3.11. Molecular Dynamics Simulations and Analysis

We performed three MD simulations of 100 ns length for each of the receptor–ligand
complexes. We used Maestro v2020-4 [91] for system setup, OPLS 2005 force field [92,93] for
system parametrization and Desmond v2020-4 [94] for performance of the MD simulations.
For each system, we positioned the protein in a cubic box with 10 Å padding each side
to the protein surface. A POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoylphosphatidylcholine) bilayer was
used to mimic the physiological membranes, and the proteins were embedded in these
membranes according the OPM database [95] (PDB-ID: 4DJH for the KOR, 4DKL for the
MOR, and 4N6H for the DOR). The remaining space in the box was subsequently filled
with TIP4P water molecules [96] and ions (Na+, Cl−), leading to an isotonic solution (0.15 M
NaCl). During the simulations, a constant number of particles, pressure (1.01325 bar), and
a constant temperature (300 K) were maintained (NPT ensemble). The simulations were
run for 100 ns each, resulting in 1000 distinct ligand–receptor conformations sampled per
simulation. Centering of the protein and the alignment of the respective trajectories onto
the backbone-heavy atoms of the first protein conformation sampled during the simulation
were performed using VMD v1.9.3 [95].

For subsequent MD simulation analysis, we generated dynamic pharmacophores
of Compound A over the simulation time using the Dynophore software (version 0.1,
Gerhard Wolber, Berlin, Germany) [58,97]. Only interactions occurring for a minimum of
5% of the simulation time were considered for evaluation of MD simulations. Root mean
square deviation (RMSD) and solvent accessible surface area (SASA) calculations of MD
simulations were conducted using VMD v1.9.3 [98]. Root mean square fluctuation (RMSF)
and radius of gyration calculations were performed using Maestro v2020-4 [91].

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we reported on a comprehensive study aided by in vitro and in vivo
assays and computational techniques where Compound A was characterized as a novel
KOR antagonist. Our interesting observations from radioligand competitive binding and
functional in vitro assays revealed Compound A to bind at the KOR, albeit with moderate
affinity (in low micromolar range), but with increased affinity than to the MOR and to
lack specific binding at the DOR, thus displaying a favorable KOR selectivity profile.
Additionally, behavioral investigations in mice established the in vivo KOR antagonist
properties of Compound A after s.c. administration, based on its ability to effectively
reverse the antinociceptive effects of the prototypical KOR agonist, U50,488, in two pain
models, the writhing assay and the formalin test.

At the in silico level, we performed molecular docking and MD simulations using the
inactive state crystal structures of the KOR, MOR and DOR, in order to further assess the
structural determinants responsible for receptor subtype selectivity of Compound A. Our
molecular docking study on Compound A into the orthosteric site pocket of KOR, MOR and
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DOR revealed distinct interaction patterns (pharmacophores) between the chlorophenyl
moiety of Compound A and each opioid receptor subtype, which well correlated with
the affinity (KOR > MOR >>>> DOR) of Compound A determined experimentally. The
structure of the KOR exhibits two hydrophobic contacts (V207ECL2, V1182.63) and one
halogen bond (N1222.67) to Compound A, correlating with the highest binding affinity
experimentally measured. The structure of the MOR exhibits only two contacts with
the chlorophenyl moiety of Compound A (via T220ECL2), leading to a binding affinity
approximately one order of magnitude less compared to Compound A’s affinity at the
MOR. At the DOR, only the chloride is stabilized in a hydrophobic contact while the
chlorophenyl plane does not take part in any interactions. This sparser interaction pattern,
together with the bulky side chain K1082.63 pointing into the binding site, thereby shifting
Compound A out of the subpocket, likely contributes to the lack of binding of Compound
A to the DOR, as determined experimentally. Furthermore, MD simulations of the opioid
receptor–Compound A complexes revealed the strongest stabilization of Compound A’s
chlorophenyl moiety at the KOR with frequent hydrophobic contacts supported by halogen
bonding. Although the ligand–MOR complex lacks the halogen bonding, the number of
hydrophobic contacts at the DOR is decreased. Thus, the MD simulations confirmed our
results obtained by docking.

Notably, Compound A shows a good capability to enter the CNS (based on the clogP
and clogD7.4), and it has a structurally distinct scaffold compared to the so far known KOR
ligands (Figures 1 and 2). Although Compound A interacts with the KOR relatively weakly,
this new chemotype shows promising KOR antagonist properties in vitro and in vivo. Thus,
Compound A represents a valuable starting point for chemical optimization toward the
development of innovative ligands as potential therapeutics for human conditions where
the kappa opioid system has a key function.
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Figure S1. Root mean square deviation of Compound A in complex with the KOR over the 

simulation time. 
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Figure S2. Root mean square deviation of the KOR backbone atoms in complex with Compound 

A over the simulation time. 
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Figure S3. Root mean square deviation of Compound A in complex with the MOR over the 

simulation time. 
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Figure S4. Root mean square deviation of the MOR backbone atoms in complex with Compound 

A over the simulation time. 
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Figure S5. Root mean square deviation of Compound A in complex with the DOR over the 

simulation time. 
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Figure S6. Root mean square deviation of the DOR backbone atoms in complex with Compound 

A over the simulation time. 
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Figure S7. Root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) of KOR heavy atoms within MD simulations. 
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Figure S8. Root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) of MOR heavy atoms within MD simulations. 
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Figure S9. Root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) of DOR heavy atoms within MD simulations. 
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Figure S10. Radius of gyration of the KOR in complex with Compound A over the simulation 

time. The radius of gyration values remain stable over the simulation time corresponding to a 

similar KOR compactness along the MD simulations. 
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Figure S11. Radius of gyration of the MOR in complex with Compound A over the simulation 

time. The radius of gyration values remain stable over the simulation time corresponding to a 

similar MOR compactness along the MD simulations. 
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Figure S12. Radius of gyration of the DOR in complex with Compound A over the simulation 

time. The radius of gyration values remain stable over the simulation time corresponding to a 

similar DOR compactness along the MD simulations. 
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Figure S13. Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of KOR in complex with Compound A over 

the simulation time. No strong increase in SASA was observed correlating with stable receptor 

folding. 
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Figure S14. Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of MOR in complex with Compound A over 

the simulation time. No strong increase in SASA was observed correlating with stable receptor 

folding. 
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Figure S15. Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of DOR in complex with Compound A over 

the simulation time. No strong increase in SASA was observed correlating with stable receptor 

folding. 
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Figure S16. BOILED-Egg plot of Compound A calculated using SwissADME web tool [1]. The 

BOILED-Egg method (Brain or IntestinaL EstimateD permeation method) calculated lipophilicity 

(WLOGP, a logP method developed by Wildman and Crippen) and polarity (topological polar 

surface area, TPSA) to estimate the permeation capabilities of small molecules [2]. Compound A 

was predicted to have high gastrointestinal absorption and to readily pass the brain- barrier 

barrier, but also as a permeability-glycoprotein substrate. These findings are in accordance with 

the previous hypothesis of Compound A being a CNS penetrant. Abbreviations: HIA: passive 

human gastrointestinal absorption, PGP: Permeability glycoprotein. 
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Figure S17. Bioavailability radar of Compound A. The bioavailability radar includes information 

about Compound A’s lipophilicity (LIPO), molecular weight (SIZE), polarity (POLAR), solubility 

(INSOLU), flexibility (FLEX), and saturation (INSATU), all calculated using the SwissADME web 

tool [1]. Compound A is predicted orally available as all calculated physicochemical properties 

are within the optimal range (LIPO: 0.7 < XLOGP3 < +5.0; SIZE: 150 g/mol < MV < 500 g/mol; 

POLAR: 20Å2 < TPSA < 130 Å2; INSOLU: -6 < Log S (ESOL) < 0; INSATU: 0.25 < Fraction Csp3 < 

1; FLEX: 0 < No. of rotatable bonds < 9) indicated in pink. 
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Table S1. Binding affinities and antagonist potencies at the KOR of Compound A and known 

KOR antagonists. 

 

Ligand 
Binding affinitya 

Ki  

Antagonist activityb 

Ke 

Reference 

Compound A 1.53 µM 1.53 µM  

nor-BNI  0.153 nM 0.798 nM [3] 

5’-GNTI 0.18 nM 0.04 nM [4] 

JDTic 0.031 nM 0.098 nM [3] 

JNJ-67953964/LY2456302 0.807 nM 0.813 nM [3] 

CYM-53003/BTRX-335140 -c 0.8 nMd [5] 

Zyklophin 95.2 nM 336 nM [6] 
aDetermined in the radioligand binding assay using recombinant cells expressing the human KOR; 
bDetermined in the [35S]GTPγS binding assay using recombinant cells expressing the human KOR. c- Not 

reported. dReported as IC50 value. 
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Table S2. Calculated physicochemical properties of Compound Aa to predict its bioavailability. 

 

Physicochemical property Parameter Predicted valueb 

Lipophilicity (LIPO) Log Po/w (XLOGP3) 4.14 

Molecular weight (SIZE) Molecular weight 438.97 g/mol 

Polarity (POLAR) TPSA 47.70 Å2 

Solubility (INSOLU) Log S (ESOL) -5.05 

Flexibility (FLEX) Fraction Csp3 0.32 

Saturation (INSATU) Number of rotatable bonds 8 
aFor Compound A in the protonated state. bCalculated using SwissADME web tool [1]. Abbreviations: 

TPSA: topological polar surface area, ESOL: estimated solubility, log S: decimal logarithm of the molar 

solubility in water, Csp3: total carbon count of the molecule. 
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4.3. Solving an Old Puzzle: Elucidation and Evaluation of the Binding 
Mode of Salvinorin A at the Kappa Opioid Receptor [Article C] 
Prototypical opioids share a basic amine moiety within their scaffolds. The natural product 

SalA was the first discovered opioid without such a basic moiety showing high KOR selectivity 

and strong KOR potency. Despite great interest in the mechanisms by which SalA achieves 

its unique activation profile its binding mode at the KOR remained elusive. However, several 

mutagenesis studies with SalA were performed and a plethora of SalA derivatives tested 

provided experimental data for the generation of a knowledge-based binding mode prediction. 

In this study, we comprehensively evaluated the structure-activity relationship (SAR) data and 

mutational data published for SalA and its derivatives to generate a putative binding mode for 

SalA at the KOR. We further evaluated our binding hypothesis by extensive molecular 

dynamics simulations and identified relevant structural opioid receptor subtype selectivity 

determinants (V1182.63, Y3127.35, and Y3137.36). SalA binds above the conserved binding site 

occupied by prototypical basic opioids in a less conserved part of the receptor allowing for 

extraordinary KOR selectivity. 

Contribution: 

Conceptual design (90 %) 

Computational experiments (100 %) 

Visualization (90 %) 

Manuscript preparation (80 %) 

I initialized the project, planned and performed the in silico experiments, and wrote the 

manuscript. 

Reprinted with permission from Puls, K.; Wolber, G. 

Solving an old puzzle: Elucidation and evaluation of the binding mode of Salvinorin A at the 

kappa opioid receptor. Molecules 2023, 28, 718, doi:10.3390/molecules28020718. 

Copyright: © 2023 by the authors. This article is licensed under a Creative Commons 

Attribution 4.0 license. 
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Solving an Old Puzzle: Elucidation and Evaluation of the
Binding Mode of Salvinorin A at the Kappa Opioid Receptor
Kristina Puls and Gerhard Wolber *

Department of Biology, Chemistry and Pharmacy, Institute of Pharmacy, Freie Universität Berlin,
Königin-Luise-Str. 2+4, 14195 Berlin, Germany
* Correspondence: gerhard.wolber@fu-berlin.de; Tel.: +49-30-838-52686

Abstract: The natural product Salvinorin A (SalA) was the first nitrogen-lacking agonist discovered
for the opioid receptors and exhibits high selectivity for the kappa opioid receptor (KOR) turning
SalA into a promising analgesic to overcome the current opioid crisis. Since SalA’s suffers from poor
pharmacokinetic properties, particularly the absence of gastrointestinal bioavailability, fast metabolic
inactivation, and subsequent short duration of action, the rational design of new tailored analogs
with improved clinical usability is highly desired. Despite being known for decades, the binding
mode of SalA within the KOR remains elusive as several conflicting binding modes of SalA were
proposed hindering the rational design of new analgesics. In this study, we rationally determined the
binding mode of SalA to the active state KOR by in silico experiments (docking, molecular dynamics
simulations, dynophores) in the context of all available mutagenesis studies and structure-activity
relationship (SAR) data. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive evaluation of
SalA’s binding mode since the determination of the active state KOR crystal structure. SalA binds
above the morphinan binding site with its furan pointing toward the intracellular core while the C2-
acetoxy group is oriented toward the extracellular loop 2 (ECL2). SalA is solely stabilized within the
binding pocket by hydrogen bonds (C210ECL2, Y3127.35, Y3137.36) and hydrophobic contacts (V1182.63,
I1393.33, I2946.55, I3167.39). With the disruption of this interaction pattern or the establishment of
additional interactions within the binding site, we were able to rationalize the experimental data for
selected analogs. We surmise the C2-substituent interactions as important for SalA and its analogs
to be experimentally active, albeit with moderate frequency within MD simulations of SalA. We
further identified the non-conserved residues 2.63, 7.35, and 7.36 responsible for the KOR subtype
selectivity of SalA. We are confident that the elucidation of the SalA binding mode will promote
the understanding of KOR activation and facilitate the development of novel analgesics that are
urgently needed.

Keywords: GPCRs; kappa opioid receptor; Salvinorin A; natural products; docking; molecular
dynamics simulations; dynophores

1. Introduction

Proper pain management is an ongoing issue in medicine [1–4]. Efficient, strong,
and safe analgesics for severe pain treatment are highly needed as currently available
pain medications suffer from clinical drawbacks, like side effects, addiction, and overdose-
related deaths [1,3,5]. Today, the most important drugs for severe pain treatment are opioids
that mainly target the µ-opioid receptor (MOR) [5,6]. These drugs exhibit a high liability
for drug abuse and elicit a myriad of side effects like respiratory depression, addiction, and
constipation among others [5,7–9]. To overcome the current issue of insufficient severe pain
medication the research focus shifts toward alternative targets [1]. The κ-opioid receptor
(KOR) is a subtype of the opioid receptor (OR) family, belonging to the large class of
membrane-embedded G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) [5]. Activation of the KOR
provides strong analgesia without addiction and respiratory depression turning the KOR
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into a promising target for the development of new analgesics with an improved safety
profile [6,10].

Nature hosts a plethora of diverse chemical scaffolds, many of which exhibit biolog-
ical effects rendering natural products a promising source for the search for new drug
candidates [11,12]. One such natural product, Salvinorin A (SalA, Figure 1), gained at-
tention as an untypical, novel-scaffold KOR ligand [13–15]. SalA is a diterpene from the
medicinal plant Salvia divinorum (Lamiaceae) endemic to Mexico [13,14,16]. Salvia divinorum
was traditionally used by the Mazatecans for religious but also medicinal purposes like
pain treatment, rheumatism, and inflammatory diseases [13,16]. In higher concentrations,
SalA and Salvia divinorum products elicit strong hallucinogenic effects which led to the
recreational use of SalA-containing products recently [13,14,16,17].
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Due to its diterpene structure, SalA lacks the nitrogen atom typical for small molecules
OR ligands, like morphine, fentanyl, and buprenorphine, which are mainly alkaloids [16,18].
An ionic interaction between the positively charged nitrogen of the ligand and the car-
boxylate of D3.32 (Superscripts denote Ballesteros-Weinstein numbering [19]) was believed
to be crucial for OR affinity and activity of small molecule OR ligands thereby serving
as an anchor point for the ligand [20–23]. SalA was the first nitrogen-lacking OR ligand
discovered [14] underlying its unique character. Furthermore, SalA shows high selectivity
for the KOR acting as a potent agonist without binding towards the MOR and the DOR
(δ-opioid receptor) [24–27]. A broad screen of SalA against 50 transporters and receptors
revealed no substantial activation besides its KOR activity [13,28]. Of note, SalA does
not modulate the 5-HT2A-receptor which is commonly targeted by hallucinogens [13,27].
Nonetheless, Dopamin2 receptor modulation, allosteric MOR modulation, and allosteric
modulation of cannabinoid type 1 receptors are discussed [13,14].

The potential of SalA as a new analgesic is not only supported by its high KOR selec-
tivity, but also by its overall low toxicity with no severe adverse outcomes reported [13,16].
Despite its hallucinogenic character and its recreational usage SalA does not cause ad-
diction [13,14] in contrast to typical opioids [5]. Nonetheless, reports about typical KOR-
mediated side effects like anhedonia, locomotor impairment, and aversion caused by SalA
but also its hallucinogenic effects may hinder SalA’s clinical usefulness [14,27,29,30]. SalA’s
clinical usefulness is further impaired by bad pharmacokinetic properties with rapid gas-
trointestinal degradation, quick metabolic inactivation, and fast elimination [16,31–36].
At the oral route of administration, drug absorbance can only occur within the mouth
mucosa by holding the SalA-containing product in the mouth for several minutes [16,36].
Vaporization or smoking of Salvia divinorum leaves or extracts with subsequent inhalation
is a more efficient administration route and is often used by recreational users [16,17].
After bioabsorption, SalA quickly enters the central nervous system eliciting its clinical
effects but leaving the CNS just as quickly [15,17]. SalA is metabolized by esterases, glu-
curonidases, and CYP enzymes [16,31–33] with fast elimination [34,35]. Especially blood
esterases rapidly metabolize SalA via C2-ester cleavage to the main metabolite Salvinorin
B (SalB) that is inactive at the KOR [15,16,35]. Of note sex differences in metabolism and
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elimination were observed with females showing slower metabolism and excretion [35].
As a result, SalA exhibits a short duration of effect [16,17,35], which likely contributes to
SalA’s low toxicity but also hinders its usage as an analgesic drug.

To overcome SalA’s clinical drawbacks, a plethora of analogs were synthesized
and tested [15,37], which led to the development of agonists [15,37–40], partial ago-
nists [37,38,40,41] and antagonists [37,40,42,43] of the KOR and even to MOR modula-
tors [37,44–48]. Despite a large number of around 600 available analogs the majority of
these exhibit alterations at the C2 position or modifications of the furan ring [15] which
resulted in fewer diverse ligand sets than desired. The rational design of new analogs is
further hindered by the still unknown binding mode of SalA at the KOR which also hinders
the understanding of the structure-activity relationship (SAR). Furthermore, most of the
derivatives exhibit less affinity or activity than SalA itself [15]. The comparison of different
analog series is hampered by the different assays used, the choice of different cell lines,
and the reference ligand used. Due to the focus on KOR affinity and activity and the lack
of in vivo experiments of analogs, it is hard to evaluate the safety profiles, hallucinogenic
effects, addictive properties, and therefore the misuse potential of almost all analogs.

The rational design of new analogs to explore the chemical space around SalA is
hampered by the still unknown binding mode of SalA at the KOR. Several different and
conflicting binding modes for SalA at the KOR were proposed [22,25,49–55]. For example,
Vardy and coworkers [49] as well as Roach and coworkers [50] postulated binding modes
in which the furan moiety of SalA points upwards towards the extracellular portion of
the KOR while Che and coworkers [22] and Kane and coworkers [25] postulated the
opposed orientation. In contrast to the mostly vertical orientation of SalA within the KOR
binding site, Vortherms and coworkers [53] predicted a horizontal orientation of SalA.
The discrepancies within these results are partially caused by the lack of an active-state
crystal structure of the KOR until 2018 [22]. SalA was then docked into KOR homology
models [50,52,54] or active-like structures [49,51] derived from the inactive KOR crystal
structure published in 2012 [20], which differs from the active-state crystal structure.

To solve the confusion about the SalA binding mode a comprehensive evaluation of
SalA within the active-state KOR crystal structure with respect to available mutagenesis
studies and SAR data is needed. In this paper, we carefully and rationally elucidate the bind-
ing mode of SalA to the active-state KOR taking into account available mutational and SAR
data. We rationalize determinants for SalA receptor subtype selectivity as well as effects of
ligand modifications for experimental measured affinity and activity at the KOR by using
docking experiments, molecular dynamics simulations, and dynophore [56,57] analysis.

2. Results
2.1. Salvinorin A Binds above the Morphinan Binding Pocket of the Kappa Opioid Receptor

To elucidate the binding mode of Salvinorin A (SalA) at the kappa opioid receptor
(KOR) we performed docking experiments of SalA to the KOR binding cavity of the
prepared active-state KOR crystal structure (PDB-ID: 6B73 [22]). SalA binds above the
morphinan binding site at the extracellular part of the KOR binding cavity with its C4-
methyl ester interacting with the extracellular loop 2 (ECL2) while its furan moiety points
downwards to the morphinan binding pocket (Figure 2). Unlike typical KOR ligands
that always establish an ionic interaction with D1383.32 (superscript denotes Ballesteros–
Weinstein numbering [19]) at the bottom of the morphinan binding site [20–23], SalA is
solely stabilized in its position by hydrophobic contacts and hydrogen bonds (Table 1). The
C4-methyl ester forms hydrogen bonds to E210ECL2, the C1-carbonyl moiety to Y3127.35,

and the C2-acetoxy group to Y3137.36. The furan moiety is stabilized via hydrophobic
contacts with Y1393.33 and I2946.55, while C19 and C20 (both methyl groups) form lipophilic
contacts with V1182.63, Y3137.36, or I3167.39, respectively. SalA sterically fits into the binding
pocket shape with perfect complementarity.
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Figure 2. Binding mode of SalA at the KOR. (A) shows the overall architecture of KOR bound to SalA
while (B) highlights the binding pocket of SalA at the KOR. (C) depicts the protein-ligand interactions
between SalA and KOR. Y3.33 denotes to Y1393.33, CECL2 to C210ECL2, and I6.55 to I2946.55. TM denotes
to transmembrane helices, HBA to hydrogen bond acceptor, and HY to hydrophobic contact.

Table 1. Protein-ligand interactions between SalA and the KOR.

Interaction Functional Group Residue

Hydrogen bond C1-carbonyl Y3127.35

Hydrogen bond C2-carbonyl Y3137.36

Hydrogen bond C4-carbonyl C210ECL2

Hydrophobic contact C19 V1182.63, Y3137.36

Hydrophobic contact C20 I3167.39

Hydrophobic contact Furan I2946.55; Y1393.33
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Our proposed binding mode is in accordance with previous published mutational
data: Several mutagenesis studies highlight the detrimental role of Y3127.35 and [25,49,54]
and Y3137.36 [6,25,49] for SalA affinity and activity; in our model both residues anchor SalA
in the KOR binding cavity. Participation of the ECL2 loop in SalA binding was proposed
based on binding studies with chimeric opioid receptors [25], which agrees with C210ECL2

interacting with the C4 methyl ester of SalA via hydrogen bonding. V1182.63 and Y1393.33

were also proposed to affect SalA affinity [25,26,49] and stabilize SalA by hydrophobic
contacts in the KOR binding site.

Despite the indisputable importance of mutagenesis studies for experimental vali-
dation of a proposed binding mode we need to carefully check whether the underlying
studies were performed probe-dependently or probe-independently. Several studies found
a strong decrease in the affinity and activity of SalA in a Y3207.43A KOR mutant [25,49,54]
suggesting a SalA binding mode in which the ligand binds as deep in the orthosteric
binding site as morphinan ligands do. Nonetheless, this phenomenon seems to be inde-
pendent of the ligand tested albeit with strong differences in the chemical ligand space
(SalA, nitrogen-containing small molecules, peptides) [49]. Thus, we surmise a ligand-
independent conformational change of the KOR Y3207.43A mutant that led to the decreased
affinities and activities experimentally measured. Indeed, Y3207.43 is in close proximity
to W2876.48, a residue believed to play an important role in KOR activation as it directly
interacts with F2836.44 of the conserved PIF-motif [22] and therefore the truncated side
chain in the Y3207.43A mutant likely alters the orientation of W2876.48 and indirectly the
KOR activation.

The Q1152.60A KOR mutant was found to strongly decrease SalA affinity and activ-
ity [25,49]. We did not observe interactions of SalA with Q1152.60 in our binding model but
Q1152.60 is in close proximity to the C17-carbonyl of SalA. We, therefore, investigated the
potential interaction of SalA with Q1152.60 through molecular dynamics simulations.

2.2. Molecular Dynamics Simulations Confirm Salvinorin A Binding Mode Obtained by Docking
Experiments but Revealed Additional Interaction with Q115

To evaluate our SalA binding mode found in docking experiments and to assess
whether Q1152.60 contributes to SalA binding in a dynamic investigation we performed
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of SalA bound to the KOR crystal structure and sub-
sequent calculated dynamic pharmacophores (dynophores, Figure 3) [56,57]. Dynophores
represent interactions dynamically. They consist of probability density point clouds rep-
resenting the interactions detected over the course of MD simulations. MD simulations
confirm our putative binding mode for SalA with an average ligand root mean square
deviation (RMSD) of 2.9 Å over the five replica simulations (200 ns each). Detailed in-
formation about the RMSD of SalA and the KOR can be found in the Supplementary
Materials (Figures S1 and S2). SalA is stabilized within the binding pocket by highly
frequent hydrophobic contacts and several hydrogen bonds (Table 2).

Table 2. Interactions between SalA and the KOR during MD simulations.

Interaction Functional Group Residue Frequency (%)

Hydrogen bond C2-carbonyl Y3127.35, Y3137.36 17.6
Hydrogen bond C4-carbonyl C210ECL2 94.1
Hydrogen bond C1-carbonyl Y3127.35 79.0
Hydrogen bond C17-carbonyl Q1152.60 54.0

Hydrophobic contact C19 V1182.63, Y3137.36 97.3
Hydrophobic contact C20 I3167.39, Y3127.35 76.0
Hydrophobic contact Furan I1353.29, L212ECL2; Y1393.33 99.5

We observed a tendency for SalA to very slightly shift towards the TM2 over the course
of the simulation and a tendency for Q1152.60 to reorient towards the C17-carbonyl of SalA
facilitating hydrogen bonding (54.0%). This hydrogen bonding was not observed within
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the static docking results but agrees with previously published mutagenesis studies that
showed decreased affinity and activity values for SalA with Q1152.60A KOR mutants [25,49].
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All carbonyl groups of SalA participate in hydrogen bonding. Hydrogen bonding
between the C4 methyl ester and C210ECL2 occurred in 94.1% of MD simulations. This most
frequent hydrogen bonding interaction is likely important for SalA’s affinity as alterations
in the C4-substituent mostly induce affinity and activity drops [15,58,59]. The C1-carbonyl
group participates in highly frequent hydrogen bonding (79.0%) with Y3127.35. We detected
weak hydrogen bonding between the C2-acetoxy group and KOR along MD simulations
(17.6% to Y3127.35, Y3137.36). SalB, the main metabolite of SalA, exhibiting a C2-hydroxy
group instead of a C2-acetoxy group is inactive at the KOR [15,16,35] rendering the C2-
acetoxy group interaction of SalA important for SalA’s potency. Thus, the low frequency of
the C2-acetoxy group interactions was unexpected. However, the absolute frequency of a
particular interaction is less meaningful than the ratio of these interactions between analogs.
Despite overall low occurrence, this interaction could still play a key role in the binding
and activation of KOR by SalA. Off note, both residues that interact with the C2-substituent
of SalA are non-conserved which likely contributes to the strong selectivity of SalA.

The hydrophobic contact between the furan moiety of SalA and L212ECL2 was not
observed in static docking but agrees with the observation of poor binding of SalA to the
L212ECL2A mutant [20].

The dynamic interaction analysis agrees with the results obtained by static docking
with the addition of C17-carbonyl hydrogen bonding due to the reorientation of Q1152.60

and additional hydrophobic contacts to L212ECL2. Thus, the results are in accordance with
mutagenesis studies too. Figure 3 shows the dynophore model (probability density point
cloud representation of protein-ligand interactions) of the SalA-KOR complex.
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2.3. Non-Conserved Residues Harboring Salvinorin A at the Kappa Opioid Receptor Lead to
Receptor Subtype Selectivity of Salvinorin A

SalA is characterized by its strong KOR subtype selectivity without affinity towards
the MOR, DOR, and the fourth OR called the nociceptin/orphanin FQ peptide (NOP)
receptor [24–26]. Thus, SalA mediates its analgesic effect solely by KOR activation avoiding
classical MOR side effects like respiratory depression, addiction, and constipation [5,7–9].

The three classical OR receptors (KOR, MOR, and DOR) share high overall sequence
identity and similarity values that hamper subtype selectivity (Identity KOR/MOR = 56.3%;
Identity KOR/DOR = 56.3%; Similarity KOR/MOR = 70.5; Similarity KOR/DOR = 68.2; all
values for full sequence comparison, Figure S3). Especially the orthosteric binding site is
highly conserved. This holds true for the GPCR class A family in general. On the contrary,
the extracellular parts of these receptors are more diverse with several non-conserved
residues. Thus, selective orthosteric ligands often additionally target extracellular regions
of GPCRs to facilitate their subtype selectivity [60,61]. The recently discovered NOP is
more distinct from the three classical ORs but still exhibits significant sequence identity
and similarity values (Identity KOR/NOP = 48.9%; Similarity KOR/NOP = 62.6%; values
for full sequence comparison). The less conserved structure leads to marked differences in
the binding and activation profile of OR ligands binding to the NOP compared to binding
to the classical ORs [62].

Docking experiments show that SalA binds above the morphinan binding site, the
deepest part of the orthosteric binding site, within a less conserved site of the KOR. The
residues V1182.63, I2946.55, Y3127.35, Y3137.36, and I3167.39 that participate in protein-ligand
interactions with SalA in the KOR-SalA complex vary among the different OR subtypes and
therefore likely influence SalA’s selectivity profile. While I3167.39 differs in the NOP but is
conserved within the classical ORs the remaining before-mentioned residues vary within
the classical ORs. Table 3 provides a comprehensive list of the non-conserved residues
participating in SalA binding at the KOR.

Table 3. Non-conserved residues within the opioid receptor family participating in SalA binding.

Residue KOR MOR DOR NOP

2.63 V118 N129 K108 D110
6.55 I294 V302 V281 V283
7.35 Y312 W320 L300 L301
7.36 Y313 H321 H301 R302
7.39 I316 I324 I304 T305

In order to rationalize the determinants for SalA’s outstanding selectivity, we evaluated
the impact of non-conserved residues within the SalA binding site for OR subtype selectivity.
In order to account for the orientation of the non-conserved residues within the binding
pocket, we superimposed the KOR-SalA complex according to its transmembrane region
(OPM-Database entry: 6B73) with the active-state structures of MOR (PDB-ID: 5C1M [63]),
DOR (PDB-ID: 6PT2 [64]) and NOP (Figure 4). Since there is no experimentally derived
active-state NOP structure available, we used a homology model based on the active-
state KOR crystal structure (PDB-ID: 6B73 [22]) already described in one of our previous
publications [65].

V1182.63 at the top of KOR-TM2 forms hydrophobic contacts with C19 (methyl moiety
between Rings A and B) of SalA. While nonpolar in the KOR, this region is polar in the
remaining three receptors (MOR: N, DOR: K, NOP: D) and therefore would be unable to
maintain this interaction with SalA in these receptors. The ionic character in DOR and NOP
likely even pushes the lipophilic SalA scaffold away.

Y3137.36 establishes hydrogen bonding to SalA’s C2-acetoxy moiety in the KOR-SalA
complex as well as hydrophobic contacts to C19 of SalA (methyl moiety between Ring A
and B). The respective residues in the remaining ORs (MOR: H, DOR: H, NOP: R) are able
to facilitate hydrogen bonding, but only if they are correctly oriented. The histidines in
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MOR and DOR are too far away to establish hydrogen bonds (MOR: 6.2 Å, DOR: 6.4 Å;
distance measured between NE2 of histidines and C2-acetoxy carbonyl oxygen atom of
SalA) and also to form hydrophobic contacts (MOR: 6.5 Å, DOR: 6.9 Å; distance measured
between CE1 of histidines and C19 of SalA). They therefore cannot facilitate the interactions
possible at KOR. In our NOP homology model, the arginine was predicted to point away
from the ligand binding site towards E2957.29 at the top of TM7. Thus, it likely would not
contribute to SalA binding towards the NOP.
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The C1-carbonyl moiety of SalA forms hydrophobic contacts to Y3127.35. From the
three remaining ORs (MOR: W, DOR: L, NOP: L) only tryptophan in the MOR could
form hydrogen bonds if positioned correctly within the binding pocket. The receptor
superimposition revealed that the tryptophan in MOR is too distant for hydrogen bonding
analog in the KOR-SalA complex (5.2 Å between NE1 of W3207.35 and C1-carbonyl oxygen
atom). Thus, none of the ORs can mimic the interactions of Y3127.35 to SalA in KOR.

The furan moiety of SalA is stabilized by hydrophobic contact with the conserved
Y1393.33 and the non-conserved I2946.55. The respective residues for I2946.55 in the remain-
ing receptors (V for all three receptors) are all hydrophobic as well and only differ from
I2946.55 in the truncation of one methyl group. Within the receptor superimposition, all
residues are within the range of 5.9 Å for hydrophobic contacts set as the default range in
Ligandscout 4.4.3 (Inte:Ligand, Vienna, Austria) [66,67] albeit scarce (MOR: 5.4 Å, DOR: 5.9
Å, NOP: 4.6 Å, measured between C15 of SalA and CG2 of valine in MOR and DOR and
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CG1 of valine in NOP). We surmise that I2946.55 hardly contributes to SalA selectivity. The
effect of the beforementioned residues is more pronounced.

The position 7.39 participates in hydrophobic contacts with C20 (methyl moiety be-
tween Ring B and C) at the KOR-SalA complex and is conserved within the classical
ORs (KOR: I3167.39, MOR: I3247.39, DOR: I3047.39) and only differs in the NOP structure
(T3057.39). The isoleucine is positioned similarly in all three classical ORs with all residues
capable to facilitate hydrophobic contacts. Despite being rather polar the side chain methyl
group of the threonine in the NOP homology model is oriented in that it can participate in
hydrophobic contacts, albeit scarce again (5.9 Å betweenCG2 of T305 and C20 of SalA). The
non-conserved residue 7.39 therefore likely has a minor role in SalA KOR selectivity.

After careful evaluation of non-conserved residues participating in SalA binding at
the KOR, we surmise positions 2.63, 7.35, and 7.36 are responsible for SalA selectivity as
the interactions within the KOR complex cannot be mimicked by the remaining receptors.

To date, the active-state MOR crystal structure (PDB-ID: 5C1M [63]) is the only ex-
perimental solved OR structure with longer parts of the flexible extracellular N-terminus
solved. In the superimposition of the KOR-SalA complex and MOR, a clash of SalA (Ring
A, C2-acetoxy group, C4-methyl ester) and the N-terminus of MOR is observed. As the
MOR structure was derived with a morphinan-based orthosteric ligand binding deeper in
the receptor and due to the flexible character of the N-terminus the consequence of this
potential clash cannot be fully evaluated. Furthermore, as the N-termini of KOR, DOR and
NOP are not solved and therefore their respective positions are unknown the impact of the
N-terminus position of the binding and selectivity profile of SalA cannot be estimated.

2.4. Salvinorin A Binding Mode Is in Agreement with Previous Published
Structure-Activity-Relationship Data

Next, we evaluated our binding hypothesis in the context of available structure-activity
relationship (SAR) data. Due to around 600 experimental tested analogs [15] of SalA (1)
being available, sufficient data is available to evaluate and further assess our model. Thus,
we carefully selected several analogs of SalA to explain the general effects of specific
substitution patterns on the affinity and activity of SalA analogs. Most SalA alterations
lead to strong affinity and activity drops and only a little number of analogs with improved
properties are known [15,39,68–71]. Figure 5 shows the structures of all ligands discussed
in this section while Table 4 lists the respective experimental data.

Table 4. Experimental data for binding of SalA and all analogs discussed within this section measured
in radioligand binding assays.

Ligand Affinity (Ki) [nM] Ki [ligand]/Ki [SalA] Reference

2 (SalB)

155 ± 23 c 119 [38]
>10,000 a - [72]
111 ± 12 c 85 [71]
155 ± 23 c 119 [73]
280 ± 20 d 147 [47]
>10,000 b - [68]

3 >10,000 a - [72]

4
>10,000 a - [72]
>10,000 c - [71]

5 17.6 ± 3.1 c 14 [73]

6
0.32 ± 0.02 c 0.133 [69]
3.13 ± 0.40 b 0.423 [70]

7 (RB-64)
0.59 ± 0.21 b 0.328 [55]

39 ± 11 c 2 [55]
0.6 ± 0.2 b 0.097 [68]

8
>10,000 c - [74]
>1000 c - [58]
>1000 c - [59]
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Table 4. Cont.

Ligand Affinity (Ki) [nM] Ki [ligand]/Ki [SalA] Reference

9 >10,000 c - [73]
10 28.5 ± 0.9 c 22 [58]
11 >1000 c - [58]
12 3400 ± 150 d 1789 [42]
13 55 ± 23 c 22 [41]
14 40 ± 1 b 5 [75]

15
2.9 ± 0.3 c 1 [41]
3.0 ± 0.2 d 2 [42]

16 >8000 b - [76]
17 6 ± 1 b 2 [77]
18 18 ± 2 b 5 [77]
19 1125 ± 365 b 281 [77]

a Ki determined against [3H]bremazocine. b Ki determined against [3H]U69,593. c Ki determined against
[3H]diprenorphine. d Ki determined against [125I]IOXY.
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2.4.1. C2-Analogs of SalA

The majority of available SalA analogs host alterations of the C2-acetoxy group of
SalA [15]. Several ester analogs including ethers, amides, amines, and carbamates are
known and others are available [15,38,68,70,73].

The common metabolic inactivation of SalA represents the C2-acetoxy group cleavage
leading to SalB (2) with a C2-bound hydroxy group [16]. Despite the wide acceptance of
SalB as the inactive metabolite of SalA conflicting experimental data were measured with
Ki values between 111 nM and >10,000 nM [15,38,47,68,71–73] and EC50 values between
2.4 nM and 492 nM [71,78]. However, compared to SalA, SalB binds to the KOR in a much
weaker way. Docking of SalB into the KOR binding cavity reveals an almost identical
binding mode of SalB compared to SalA (Steric overlap of 87%) with almost identical
interactions, albeit the lack of any C2-hydroxy group interactions (Figure S4). This finding
renders the C2-acetoxy hydrogen bonding an important requirement for KOR affinity and
activity of SalA despite its moderate frequency in MD simulations (17.6%).

Several authors postulate a size restriction hypothesis for the C2-substituent with spa-
cious lipophilic groups resulting in affinity drop [14,41,79]. We replaced the acetoxy group
at C2 of SalA with a more spacious pivaloxy moiety (3) [72] or a cyclopropanecarboxylic
moiety (4) [71,72] as both analogs were measured to have an abolished affinity towards
KOR [15,71,72] and docked both analogs into the KOR. Docking experiments show reduced
interactions for both analogs with 4 lacking both hydrogen bonds at the C1-carbonyl moiety
and at the carbonyl oxygen of the C2-cyclopropanecarboxylic moiety while its cyclopropyl
moiety does not form any hydrophobic contacts (Figure S5C,D). The pivaloxy-analog 3 is
capable of stabilizing its C2-rest in hydrophobic contacts with I2946.55, but lacks the C1- and
C2-hydrogen bonds as well (Figure S5A,B). The C1-carbonyl hydrogen bonding occurred
in SalA MD simulations with high frequency (79.0%) and therefore likely contributes to
SalA’s experimental activity. Its lack of both analogs likely diminishes affinity. The hy-
drogen bond at the C2-acetoxy group of SalA was detected with lower frequency in SalA
MD simulations (17.6%), but due to its important role in SalA metabolic inactivation, it is
considered important as well. The combined lack of both interactions likely rationalizes
the completely abolished affinity of the two analogs. According to the docking poses of
the analogs, the C2-substituents are positioned in the middle of the central binding cavity
pointing towards TM6. Within this region, there are only a few lipophilic residues present
(mainly I2946.55) but several charged residues (E2976.58, K2275.39, E209ECL2). Additionally,
the C2-substituents would be surrounded by water filling the empty parts of the binding
cavity. Together, this explains the experimentally measured loss of affinity by substituting
the C2-acetoxy group of SalA with bulkier lipophilic moieties as they hardly can form
interactions resulting in enthalpically unfavorable binding poses. A size restriction rule due
to a small pocket that only can accommodate a limited number of atoms cannot be applied.

An outstanding feature of SalA is its nitrogenless structure, but several studies tested
the effect of nitrogen introduction at different positions of SalA [15,38,39,41,58,73,80–82].
At C2 the introduction of a positively charged nitrogen often led to strong decreases
in KOR affinity and activity but some analogs tolerate the introduction of the positive
charge [15,38,39,73,80,81]. This finding agrees with the C2-acetoxy group of SalA being
oriented towards a region with multiple negatively charged ligands (E2976.58, E209ECL2)
that could interact with positive amines.

Beguin and co-workers [73] tested a series of alkyl amines at the C2-position with 5
being the best-tolerated amine (Ki 17.6 nM, about 14-fold diminished affinity compared to
SalA) with an isopropylamine moiety at C2. Compared to the binding mode of SalA, 5 is
shifted towards TM5 establishing charge interactions with E2976.58 and E209ECL2, but loses
hydrogen bonding at the C4 position (Figure S6). The isopropyl moiety at the amine is
likewise surrounded by the negative residues and does not take place in any hydrophobic
contacts. The lack of the hydrogen bond at C4 combined with the overall shift within the
binding pocket likely caused the decrease in affinity, but the ionic interactions stabilizing 5
from two sides seem to rescue its affinity towards KOR.
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Although the alteration of the SalA structure mostly leads to impaired affinity and
activity values measured in experiments, several examples of analogs with improved
properties are known. One of such improved analogs is 6 with an ethoxymethyl ether at
C2 [15,69,70] being the most affine ligand of a series of alkoxymethyl ether derivates tested
by Munro and coworkers [69]. Docking of 6 to KOR revealed an extended interaction
pattern when compared to the KOR-SalA complex (Figure S7). The oxygen atoms of the
ethoxymethyl ether establish hydrogen bonding to Y3127.35 and Y3137.36 and the ethyl
group is stabilized by hydrophobic contacts to Y3127.35 and L3097.32. Hydrogen bonding
to Q1152.60 that was not seen in the static investigation of SalA but in MD simulations
(79.0% frequency) occurred also in the KOR-6 complex (to C1-carbonyl moiety of 6). The
new interactions while maintaining the SalA interaction pattern rationalizing the increased
affinity values measured for 6.

22-thiocyanato-SalA, also called RB-64 (7, RB-64), is one of the most prominent SalA
analogs as it shows G protein bias and therefore represents a potential analgesic compound
with an improved safety profile [6,83]. RB-64 (7) was originally designed by Yan and
coworkers [55] as a covalent KOR agonist, but the postulated covalent binding mode
with C3157.38 is poorly supported by experimental data. The experimental data for the
wash-resistant readout in the binding assay is not shown within the publication, the
experiments were conducted under unphysiological conditions with a huge amount of
ligand (10 h and 20 µM, 4 ◦C), and the postulated covalent bond between RB-64 and
C3157.38 is quite large (4.9 Å). However, White and coworkers postulate a non-covalent
binding mechanism for RB-64 administered in vivo [83]. The experimentally measured
affinity of RB-64 towards KOR differs in a probe-dependent manner. RB-64 (7) shows
improved affinity compared to SalA in [3H]U69,593 competition assay [55,68] but slightly
impaired affinity in [3H]diprenorphine competition assay [55].

We performed non-covalent docking of RB-64 into the active state KOR crystal struc-
ture as we doubt the covalent binding mode proposed by Yan and coworkers [55] and due
to the lack of a free cysteine residue around the C2-acetoxy group of SalA. Our non-covalent
docking experiments reveal a highly similar binding mode of RB-64 compared to SalA, but
with lacking interactions at the C2-substituent (Figure S8). The absence of C2-substituent
interactions is questionable as RB-64 shows improved affinity compared to SalA in certain
experiments. We, therefore, performed 1 µs (five replicas à 200 ns) of MD simulations for
the RB-64-KOR complex to investigate the interactions in a dynamic fashion. The MD
simulations reveal highly similar interactions between the RB-64-KOR complex and the
SalA-KOR complex, but with the exception of slightly increased C2-substituent interac-
tions in the case of RB-64 (Table 5). The thiocyanate of the C2-substituent only weakly
participates in hydrogen bonding (8.6%) but probably serves as an anchor to stabilize
the position of the carbonyl moiety of C2. Compared to SalA the interaction frequency
of the C2-carbonyl moiety is increased by around 5% to 22.2% in total. As mentioned
earlier, the absolute frequency is less meaningful than the frequency shift between close
derivatives in order to explain affinity differences obtained in experiments. Therefore, the
small increase in the interaction frequency observed in MD simulations can explain the
improved affinity of RB-64 in certain experiments. Information about the RMSD von RB-64
and the protein-heavy atoms can be found in Figures S9 and S10.

We further performed several relative binding free energy (RBFE) calculations based
on the docking poses of SalA and RB-64 (FEP in Maestro [84,85], openfe [86]) and absolute
binding free energy calculations of both complexes (Yank [87]). All methods predicted
the binding of RB-64 at KOR more favorable than the binding of SalA to KOR. More
information about the energy calculations can be found in the Supplementary Material
(Table S1) and the Section 4.
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Table 5. Interactions between RB-64 (7) and the KOR during MD simulations.

Interaction Functional Group Residue Frequency (%)

Hydrogen bond C2-carbonyl Y3137.36 (Y3127.35) 22.2
Hydrogen bond C2-thiocyanate Y3137.36 8.6
Hydrogen bond C4-carbonyl C210ECL2 93.9
Hydrogen bond C1-carbonyl Y3127.35 80.1
Hydrogen bond C17-carbonyl Q1152.60 57.4

Hydrophobic contact C19 V1182.63 94.4
Hydrophobic contact C20 I3167.39 51.7
Hydrophobic contact Furan I1353.29, L212ECL2; Y1393.33 99.9

2.4.2. C4-Analogs of SalA

In contrast to C2, charges at C4 are not tolerated in SalA and lead to drastically reduced
affinity values [15,58,59,73,74]. The C4-substituent of SalA is positioned near ECL1 and
ECL2 without any charged residues in reach and with a space restriction that only allows
growing to the extracellular side. Thus, the introduction of a charge at C4 likely introduces
an unfavorable negative repulsion that forces the ligand to adopt a new orientation resulting
in reduced affinity compared to SalA. We docked one analog with a negative charge at
C4 (carboxylate moiety, 8 [58,59,74]) and one with a positive charge (methylaminomethyl
moiety, 9 [73]) both without any measurable affinity at 10 µM concentration to the KOR. As
expected, we found no reasonable docking poses for both compounds. In order to fulfill
charge interactions, both compounds adopt orientations completely dissimilar from SalA
with scaffold reorientations (Figure S11). The absence of a rational binding pose explains
the lack of experimentally measured affinities for compounds containing a charge at C4.

Lee and coworkers [58] tested a series of alkyl esters at the C4 position and found a
complete loss of affinity by any extension of the methyl group. Even the addition of one
methyl group (ethyl ester) led to an absence of any affinity. Thus, we investigated a possible
size exclusion effect of the C4 moiety. Docking of the ethyl ester (10) [58] as the smallest
alkyl ester with abolished affinity and the bulkier pentyl ester (11) [58] cause ligand shifts
within the KOR binding site towards TM5 to accommodate the C4-substituent within a
more lipophilic pocket at TM2/3 (T1112.56, V1182.63, W12423.50, V1343.28, I1353.29) instead of
the hydrophilic environment of ECL1/ECL2, where the methyl ester of SalA is positioned
(Figure S12). The ligand shift towards TM5 causes the loss of all hydrogen bonds in the
case of the ethyl ester, while the pentyl ester can at least rescue hydrogen bonding at the
C1-carbonyl position with Y3127.35. The strongly diminished interaction pattern with loss
of C2- and C4-hydrogen bonding in both cases and the additional C1-hydrogen bonding
loss in case of 10 rationalizes the observed affinity lack for all alkyl esters except the methyl
ester of SalA.

2.4.3. C12-Analogs of SalA (Furan-Analogs)

The furan moiety at C12 of SalA is positioned the deepest in the KOR binding cavity
and is stabilized by hydrophobic contacts with Y1393.33 and I2946.55. Simpson and cowork-
ers [42] found that the omission of the C12-substituent (12) results in a 1789-fold decrease in
binding affinity. At the same time, the replacement of the furan by a carboxylic moiety (13)
only causes a small affinity drop (22-fold) [41]. Thus, we surmise the furan to be an anchor
point for the ligand with establishing favorable but not necessarily hydrophobic contacts.

To rationalize how SalA tolerates the replacement of the furan by a carboxylic moiety
we docked 13 into the KOR binding site (Figure S13). 13 takes place in extensive protein-
ligand interactions with establishing hydrogen bonds to six interaction partners (C210ECL2,
S211ECL2, L212ECL2, K200ECL2, K2275.39, Y3127.35) and ionic interactions with two residues
(K200ECL2, K2275.39). The C4-methyl ester does not participate in the interaction pattern.
The carboxylate shifted towards TM5 and is positioned more extracellularly than the
furan of SalA. The furan serves as an anchor for the remaining ligand scaffold without
establishing crucial interactions. Thus, the C12-substituent shift is likely tolerated and
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the centration between the two lysines anchors the remaining ligand scaffold of 13 in a
conformation with hydrogen bonding to almost all residues also attacked by SalA with only
interactions to Y3137.36 missing. Keeping crucial interactions from SalA with additional
hydrogen bonding and anchoring ionic interactions illuminates the moderate toleration of
a carboxylate in a C12 position. Of note, 5 (isopropylamine at C2) is anchored between two
opposing charged residues (E2976.58, E209ECL2) with no C4-interactions and moderately
tolerated as well (14-fold diminished affinity compared to SalA). Thus, the deficit of the C4-
substituent interactions seems to be less severe in cases where the C1- and C2-substituent
interactions are maintained.

There is no clear correlation between the size or polarity of C12-alterations and affinity.
Besides the small polar carboxylate substituent at C12 in 13 being tolerated the bulky
m-carboxamidobenzoyl moiety in 14 [75] is tolerated as well with only a 5-fold affinity
drop. The bromination of C16 in 15 [41,42,88] at the furan ring increasing steric size and
hydrophobicity does not influence binding to KOR at all while the replacement by bulky
greasy naphthalene in 16 [76] diminishes affinity completely. Docking of 14 and 15 to the
KOR revealed almost identical binding poses and the maintenance of all interactions was
also detected in the KOR-SalA complex but with additional interactions respectively (Figure
S14). The m-carboxamidobenzoyl moiety of 14 participates in hydrogen bonding to D1383.32

with its carboxamide substructure and to Y1393.33 with its benzoyl substructure while the
bromine atom of 15 established hydrophobic contacts to Y1393.33. The almost identical
binding modes of these two analogs with the one of SalA rationalizing the toleration of
both substitution patterns according to KOR affinity. In contrast, docking of 16 resulted
in the loss of all hydrogen bonds except the interaction of the C1-carbonyl moiety with
Y3137.36 while the naphthalene moiety is shifted towards TM5 (Figure S15). These docking
results illustrate the difficulty of rationally designing newly tailored SalA-analogs without
prior knowledge about the actual binding mode of SalA within the KOR by only taking
physicochemical properties into account. The combination of favorable physicochemical
properties and the right orientation within the binding pocket facilitates improved affinity
while only one requirement satisfied can still result in no binding at all.

2.4.4. SalA Derivatives with Modified Scaffolds

Most alterations of the SalA structure focus on the adaption of the C2-, C4, and
C12-substituents [15,37]. Nonetheless, some SalA-analogs with alterations within the SalA-
ring-system are known including reduction of the carbonyl moieties at positions 1 and 17
as well as ring-opening [15,42,43,71,77,78,81,89].

The complete reduction of the C17-carbonyl moiety in 17 has almost no effect on KOR
affinity [77] rendering the C17-carbonyl interactions favorable but dispensable. Docking of
17 into the KOR shows an almost identical binding mode compared to SalA with the same
interactions as detected in the KOR-SalA complex and thus explains the almost unaltered
biological data (Figure S16).

The effect of omitting moieties at C1 is contradictory. While the complete omission of
substituents (18) only shows a small impact on KOR affinity and activity [43,77], the change
of the carbonyl moiety to a hydroxyl group (19) leads to a 281-fold affinity drop [43,77].
When docking 18 and 19 into the KOR we observed similar docking poses compared to
SalA, but with slight differences (Figure S17). 18 forms the same protein-ligand interactions
as SalA with only the C1 interaction missing, while 19 shows altered interactions. 19 lacks
the C2-interaction to Y3137.36 as its C2-acetoxy group is differently oriented and establishes
a hydrogen bond to Y3127.35 with its C1-hydroxyl group instead. The fact that the complete
loss of the C2-substituent abolishes KOR activity completely [78] rationalizes the strong
affinity drop for 19. As 18 mainly differs in the interaction pattern for C1 and was shown
less critical for affinity [43,77] it can rescue its affinity in experiments.
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3. Discussion

In this study, we presented a putative binding mode for SalA bound to the KOR
active-state crystal structure (PDB-ID: 6B73 [22]). To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first paper where the binding mode of SalA is systematically modeled within the
active-state KOR crystal structure available since 2018. We comprehensively evaluated the
structure-activity relationship and mutational data available to generate our model. We
further elucidated our binding hypothesis by extensive molecular dynamics simulations
and identified relevant structural OR subtype selectivity determinants.

In previous publications, a variety of different binding modes for SalA (and close
derivatives) bound to the KOR were postulated but with conflicting orientations [20,22,25,
49–55] causing confusion within the community. The binding poses were guided by muta-
tional data available for SalA at the KOR rather than SAR data. Most studies [22,25,49–52]
predicted a vertical orientation of SalA within the KOR binding pocket to account for the
far distance between the residues highlighted as important for SalA’s affinity and potency
at KOR in mutagenesis studies (from Y3207.43 at the mid of TM7 to residues belonging
to ECL2). However, horizontal binding modes were proposed as well [53,54]. The major-
ity of studies evaluating SalA’s binding mode were conducted before the publication of
the active-state KOR structure (PDB-ID: 6B73 [22]) in 2018. Homology models based on
other active-state GPCR structures (like rhodopsin [52] or MOR [50]) or active-like KOR
models [20,49,51] based on the inactive-state KOR crystal structure (PDB-ID: 4DJH [20])
were used instead. Those KOR models differ in overall receptor architecture as well as
side-chain orientations from the experimentally solved active state X-ray KOR crystal
structure used by Che and coworkers [22] and within this study. These differences in
the KOR model are used to contribute to the different binding modes proposed for SalA.
Yan and coworkers [54] for example generated a KOR model based on the inactive-state
rhodopsin crystal structure with Y1192.64 pointing towards the binding site while Y3127.35

and Y3137.36 are oriented more outward ending up with a rather horizontal SalA binding
mode to agree with mutagenesis studies. In the active-state crystal structure, the orienta-
tions of Y1192.64, Y3127.35, and Y3137.36 are opposed rendering a horizontal binding mode
of SalA implausible.

Results of mutagenesis studies should be treated with caution. The effects can be
divided into probe-dependent and probe-independent or direct and indirect. Mutations can
affect ligand binding and receptor activation by direct interactions with the ligand but also
due to alterations in conformations of neighboring residues. Y3207.43 and Y1192.64 were both
highlighted as important for SalA affinity/activity based on mutagenesis studies [25,49,54].
Y1192.64 is oriented outward the binding cavity in the active-state X-ray KOR crystal
structure which renders direct protein-ligand interactions doubtful. The strong decrease in
KOR activity by Y3207.43A mutation occurs not only for the nitrogen lacking SalA but also
for chemically distinct nitrogen-containing ligands and opioid peptides turning the effect
likely probe-independent. The impact of both mutations consists probably of influencing
neighboring residues, particularly Y3137.36 in the case of Y1192.64 and W2876.48 which in
turn influences the conserved PIF motif in the case of Y3207.43. Thus, the evaluation of a
binding mode solely by mutational data is less valuable than taking SAR data additionally
into account.

Several studies postulate a binding mode in which the furan of SalA points towards
the extracellular side of KOR [49–51], which is in contrast to our binding mode and those
of several other publications [22,25,52]. Roach and coworkers [50] for example used dock-
ing of SalA into the active-state KOR homology model based on the active-state MOR
crystal structure (PDB-ID: 5C1M [63]) resulting in a binding mode in which the furan
points upwards the receptor cavity while the C2-acetoxy and C4-methyl ester of SalA is
positioned deep in the receptor orthosteric binding site. The C4-methyl ester moiety of
SalA points towards the negatively charged D1383.32. However, experimental testing of
SalA analogs revealed the intolerance of positively charged amino groups at the C4 posi-
tion [15,58,59,73,74] rendering the close proximity of the C4 group to D1383.32 implausible.
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Vardy and coworkers [49] used flexible docking into the inactive-state KOR crystal structure
(PDB-ID: 4DJH [20]) and obtained a similar binding mode as Roach and coworkers with
the furan pointing upwards the binding cavity but with a permutation of the C2-acetoxy
and the C4-methyl ester groups so that the C2-moiety directly interacts with D1383.32. This
binding mode is supported by the fact that positively charged amino substitutions at the
C2 position could be tolerated [73]. However, the D1383.32A mutation does not affect the
binding of SalA to the KOR [25]. Additionally, cystein-substitution analysis and CoMFA
analysis gave hints to the proximity of C2-substituents to E2976.58 [52,54] which agrees
with our postulated binding mode but conflicts with any binding modes having the furan
oriented extracellular and the C2-acetoxy group intracellular.

In 2018 Che and coworkers [22] published the active-state KOR X-ray crystal structure
and postulated a binding mode for SalA, albeit without any validation. The published
binding mode is similar to our proposed binding mode. In their model, SalA is positioned
vertically in the KOR binding cavity with its furan moiety pointing intracellular interacting
with Y1393.33 while the C1-carbonyl moiety, the C2-acetoxy moiety, and the C4-methyl ester
group point upwards interacting with Y3127.35 (C1, C2) and C210ECL2 (C4). Despite the
high similarity between their binding mode and the binding mode of SalA described within
this study Che and coworkers did not provide any validation of their putative binding
hypothesis. Thus, the confusion within the community about the correct orientation of
SalA in the KOR binding site still hold on and kept the need for this study up.

Of note, even after the elucidation of the SalA binding mode, the rational design of
SalA analogs with improved clinical usefulness as analgesics is hampered by the lack of
data according to the side effects of SalA analogs, first of all, their hallucinogenic properties,
but also the common KOR related side effects like anhedonia, sedation, and locomotor
incoordination. The side effect profile of SalA analogs needs to receive more attention and
should be considered in further studies. G-protein-biased KOR agonists are promising safer
analgesics as they likely sow an improved safety profile [6]. Some G-protein-biased SalA
analogs are already known, including RB-64 (22-Thiocyanatosalvinorin A), and further
attempts at understanding and utilization of G-protein bias may occur in SalA analogs
with desired clinical properties.

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Protein Preparation

All used receptor structures within this study were originally retrieved from the
Protein data bank (PDB) [90] and subsequently processed using MOE 2020.0901 [91]. The
respective PDB entries for the active-state X-ray crystal structures are 6B73 for KOR, 5C1M
for MOR, and 6PT2 for DOR [22,63,64]. In the case of 6B73 (KOR) and 6PT2 (DOR) which
were solved as dimeric receptors only the monomeric chain with the better resolution
was processed while the remaining one was deleted. All fusion proteins (KOR: nanobody,
MOR: antibody fragment, DOR: thermostabilized cytochromeb562 (BRIL)), cocrystallized
lipids, and solvent molecules were deleted. To restore the human wild-type receptor
sequence the receptor sequences were remutated according to the respective UniProt-
Databank entries [92] (UniProt-IDs: P41145 for KOR, P35372 for MOR, and P41143 for
DOR). The loop modeler implemented in MOE was conducted to model partially missing
loop structures (ECL2, ECL3, ICL3) of KOR and missing side chains of all receptor structures.
Improved geometric properties of the receptor structures were facilitated by careful energy
minimization of atom clashes and Ramachandran outliers [93] using the OPLS-AA force
field [94]. Finally, the receptor structures were protonated at 300 K and a pH of 7 using the
Protonate3D application [95] implemented in MOE.

4.2. Docking

The structure of Salvinorin A (SalA) was retrieved from the PubChem database [96]
and protonated using the Protonate3D application [95] within MOE. Docking experiments
of SalA into the receptor structures were performed by conducting GOLD v5.2 [97]. The
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binding site was defined by a 30Å sphere around D3.32-γC (KOR: D138, MOR: D149,
DOR: D128) encompassing the hole extracellular half of the receptors. 30 docking runs per
experiment were performed resulting in 30 diverse solutions. ‘Diverse solution’ means that
the calculated poses exhibit a root mean square deviation of at least 1.5 Å. The docking
solutions were scored according to the GoldScore docking function [98,99]. The search
efficiency was set to 200% and pyramidal nitrogen atoms were allowed to flip during the
calculations. For docking of SalA into the KOR structure, a distance constraint between
C20 of SalA and the phenolic oxygen atom of Y3137.36 (maximum 4 Å) was set to ensure
binding of SalA around the putative binding site derived by mutagenesis studies.

The generated docking poses were subsequently energy minimized within their pro-
tein environment using the MMFF94 force field implemented in LigandScout [66,67] and
visually inspected. The final binding hypothesis of SalA was selected according to the
geometric properties of SalA within the binding pocket, the number of interactions, and
according to information derived from mutagenesis studies as well as experimental testing
from SalA analog series. In particular, the residues Q1152.60, V1182.63, Y1192.64, Y1393.33,
Y3127.35, and Y3137.36 as well as residues from the ECL2 were considered as putative
binding site residues [25,26,49,54] and the C4-methyl ester group must not point towards
TM5/TM6 region, i.e., towards several charged residues as neither positive nor negative
substituents at the C4-position are tolerated [15,58,59,73,74]. The putative binding poses
of SalA analogs were selected according to the Gaussian shape similarity score [100,101]
towards SalA measured in LigandScout and the number of interactive features.

4.3. Molecular Dynamics Simulations and Generation of Dynophores

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of SalA and RB-64 were prepared with Maestro
v2020 [102] and performed with Desmond v2020-4 [85] in five replicates of 200 ns each. The
Ligand-KOR complex was put in a rectangular simulation box that spans 10 Å to each recep-
tor side and subsequently embedded in a POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoylphosphatidylcholine)
membrane according to the OPM database [103] entry for the active KOR structure (PDB-
ID: 6B73). The remaining space within the simulation box was filled up with TIP3P
water molecules [104] and ions (Na+, CL−) in an isotonic mixture (0.15 M). For system
parametrization, the Charmm36 force field [105] was implemented into Maestro-setup
using viparr-ffpublic [106,107]. The simulation run under NPT ensemble conditions, i.e.,
with a constant number of particles, constant pressure (1.01325 bar), and constant tempera-
ture (300 K).

For subsequent simulation analysis, the protein was centered and the trajectory
(1000 frames) was aligned onto the backbone heavy atoms of the first sampled protein
conformation using VMD v1.9.3 [108]. Additional to the visual inspection of the MD
simulations dynamic pharmacophores (dynophores) were calculated with the in-house
developed Dynophore tool [56,57]. Dynophores can be visualized within LigandScout as
the dynophore algorithm is implemented in the same ilib framework as LigandScout. Only
interactions occurring in at least 5% of the simulation time were considered for evaluation.

4.4. Energy Calculations

We performed several different energy calculations implemented in different software
applications for calculating the relative binding free energy (RBFE) and absolute binding
free energy (ABFE) of SalA and Rb-64 bounded to KOR. We used the docking poses for
calculations.

Openfe [86] is an open-source python package (https://github.com/OpenFreeEnergy/
openfe, accessed on 1 December 2022) that uses alchemical transformation together with
replica exchange simulations to predict RBFE values. The software utilizes OpenMM [109]
for conducting the simulation of 5 ns with NPT conditions and additional 2 ns equilibration.
The protein was embedded in the TIP3P water model [104,110] with 0.15 M NaCL. The
default ‘RelativeLigandTransformSettings’ were used encompassing 11 λ windows, 1 bar

https://github.com/OpenFreeEnergy/openfe
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pressure, and 298.15 Kelvin as temperature among others. For the protein the amber99sb
forcefield [111] and for the ligand, the openff-2.0.0 forcefield [112] was applied.

The Ligand FEP panel only implemented in the academic version of Desmond, ob-
tained from D. E. Shaw Research [84,85], uses free energy perturbation calculations for the
prediction of the RBFE. 11 replicates of 11 λ-intervals each are performed. The simulations
of 5 ns each with an additional equilibration time beforehand are conducted under NPT
conditions and the SPC water model [113]. The OPLS2005 forcefield [114,115] was applied.

The open-source python package YANK [87] (https://github.com/choderalab/yank,
accessed on 1 December 2022) predicts absolute binding free energy values by conducting
alchemical free energy calculations. The whole thermodynamic cycle with its solvent phase
(ligand and receptor separated and solvated where the ligand is coupled or decoupled) and
the complex phase (ligand bound to the receptor where ligand interacts with protein or
is decoupled but restrained in a harmonic manner not to move too far from the binding
site) are calculated. We performed calculations with explicit water (TIP4P-EW water
model [116]). For accurate long-range treatment of electrostatic interactions particle mesh
ewald (PME) method [117,118] was applied with a cutoff at 9 Å. For simulations, the ff14SB
forcefield [119] for the protein and the gaff2 forcefield [120] for the ligand were applied.

5. Conclusions

In this study we present the binding mode of SalA to the active-state KOR crystal
structure, discuss and present this carefully elucidated binding mode using available
mutational and structure-activity data of SalA derivates, and investigate SalA binding using
extensive molecular dynamics simulations. The consistency of the binding conformations
led to the identification of selectivity determinants towards the other OR subtypes.

SalA adopts a vertically binding mode within the KOR binding site with its furan
moiety pointing towards the receptor center while its C2- and C4-substituents span towards
the extracellular site. The SalA-KOR complex is stabilized by extensive hydrogen bonding
and hydrophobic contacts. Based on this binding mode we rationalize the affinity and
activity data of several analogs of SalA. We surmise the C2-substituent interactions as
important for SalA and its analogs to be experimentally active, albeit with moderate
frequency within MD simulations of SalA. Protein-ligand-interactions at the C17-carbonyl
group are rendered less important than those involving C1-, C2-, and C4-substituents
as the complete reduction of the former moiety does not alter the affinity of the analog
compared to SalA. The furan moiety likely serves as an anchor point for the ligand as
modification of this group mostly decreases affinity but the replacement by a negatively
charged carboxylate group is somehow tolerated.

SalA interacts with several non-conserved residues in the KOR binding site. We
surmise the non-conserved residues 2.63, 7.35, and 7.36 are responsible for SalA’s excellent
OR subtype selectivity with no binding to MOR, DOR, and NOP. The respective residues
in the MOR, DOR, and NOP are unlikely to maintain the interactions observed at the
SalA-KOR complex.

We discussed our proposed binding mode of SalA in light of former publications that
postulate a majority of different binding hypotheses for SalA at the KOR. We highlighted
the difficulty of choosing the right KOR model for subsequent docking studies, the necessity
to consider possible probe-independent effects within mutational studies, and the need
for SAR data to be considered to determine a binding mode in silico. We show that SalA
needs to adopt a vertical binding mode with the C2- and C4-moieties pointing toward the
extracellular side instead of the central core of KOR. We are confident that the new insights
in the binding mode of SalA at the KOR will facilitate rational design of new analogs with
improved properties and therefore promote the development of clinically useful analgesics
based on SalA.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/molecules28020718/s1, Figure S1. Root mean square deviation of
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SalA (1) in complex with the KOR over the simulation time, Figure S2. Root mean square deviation
of the KOR backbone atoms in complex with SalA (1) over the simulation time, Figure S3. Sequence
identity and similarity of the full sequence of KOR, MOR, DOR, and NOP, Figure S4. Protein-ligand
interactions and binding mode of 2 at the KOR in comparison to SalA, Figure S5. Protein-ligand
interactions and binding mode of 3 and 4 at the KOR in comparison to SalA, Figure S6. Protein-ligand
interactions and binding mode of 5 at the KOR in comparison to SalA, Figure S7. Protein-ligand
interactions and binding mode of 6 at the KOR in comparison to SalA, Figure S8. Protein-ligand
interactions and binding mode of 7 at the KOR in comparison to SalA, Figure S9: Root mean square
deviation of RB-64 (7) in complex with the KOR over the simulation time, Figure S10: Root mean
square deviation of the KOR backbone atoms in complex with RB-64 (7) over the simulation time,
Table S1. Energy calculations performed for the docking poses of SalA and RB64 bounded to the
KOR, Figure S11. Protein-ligand interactions and binding mode of 8 and 9 at the KOR in comparison
to SalA, Figure S12. Protein-ligand interactions and binding mode of 10 and 11 at the KOR in
comparison to SalA, Figure S13. Protein-ligand interactions and binding mode of 13 at the KOR in
comparison to SalA, Figure S14. Protein-ligand interactions and binding mode of 14 and 15 at the
KOR in comparison to SalA, Figure S15. Protein-ligand interactions and binding mode of 16 at the
KOR in comparison to SalA, Figure S16. Protein-ligand interactions and binding mode of 17 at the
KOR in comparison to SalA, Figure S17. Protein-ligand interactions and binding mode of 18 and 19
at the KOR in comparison to SalA.
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Figure S1. Root mean square deviation of SalA (1) in complex with the kappa opioid receptor 

(KOR) over the simulation time. 
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Figure S2. Root mean square deviation of the KOR backbone atoms in complex with SalA (1) 

over the simulation time. 
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Figure S3. Sequence identity and similarity of the full sequence of KOR, MOR, DOR, and NOP. 
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Figure S4. Protein-ligand interactions (A) and binding mode (B) of 2 (orange) at the KOR in 

comparison to SalA (blue). Y3.33 denotes to Y1393.33, CECL2 to C210ECL2, and I6.55 to I2946.55. 

Interactions types are abbreviated with HBA for hydrogen bond acceptor and HY for 

hydrophobic contact. 
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Figure S5. Protein-ligand interactions and binding mode of 3 (A, B, orange) and 4 (C, D, orange) 

at the KOR in comparison to SalA (blue). Y3.33 denotes to Y1393.33, CECL2 to C210ECL2, and I6.55 to 

I2946.55. Interactions types are abbreviated with HBA for hydrogen bond acceptor and HY for 

hydrophobic contact. 
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Figure S6. Protein-ligand interactions (A) and binding mode (B) of 5 (orange) at the KOR in 

comparison to SalA (blue). Y3.33 denotes to Y1393.33, CECL2 to C210ECL2, and I6.55 to I2946.55. 

Interactions types are abbreviated with HBA for hydrogen bond acceptor, HY for hydrophobic 

contact, HBD for hydrogen bond donor, and PI for positive charged interaction. 
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Figure S7. Protein-ligand interactions (A) and binding mode (B) of 6 (orange) at the KOR in 

comparison to SalA (blue). Y3.33 denotes to Y1393.33, CECL2 to C210ECL2, and I6.55 to I2946.55. 

Interactions types are abbreviated with HBA for hydrogen bond acceptor and HY for 

hydrophobic contact. 
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Figure S8. Protein-ligand interactions (A) and binding mode (B) of 7 (orange) at the KOR in 

comparison to SalA (blue). Y3.33 denotes to Y1393.33, CECL2 to C210ECL2, and I6.55 to I2946.55. 

Interactions types are abbreviated with HBA for hydrogen bond acceptor and HY for 

hydrophobic contact. 
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Figure S9. Root mean square deviation of RB-64 (7) in complex with the KOR over the 

simulation time. 
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Figure S10. Root mean square deviation of the KOR backbone atoms in complex with RB-64 (7) 

over the simulation time. 
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Table S1. Energy calculations performed for the docking poses of SalA and RB64 bounded to 

the KOR. 

 

RBFE 

Software Calculation 
ΔG complex 

(kcal/mol) 

ΔG solvent 

(kcal/mol) 

RBFE 

(kcal/mol) 

Openfe [1] 

Alchemical 

transformation 

of SalA into RB-

64 bound to 

KOR 

-27.273 ± 0.379 -25.059 ± 0.016 -2.214 ± 0.395 

Schrödinger 

Ligand FEP [2,3] 

Free energy 

perturbation 

turning RB-64 to 

SalA bound to 

KOR, 

respectively 

-2.020 ± 0.202 -2.519 ± 0.214 0.499 ± 0.416 

ABFE 

Software Calculation 
ABFE 

(kcal/mol) 

Difference in ABFE 

(kcal/mol) 

YANK [4] 

Binding free 

energy of SalA 

bound to KOR 

-16.637 ± 0.961 
|ABFE(SalA)| – |ABFE(RB-64)| 

 

= -3.817 ± 2.03 
Binding free 

energy of RB-64 

bound to KOR 

-20.454 ± 1.069 

 

The abbreviations RBFE and ABFE refer to relative and absolute binding free energy. All 

methods predicted the binding of RB-64 to the active state KOR crystal structure (PDB-ID 6B73 

[5]) favorable over the binding of SalA. The negative RBFE value in the case of openfe, where 

SalA is alchemically transformed into Rb-64, indicates that the latter (Rb-64) is favored over the 

first (SalA). The positive RBFE value in the case of Schrödinger Ligand FEP, where RB-64 is 

transformed into SalA, indicates the favorable binding of the first (RB-64) over the latter (SalA). 

In the case of YANK the absolute binding free energy of the two complexes, SalA or RB-64 

bound to KOR, was calculated and compared. The more negative value for the RB-64 bound 

complex indicates an energetic improvement of the RB-64 bound state over the SalA-bound 

state. 
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Figure S11. Protein-ligand interactions and binding mode of 8 (A, B, orange) and 9 (C, D, 

orange) at the KOR in comparison to SalA (blue). 8 is shifted in the binding side and shows an 

alternative Y1393.33, CECL2 to C210ECL2, and I6.55 to I2946.55. Interactions types are abbreviated with 

HBA for hydrogen scaffold orientation while 9 shows a reversed orientation compared to SalA. 

Y3.33 denotes to bond acceptor, HY for hydrophobic contact, HBD for hydrogen bond donor, NI 

for negative charged interaction, and PI for positive charged interaction. 
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Figure S12. Protein-ligand interactions and binding mode of 10 (A, B, orange) and 11 (C, D, 

orange) at the KOR in comparison to SalA (blue). Y3.33 denotes to Y1393.33, CECL2 to C210ECL2, and 

I6.55 to I2946.55. Interactions types are abbreviated with HBA for hydrogen bond acceptor and HY 

for hydrophobic contact. 
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Figure S13. Protein-ligand interactions (A) and binding mode (B) of 13 (orange) at the KOR in 

comparison to SalA (blue). Y3.33 denotes to Y1393.33, CECL2 to C210ECL2, and I6.55 to I2946.55. 

Interactions types are abbreviated with HBA for hydrogen bond acceptor, HY for hydrophobic 

contact, HBD for hydrogen bond donor, and NI for negative charged interaction. 
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Figure S14. Protein-ligand interactions and binding mode of 14 (A, B, orange) and 15 (C, D, 

orange) at the KOR in comparison to SalA (blue). Y3.33 denotes to Y1393.33, CECL2 to C210ECL2, and 

I6.55 to I2946.55. Interactions types are abbreviated with HBA for hydrogen bond acceptor and HY 

for hydrophobic contact. 
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Figure S15. Protein-ligand interactions (A) and binding mode (B) of 16 (orange) at the KOR in 

comparison to SalA (blue). Y3.33 denotes to Y1393.33, CECL2 to C210ECL2, and I6.55 to I2946.55. 

Interactions types are abbreviated with HBA for hydrogen bond acceptor and HY for 

hydrophobic contact. 
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Figure S16. Protein-ligand interactions (A) and binding mode (B) of 17 (orange) at the KOR in 

comparison to SalA (blue). Y3.33 denotes to Y1393.33, CECL2 to C210ECL2, and I6.55 to I2946.55. 

Interactions types are abbreviated with HBA for hydrogen bond acceptor and HY for 

hydrophobic contact. 
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Figure S17. Protein-ligand interactions and binding mode of 18 (A, B, orange) and 19 (C, D, 

orange) at the KOR in comparison to SalA (blue Y3.33 denotes to Y1393.33, CECL2 to C210ECL2, and 

I6.55 to I2946.55. Interactions types are abbreviated with HBA for hydrogen bond acceptor and HY 

for hydrophobic contact. 
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4.4. Discovery of Novel, Selective, and Non-basic Agonists for the 
Kappa-Opioid Receptor Determined by Salvinorin A-Based Virtual 
Screening [Article D] 
 

The number of basic opioid scaffolds exceeds the number of known non-basic opioids by far. 

Known non-basic ligands have been discovered through serendipity rather than rational drug 

design. To the best of our knowledge, no virtual screening campaign has been conducted to 

identify new non-basic KOR ligands. However, non-basic ligands offer an opportunity to 

selectively target the KOR. 

The elucidation of a putative binding mode of SalA at the KOR, described in Article C, 

facilitates the performance of a 3D pharmacophore-based virtual screening campaign aiming 

for novel-scaffold, potent, and selective KOR agonists without basic moieties. We performed 

two 3D pharmacophore-based virtual screening methods in parallel and identified a novel spiro 

moiety-containing ligand scaffold for the KOR as well as two new ligands. These ligands 

exhibit desired high affinity, potency, and selectivity for the KOR in vitro. 

 

Contribution: 

Conceptual design (80 %) 

Computational experiments (100 %) 

Visualization (80 %) 

Manuscript preparation (75 %) 

 

All in vitro experiments were conducted at the lab of Mariana Spetea. I planned and performed 

the in silico experiments and wrote the manuscript excluding the in vitro results. 

 

The manuscript was submitted to the Journal of Medicinal Chemistry at 11.03.2024. 
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ABSTRACT: The kappa-opioid receptor (KOR) modulation is a promising strategy for treating multiple human diseases. KOR 
agonists show potential for treating pain, pruritus, and epilepsy, while KOR antagonists show potential for treating depres-
sion, anxiety, and addiction. The natural product (NP) Salvinorin A (SalA) is a potent and selective KOR agonist. Unlike proto-
typical opioids, SalA does not contain a basic nitrogen. The discovery of SalA led to the idea of targeting KOR selectively with 
non-basic ligands. Nevertheless, only a limited number of non-basic KOR ligands have been identified to date. This study 
utilized the 3D pharmacophore of SalA bound to the KOR to conduct a virtual screening campaign with the aim of discovering 
novel, non-basic, potent and selective KOR agonists. Pharmacological in vitro studies identified two hit compounds, SalA-VS-
07 and SalA-VS-08, to be highly selective for the KOR and to show KOR agonist activity. Both KOR ligands are NP derivatives 
sharing a novel spiro-moiety containing and non-basic scaffold. Our results may represent significant starting points for fu-
ture chemical optimization towards the development of therapeutics for the treatment of pain and other clinical conditions 
where the KOR plays a central role. 

Introduction.  
Pain medications have been in use for a long time1, but the 

safe and effective treatment of pain is still an area of unmet 
medical need. Approved opioids are mu-opioid receptor 
(MOR) agonists that provide strong analgesia. However, 
they also cause serious side effects, such as respiratory de-
pression, constipation, sedation, analgesic tolerance, physi-
cal dependence and addiction2,3. Opioids are currently in-
dispensable for the treatment of severe pain conditions2,4. 
As a result of promiscuous opioid prescribing, the opioid 
crisis has emerged in the United States, with thousands of 
opioid-related deaths and hospitalizations each year5. This 
crisis emphasized the critical need for safer pain medica-
tions. In addition to the MOR, there are the kappa- (KOR) 
and the delta-opioid receptors (DOR), and the non-classical 
opioid receptor nociceptin/orphanin FQ peptide (NOP) re-
ceptor6. All opioid receptor types belong to the family of G 
protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) with seven transmem-
brane domains7. Opioid receptor activation can provide an-
algesia, but with different side effect profiles2,4,8. The 
knowledge that activation of the KOR, opposite to the MOR, 
does not produce euphoria, respiratory depression or risk 
of overdose9  has stimulated the interest in discovering 

drugs acting on the KOR as potential pain therapeutics10-16. 
Overall, modulation of KOR signaling is a promising strategy 
for developing pharmacotherapies for several human dis-
eases, either by activating (treatment of pain13,16, pruritus16 
and epilepsy17) or blocking (treatment of depression13,18, 
anxiety13,18 and addiction13) the receptor. However, the gen-
eration of selective KOR agonists is challenging due to the 
strong binding site similarity of the opioid receptor sub-
types. 

Salvinorin A (SalA) is a natural product (NP) of Salvia 
divinorum19 (Figure 1). SalA was the first naturally-occur-
ring non-nitrogenous KOR agonist to be discovered19, hav-
ing high affinity and selectivity for the KOR19-22. Notably, 
SalA lacks the basic amine function found in prototypic opi-
oids, which was previously believed to be essential for the 
interaction with opioid receptors23-26. SalA was the first 
non-basic opioid to be discovered, and much effort has been 
devoted to examining its exceptional KOR potency and se-
lectivity profile. However, the lack of an active-state KOR 
crystal structure until 2018 (PDB-ID: 6B7324), and the nu-
merous conflicting proposed binding modes of SalA at the 
KOR20,24,27-33 have hindered the elucidation of SalA’s selec-
tivity determinants to the KOR. In addition, the potential 



 

clinical use of SalA is severely limited due to its unfavorable 
pharmacokinetics and strong hallucinogenic properties34,35. 
However, the discovery of SalA has led to the idea of selec-
tively targeting the KOR using non-basic ligands. 

Despite the pharmacological potential, the number of 
known basic KOR ligands surpasses the number of reported 
non-basic ligands by far, with only a small number of non-
basic ligand scaffolds identified. Frankowski and cowork-
ers36 reported a series of isoquinoline derivatives (N-alkyl-
octahydroisoquinolin-1-one-8-carboxamides) as novel, po-
tent, non-basic, and KOR-selective ligands with 1xx (Fig-
ure 1) being the lead compound. These compound series 
showed good off-target selectivity against 38 non-opioid 
GPCRs. Two years later, Frankowski and coworkers37 pub-
lished two new non-basic KOR agonists obtained by a high 
throughput screening campaign, particularly the N-[1-(cy-
clohexylcarbamoyl)cyclohexyl]-N-(thiophen-2-ylme-
thyl)pyridine-2-carboxamide chemotype and the a 1,2,4-tri-
azol scaffold (Figure 1). In an attempt to identify small mol-
ecules mimicking β-turn conformations, Whitby and 
coworkers38 discovered the non-basic trans-pyrrolidine-
3,4-dicarboxamide scaffold (Figure 1). Gupta and cowork-
ers identified collybolide (Figure 1), a sesquiterpene from 
the mushroom Collybia masculata as a potent and selective 
non-basic KOR agonist39. Collybolide shares the furyl-δ-lac-
tone core with SalA. Bedini and coworkers40 identified the 
cyclic tetrapeptide LOR17 (c[Phe-Gly-(Ala)-DTrp], Figure 1) 
to be a selective KOR agonist that displays favorable G pro-
tein bias with an improved safety profile compared to pro-
totypical KOR agonists ). To date, SalA remains the most ex-
tensively studied non-basic scaffold. Approximately 600 de-
rivatives of SalA have been synthesized and tested in KOR 
affinity or functional assays, albeit often with moderate or 
absent activity41-43. Despite the extensive SAR around SalA, 
there is little information on the in vivo pharmacology of 
SalA derivatives. However, in a previous study40, we have 
reviewed the extensive published experimental data 
around SalA and its derivatives, and predicted a putative 
binding mode of SalA at the KOR.  

Historically, NPs have made a major contribution to phar-
macotherapy44. Despite a decline in interest in NPs in the 
1990s and the exploration of synthetic databases, NP-based 
drug development is experiencing a revival45. Between Jan-
uary 1981 and September 2019, 1881 drugs have been ap-
proved by the United States Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) or comparable organizations, of which about a quar-
ter are unaltered NPs, defined mixtures of NPs, or (semisyn-
thetic) derivatives of NPs46. If only small molecules (n = 
1394) are considered, the proportion rises to one third46. 
NPs exhibit some advantages over synthetic compounds, 
but also bring some challenges45. They typically differ from 
synthetic compounds by greater rigidity, more sp3 hybrid-
ized carbon and oxygen atoms but fewer nitrogen and halo-
gen atoms, more chiral centers, greater molecular mass, 
larger hydrophilicity, and a higher number of hydrogen 
bond acceptors and donors45,46. Overall, NPs cover a wider 
chemical space than synthetic compounds47. In addition, 
NPs possess an enriched bioactivity due to evolutionary de-
velopment45. Frequent problems in NP-based drug discov-
ery are labor-intensive synthesis or extraction processes, 
problems with the cultivation or extraction of sufficient 

product from the original source, or the complex elucida-
tion of the molecular mechanisms behind effects in pheno-
typic screening assays45. However, the exploration of the 
chemical space around NPs is useful for the development of 
novel drug candidates. Thus, our putative KOR-SalA binding 
mode represents a valuable starting point for a virtual 
screening to search for new non-basic opioids. Virtual 
screening has already been proven to be a suitable method 
for the discovery of novel GPCR ligands48-50. 

In this study, we conducted a 3D pharmacophore-based 
virtual screening campaign amining to discover novel, non-
basic, and selective KOR agonists as potential therapeutics. 
We employed our recently published binding mode of SalA 
at the KOR51 as a starting point for the 3D pharmacophore 
generation. Selected virtual screening hits were subjected 
to pharmacological in vitro evaluation resulting in the dis-
covery of two new non-basic KOR agonists with nanomolar 
affinity and potency, as well as very good selectivity for the 
KOR over the other opioid receptor subtypes, MOR and 
DOR. We identified SalA-VS-07 as a partial agonist at the 
KOR, while SalA-VS-08 shows a full agonist profile at the 
KOR. Both hit compounds are NP derivatives that share a 
novel scaffold containing a spiro moiety. 

Results. 
SalA-Based Virtual Screening. Identification of Novel 

NP Derived KOR Ligands. We used structure-based virtual 
screening to search for non-basic KOR ligands. Two virtual 
screening workflows were implemented using Lig-
andScout52,53 (Inte:Ligand, Vienna, Austria) and ROCS 
(OpenEye/Cadence Molecular Sciences, Santa Fe, NM). The 
first workflow was based on structure-based 3D pharmaco-
phores developed with LigandScout, while the second 
workflow was based on three-dimensional shape and chem-
ical feature similarity using ROCS. Due to the absence of an 
experimentally determined structure of the SalA-KOR com-
plex at the start of the study, we utilized our previously pub-
lished binding hypothesis of SalA at the KOR51 to generate 
both of our virtual screening queries (Figure 2). Further de-
tails about the query generation can be found in the Exper-
imental Section.  

Before conducting the virtual screening campaign, we 
validated and fine-tuned the SalA 3D pharmacophore query 
using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves54 to 
ensure optimal performance in virtual screening. A set of 82 
non-basic KOR agonists, obtained from the ChEMBL data-
base55, was used as active compounds. A number of 4100 
decoys were generated using DUD-E56 yielding in a ratio of 
actives to decoys of 1:50. The dataset only includes non-
basic KOR agonists, primarily SalA analogues, due to the 
limited number of different non-basic KOR ligand scaffolds 
known. Basic agonists were excluded because a similar 
binding mode of basic and non-basic KOR ligands cannot be 
assumed. Several mutational studies suggest that residues 
above the morphinan binding site are crucial for SalA, in-
cluding Y3127.35, Y3137.36, Y1192.64 as well as extracellular 
loop 220,27,32. Our previously published binding mode of SalA 
at the KOR suggests a distinct SalA binding site as well51. Ad-
ditional information regarding the database curation pro-
cess can be found in the Experimental Section. The initial 3D 
pharmacophore of SalA bound to the KOR comprises three 
hydrophobic contact features (HY) and three hydrogen  



 

 

 

Figure 1. Non-basic ligand scaffolds with reported activity at the KOR. 

 
bond acceptor features (HBA)51. ROC curve evaluation in-

dicated that the omission of the SalA-C2 HBA yields better 
virtual screening performance, in particular for the virtual 
screening workflow performed in LigandScout (Figure 2). 
Both 3D pharmacophores in the ROCS screening perform 
similarly. However, we omitted the SalA-C2 HBA feature, 
which slightly improved early enrichment. For the sake of 
conformity, we performed the virtual screening with the re-
duced pharmacophore for both methods. The optimized 
queries yielded the following results: The LigandScout 3D 
pharmacophore screening achieved a sensitivity of 68% (56 
out of 82 actives) with a total of 67 hits (11 false positives, 
FP). The area under the curve (AUC) is 0.85. In the ROCS 
screening 79 out of the 82 active compounds were ranked 
within the top 87 molecules with the first decoy at position 
59, followed by positions 67, 74, 79, and 83-86. The remain-
ing three active compounds were ranked at positions 702, 
848, and 1476. The AUC is 0.99. 

The screened molecule libraries include both NP libraries 
and synthetic compound libraries (Table 1). NPs typically 
contain fewer nitrogen atoms than synthetic compounds, 
and their library size is much smaller. The screened NP or 
NP-derived databases were Analyticon's NATx and MEGx li-
braries57, as well as Selleckchem's NP library58. The 
Enamine database, which comprises Enamine's advanced, 
functional, HTS, and premium collections, was screened for 
synthetic compounds59. Both virtual screening methods 

were used in parallel to screen a total of around 3 million 
molecules. 

The virtual screening workflow is illustrated in Figure 3. 
The LigandScout screening resulted in 250 hits, while the 
ROCS screening resulted in 2000 hits. The hit lists were 
combined, and charged ligands were filtered out using 
RDKit v2022.03.360 and KNIME v4.5.261, resulting in 1821 
non-basic hits. These hits were then docked into the active 
state KOR x-ray crystal structure (PDB-ID: 6B7324) to gen-
erate plausible binding modes. To evaluate the initial dock-
ing, we calculated the 3D pharmacophore score in Lig-
andScout towards the starting binding mode of SalA. The 
docking poses were scored based on their ability to fulfill 
the query pharmacophore features, and only those with a 
score greater than zero were kept for further evaluation. We 
then visually inspected the remaining docking poses and 
carefully selected the best fitting molecules for experi-
mental testing. The manual selection criteria primarily in-
clude high 3D pharmacophore scores and high Gaussian 
shape similarity scores62,63 towards SalA. Additionally, good 
physicochemical properties of the hit compounds were con-
sidered, such as a low number of rotatable bonds (≤10, with 
one exception) and a molecular weight of ≤500 Da. Criteria 
from our previous SalA investigation51 were also included, 
assuming similar binding modes for our non-basic hit com-
pounds compared to the non-basic starting ligand SalA. 
Docking poses that interacted with residues highlighted as 
crucial for SalA affinity and potency in mutagenesis studies  



 

 

 

Figure 2. Virtual screening queries and validation. Previously published binding mode of SalA at the KOR used for query generation 
is shown on the left side. At the top, the 3D pharmacophore information used as query for the screening in LigandScout is depicted. 
Exclusion volume spheres are not shown for the sake of clarity. At the bottom, the shape information used as query for the ROCS 
screening is shown. ROCS additionally takes 3D pharmacophore features into account. On the right sight the respective receiver 
operating characteristic (ROC) curves are shown. The queries derived from the original 3D pharmacophore of the KOR-SalA complex 
(blue) are compared with the reduced 3D pharmacophore queries missing the SalA-C2 HBA feature (green). The dashed black line 
on both sides indicates the random line. Grey area shows the area under the curve for the reduced 3D pharmacophore query. 

Table 1. Composition of the screened compound databases. 

Natural Product Li-
brary 

Synthetic Compound Li-
brary Number of Molecules Percent 

NATx (Analyticon)  33,717 

1.44% MEGx (Analyticon)  6,541 
Natural product library 

(Selleckchem)  2,724 

 Advanced Collection 
(Enamine) 640,219 

98.46% 
 functional Collection 

(Enamine) 119,088 

 HTS Collection (Enamine) 2,146,100 

 Premium Collection 
(Enamine) 41,281 

  Total: 2,989,670 100% 
 



 

(Y3127.35, Y3137.36, V1182.63, Y1393.33, Q1152.60)3,20,21,27,32 
were prioritized. We selected docking poses that align with 
the SAR data of SalA, particularly those that have an HBA at 
the position of SalA's C2-acetoxy carbonyl group. This HBA 
is crucial for SalA's potency to the KOR, as its primary me-
tabolite Salvinorin B (SalB), which has a hydroxy group at 
its C2 position, is inactive34,35. We further validated experi-
mentally the 15 best molecules selected (Figure 4). It is 
worth noting that 14 out of the 15 hit molecules were ob-
tained through ROCS screening, with 6 molecules derived 
from the synthetic Enamine database and 9 molecules from 
NP libraries. This indicates that our developed 3D interac-
tion model shows a clear preference for NP or NP deriva-
tives. 

Pharmacological Evaluation. Identification of SalA-
VS-07 and SalA-VS-08, Two NP Derivatives, as Novel, Se-
lective KOR Agonists. In the quest for the identification of 
novel, selective ligands at the KOR, the seven NP derivatives, 
SalA-VS-1 to SalA-VS-13, selected from the virtual screen-
ing campaign, were provided by AnalytiCon for experi-
mental testing. The initial biological screening was per-
formed using a competitive radioligand binding assay at the 
human KOR. The ability of the test compounds and the ref-
erence KOR ligands, SalA19 and HS66564, all tested at 10 µM, 
to inhibit binding of the specific KOR radioligand 
[3H]U69,593 was assessed with membranes from Chinese 
hamster ovary (CHO) cells stably expressing the human 
KOR (CHO-hKOR), according to the described procedure65. 
Among the tested compounds, SalA-VS-07 and SalA-VS-08 
inhibited [3H]U69,593 binding at the KOR by >50% (Figure 
5). Therefore, they were selected for further investigations 
of their in vitro KOR activities. Both compounds produced 
concentration-dependent inhibition of [3H]U69,593 binding 
(Figure 6A), displaying good binding affinities (defined by 
the Ki value) in the nanomolar range at the human KOR (Ta-
ble 2). SalA-VS-08 showed about 6-fold increased affinity at 
the KOR than SalA-VS-07. The parent KOR ligand SalA, as 
expected, exhibited high binding affinity, in the low nano-
molar range, at the human KOR (Ki = 2.66 nM). To assess 
selectivity of SalA-VS-07 and SalA-VS-08 for the KOR, com-
petitive radioligand binding studies were performed with 
membranes from CHO cells stably expressing the human 
MOR or DOR, and using [3H]DAMGO and [3H]DPDPE as spe-
cific MOR and DOR radioligands, respectively. As shown in 
Figure 7, SalA-VS-07 and SalA-VS-08 showed no substan-
tial binding at the MOR and DOR at a concentration of 10 
µM. In the same assays, the reference MOR and DOR ligands, 
morphine and HS37866, respectively, showed significant 
binding at the specific opioid receptors (Figure 7). 

Next, we have evaluated the in vitro functional activity of 
SalA-VS-07 and SalA-VS-08 at the human KOR in the gua-
nosine-5’-O-(3-[35S]thio)-triphosphate ([35S]GTPγS) bind-
ing assay with CHO-hKOR cell membranes as described pre-
viously65. Their in vitro KOR activity was compared to the 
reference KOR agonists, SalA and U69,593 (Figure 6B). Ag-
onist potencies (EC50, nM) and efficacies (Emax, %) are listed 
in Table 2. Both SalA-VS-07 and SalA-VS-08 produced con-
centration-dependent increase in the [35S]GTPγS binding in 
CHO-hKOR cell membranes although with distinct activa-
tion profiles. Whereas SalA-VS-08 showed full efficacy 
(108% of U69,593) in inducing KOR-mediated G-protein 

activation, SalA-VS-07 displayed partial agonism based on 
reduced efficacy (48% of U69,593). Notable is also the ob-
servation on the 5-fold lower agonist potency at the KOR of 
SalA-VS-08 compared to SalA-VS-07. Experimentally, we 
established that SalA-VS-07 displays a more potent KOR ac-
tivation despite lower binding affinity compared to SalA-
VS-08 (Table 2). 

Both SalA-VS-07, SalA-VS-08, as well as the inactive 
SalA-VS-09 (Figure 4) share the same common scaffold 
only differing at the aromatic substitution at the benzamide 
function. SalA-VS-07 contains a 4-chlorobenzamide, SalA-
VS-08 a 3-fluorobenzamide, and SalA-VS-09 a pyridine-4-
carboxamide structure. The corresponding experimental 
data provides first insights into the SAR of our newly devel-
oped 2-methylspiro[6H-pyrazolo[1,5-a]pyrimidine-7,4'-pi-
peridine]-5-one scaffold series. The introduction of a halo-
gen moiety in para or meta position of the benzamide sub-
structure facilitates KOR activity as its absence in SalA-VS-
09 represent an interesting activity cliff.  

 
Discussion.  
Based on our recently reported binding hypothesis of 

SalA at the KOR51, 3D pharmacophore-based virtual screen-
ing discovered two NP derivatives as novel, selective, and 
non-basic KOR agonists. This is the first time that new non-
basic opioids have been rationally rather than serendipi-
tously discovered. These new KOR agonists, SalA-VS-07 
and SalA-VS-08, share the 2-methylspiro[6H-pyrazolo[1,5-
a]pyrimidine-7,4'-piperidine]-5-one scaffold (Figure 4). 
Both SalA-VS-07 and SalA-VS-08 were highly selective for 
the KOR and showed KOR agonist activity in vitro.  

To assess the novelty of our new spiro moiety-containing 
scaffold (Figure 4), we conducted a thorough literature re-
view. A few studies have already reported on spiro moiety-
containing opioids67-79. However, these compounds only 
share limited similarity to SalA-VS-07 and SalA-VS-08. 
Moreover, the previously reported compounds were pri-
marily developed for the NOP receptor67,68,72-76,78,79 and 
DOR70,71, and often do not report activity values for the 
KOR68,74,77. SalA-VS-07 and SalA-VS-08 contain a spiro-pi-
peridine substructure. Spiro-piperidine opioids have al-
ready been reported for the DOR and NOP recep-
tor67,68,70,71,73,76,78,79. However, unlike SalA-VS-07 and SalA-
VS-08 many of the spiro compounds found in the literature 
possess a spiro group of a 6-membered ring connected to a 
5-membered ring67,68,73,76,78,79 or pyrans or oxidated py-
rans69-71,74,75. Only Mustazza and co-workers reported a 
spiro moiety encompassing two nitrogen containing 6-
membered rings similar to our discovered scaffold72. De-
spite this similarity, the molecules contain a quinazoline 
substructure dissimilar to our hit compounds72. The struc-
ture-activity relationship (SAR) data provided by Mustazza 
and co-workers indicates all compounds far less potent at 
the KOR (micromolar range) compared to our newly discov-
ered lead compounds (nanomolar range). Additionally, 
most of their compounds are less KOR selective. Unlike 
SalA-VS-07 and SalA-VS-08, all spiro opioids found in the 
literature contain a basic amine. From the results of our lit-
erature review we concluded that our spiro moiety-contain-
ing scaffold is indeed novel for opioid receptor modulation. 



 

 

 

Figure 3. Schematic workflow of the virtual screening campaign including the number of data points per step. Hits were summarized 
for both virtual screening methods. By default, ROCS retrieves the 500 best fitting compounds. Abbreviations: NPL = Natural product 
library of Selleckchem. Enamine databases screened were advanced, functional, HTS, and premium collections. 

 
Despite the much larger size of the synthetic libraries 

screened only five (SalA-VS-01 - SalA-VS-05) of the thir-
teen substances for experimental validation were derived 
from the synthetic Enamine databases. The remaining eight 
substances belong to NP or NP-derived libraries. In particu-
lar, SalA-VS-06 originates from Selleckchem’s NPL, SalA-
VS-10 - SalA-VS-13 from Analyticon’s MEGx and SalA-VS-
07 – SalA-VS-09 from Analyticon’s NATx. Thus, SalA-VS-07 
and SalA-VS-08 represent NP derived compounds. There is 
a long history of modulating the opioid receptor system us-
ing NPs. Besides the well-known morphine44,80 and already 
discussed SalA and collybolide, kratom alkaloids such as mi-
tragynine, 7-OH mitragynine, and mitragynine 
pseudoindoxyl modulate MOR and KOR81 (Figure S1). Fur-
ther NP-opioids are the naturally occurring peptides rubis-
colin-5 (YPLDL) and rubiscolin-6 (YPLDLF)82 (Figure S1). 
Our lead compounds, SalA-VS-07 and SalA-VS-08, repre-
sent a novel chemical category within natural compounds 
demonstrated to be active at the KOR. 

SalA-VS-07 and SalA-VS-08 are non-basic KOR ligands 
with agonist profile at the KOR, but with different efficacy in 
inducing activation of the KOR. While SalA-VS-08 shows a 

full agonistic profile compared to the prototypical KOR ago-
nist U69,593, SalA-VS-07 exhibits partial agonistic proper-
ties at the KOR. Recent reports point out to the potential 
clinical value of opioids with reduced efficacy, partial ago-
nists, as effective and safer pain therapeutics15,83,84. 

This study relied on the previously docked KOR-SalA 
complex as the foundation for our virtual screening cam-
paign51. At the time of the virtual screening, no experimental 
structure of SalA or its derivatives at the KOR was available. 
Therefore, the proposed KOR-SalA complex represented the 
best available binding hypothesis, as it agrees with muta-
genesis data and SAR around SalA. However, in the course 
of our project, cryo-EM structures of KOR bound to methox-
ymethyl-salvinorin B (momSalB), a derivative of SalA, were 
published (PDB-IDs: 8DZP, 8DZQ)85. MomSalB differs from 
SalA by containing a methoxymethyl ether moiety at the C2 
position instead of a C2-acetoxy moiety. Analogous to SalA, 
momSalB shows strong KOR affinity and potency together 
with high KOR selectivity20,86. Within the cryo-EM struc-
tures, momSalB binds deep in the orthosteric binding site, 
similar to morphinan-based opioids, and adopts a flipped 
conformation compared to our in silico prediction  



 

 

Figure 4. Chemical structures of selected virtual hit molecules for experimental testing. 

 
 



 

 

Figure 5. Screening of SalA-VS compounds for binding at the human KOR. Competitive inhibition of [3H]U69,593 binding by SalA-
VS compounds and reference KOR ligands, SalA and HS665, at the human KOR was measured in radioligand binding assays. Mem-
branes from CHO cells stably expressing the human KOR were incubated with [3H]U69,593 in the absence (control) or presence of 
test compounds (10 µM). Values represent the mean ± SEM (n=3). 

 

Figure 6. In vitro activity profile of SalA-VS-07 and SalA-VS-08 at the human KOR. (A) Concentration‐dependent inhibition by SalA-
VS-07, SalA-VS-08, SalA and U69,593 of [3H]U69,593 binding to membranes from CHO‐hKOR cells determined in the radioligand 
competitive binding assay. (B) Concentration‐dependent stimulation of [35S]GTPγS binding by SalA-VS-07, SalA-VS-08, SalA and 
U69,593 in the [35S]GTPγS binding assay using membranes from CHO‐hKOR cells. [35S]GTPγS binding data are presented as percent-
age stimulation relative to the maximum effect of the reference KOR agonist U69,593. Values represent the mean ± SEM (n=3-4). 

 

Figure 7. Binding of SalA-VS-07 and SalA-VS-08 at the human MOR and DOR determined in radioligand binding assays. Membranes 
from CHO cells stably expressing the human MOR or DOR were incubated with (A) the specific MOR radioligand [3H]DAMGO or (B) 



 

the specific DOR radioligand [3H]DPDPE in the absence (control) or presence of test compounds (10 µM). Morphine (10 µM) and 
HS378 (10 µM) were used as reference MOR and DOR ligands, respectively. Values represent the mean ± SEM (n=3). 

 
Table 2. Binding affinities and functional activities of SalA-VS-07 and SalA-VS-08 at the human KOR 

Ligand 
Binding affinitya Agonist activityb 

Ki (nM) EC50 (nM) Emax (%) 
SalA-VS-07 423 ± 97 181 ± 49 48 ± 7 
SalA-VS-08 68.5 ± 5.5 854 ± 60 108 ± 8 

SalA 2.66 ± 0.75 11.8 ± 3.5 100 ± 1 
U69,593 1.56 ± 0.34 16.3 ± 3.5 100 

aDetermined in the radioligand competitive binding assays using membranes from CHO cells stably expressing the human KOR. bDe-
termined in the [35S]GTPγS binding assays using membranes from CHO cells stably expressing the human KOR. Emax (%) values 
represent the percentage relative to the maximal effect of U69,593 (as 100%).Values represent the mean ± SEM (n=3-4). 

 
(Figure 8). The methoxymethyl ether moiety of momSalB 

is oriented down towards the receptor core while its furan 
moiety points between the transmembrane domains (TM) 
2 and 3. The binding mode of momSalB nicely overlaps with 
the morphinan derivative MP1104 co-crystallized in the ac-
tive-state KOR x-ray crystal structure published in 2018 
(PDB-ID: 6B7324, Figure S2). 

The elucidation of the binding mode of momSalB at the 
KOR may raise doubts about the usefulness of our virtual 
screening starting from the binding mode of SalA. However, 
identifying two novel scaffold non-basic KOR agonists justi-
fied utilizing this binding hypothesis as a starting point for 
virtual screening. Furthermore, there is uncertainty about 
the generalizability of the momSalB binding mode for SalA: 
Limited information about the KOR-momSalB cryo-EM 
structure generation are stated in the publication85 (Figure 
S3), especially about the conformational sampling proce-
dures, leaving the possibility for alternative ligand confor-
mations. The published cryo-EM structures neither explain 
the outstanding KOR selectivity of SalA nor do they agree 
with the main SAR or mutagenesis data of SalA. MomSalB 
occupies a pocket highly conserved among the opioid recep-
tors. However, superimposition of KOR-momSalB (PDB-ID: 
8DZQ) with MOR (PDB-ID: 5C1M87) and DOR (PDB-ID: 
6PT288) does not reveal any potential steric clashes or se-
lectivity determinants that would rationalize the strong 
subtype selectivity (Figure S4). SalA undergoes a rapid met-
abolic transformation to SalB, which is inactive at the KOR35. 
SalB differs from SalA by a hydroxy group at C2 instead of a 
C2-acetoxy group (Figure S5). Thus, the C2-acetoxy moiety 
of SalA is crucial for the KOR activity and therefore the C2-
substituents of active SalA derivatives should participate in 
receptor-ligand interactions. However, the methoxymethyl 
moiety of momSalB does not interact with the KOR neither 
in the static cryo-EM structures (Figure 9) nor in molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulations (Figure S5). Additionally, the 
SAR of SalA indicates hydrogen bonding between SalA’s C2- 
and C4 substituents and the KOR as important for affinity41, 
yet momSalB barely participates in such interactions (Fig-
ure S5). Furthermore, momSalB strongly moves within the 
binding site in several MD simulations with RMSD values up 
to 9.5 Å (Figure S6). Within the cryo-EM structures 
momSalB only interacts with few residues highlighted as 

important in mutagenesis data20,27,32, particularly only 
Y3127.35 and I3167.39 (Figure S7). 

Considering the aforementioned discrepancies, it would 
be conceivable that SalA exhibits dynamic ligand binding at 
the KOR or that momSalB and SalA prefer different orienta-
tions at the KOR. The concept of ‘dynamic ligand binding’ 
describes that a ligand can adopt multiple distinct confor-
mations at the same protein89. This phenomenon was al-
ready described for ligands of the estrogen receptor (ER)90, 
muscarinic M2 receptor89,91, and cytochrome P450 3A4 
(CYP3A4)92. Additionally, closely related compounds that 
adopt different orientations at the same receptor93-95 have 
been described for the soluble epoxide hydrolase95 (Figure 
S8, panel A), and PPARγ96. There is also an example of dif-
ferent binding modes observed for the same ligand at 
closely related proteins, particularly the ERα and ERβ97 
(Figure S8, panel B). 

In summary, the newly developed cryo-EM structures of 
momSalB bound to the KOR provide new insights in poten-
tial receptor recognition of SalA and its derivatives but re-
quires further detailed evaluation considering existing ex-
perimental data of SalA and its analogs. In this study, both 
hit compounds, SalA-VS-07 and SalA-VS-08, were re-
trieved by virtual screening that strongly focus on shape 
similarity. This possibly contributed to successful hit iden-
tification despite uncertainty about the correct binding 
mode of SalA. 

 
Conclusion. 
In this study, we conducted a virtual screening campaign 

aiming for new, potent, selective, and non-basic KOR ago-
nists as potential candidates for therapeutic use as safer an-
algesics among others parthologies. We performed two 3D 
pharmacophore-based virtual screening methods in paral-
lel and searched both NP libraries and synthetic compound 
libraries. Experimental evaluation of selected hit com-
pounds revealed two ligands at the KOR, namely SalA-VS-
07 and SalA-VS-08. Both compounds show affinity and po-
tency at the KOR in the nanomolar range, with SalA-VS-07 
being a partial agonist at the KOR and SalA-VS-08 a full ag-
onist at the KOR. In vitro radioligand competition binding 
studies demonstrated both new ligands to be KOR selective.  



 

 

Figure 8. Comparison of momSalB binding mode at the KOR (PDB-IDs: 8DZQ, 8DZP), and previously docked SalA used for virtual 
screening query 3D pharmacophore generation. 

 
Sal-VS-08 and Sal-VS-09 share a common 2-methyl-

spiro[6H-pyrazolo[1,5-a]pyrimidine-7,4'-piperidine]-5-
one scaffold that was never reported as opioid scaffold be-
fore. Altogether, our findings indicate that the applied KOR 
pharmacophore models and virtual screening workflows 
have a clear potential for the discovery of novel bioactive 
molecules at the KOR. The new chemotypes Sal-VS-08 and 
Sal-VS-09, as NP, represent a valuable starting point for 
chemical optimization towards the development of thera-
peutics for pain and other human disorders by selective tar-
geting the KOR. 

 
Experimental Section. 
Virtual Screening. Two virtual screening methods were 

conducted in parallel. The first one is a classical 3D pharma-
cophore-based virtual screening performed in Lig-
andScout52,98, the second one is a ROCS v3.4.3.0 screening 
implemented in OpenEye99,100. 

Query Generation for Virtual Screening. The 3D phar-
macophore-based queries for virtual screening were ob-
tained from the previously published binding hypothesis of 
SalA at the KOR51. In particular the 3D pharmacophore of 
this binding complex was generated in LigandScout 
v.4.4.352,98 with an additional exclusion volume coat. As the 
3D pharmacophore validation indicated the omission of the 
C2-hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA) feature meaningful this 
feature was deleted to retrieve the final query 3D pharma-
cophore for the LigandScout screening. For the ROCS 
screening SalA was extracted from the complex and loaded 

into the graphical user interface of ROCS v3.4.3.099,100 of 
OpenEye. The automatically generated 3D pharmacophore 
features were manually corrected to resemble those of the 
initial binding complex. In particular the HBA features of the 
furan and the C17-carbonyl group were deleted. Again, the 
HBA feature of the C2-acetoxy group was deleted after 3D 
pharmacophore validation to retrieve the final screening 
query. 

Query Validation. The virtual screening queries were 
evaluated for their ability to separate active molecules from 
decoys and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves 
were generated for visualization of results. For this, data-
bases of known actives and assumed inactives (decoys) 
were screened in analogous way as later on the screening 
libraries of unknown activity. The active dataset was gener-
ated from the ChEMBL database55. In particular, all entries 
of the human KOR with any EC50 values measured in cell-
based assays and a molecular weight of 300-500 Da were 
retrieved. Subsequently, all entries without exact EC50 val-
ues, missing EC50 values, or other units than nM for their 
EC50 values were deleted. Only those entries measured in 
the [35S]GTPγS assays were kept. Entries uncharged at pH 7 
were separated and their duplicates deleted leading to 82 
uncharged KOR ligands with EC50 values from the pM range 
up to 5740 nM. Decoys of the active dataset were generated 
by DUD-E webserver56 resulting in 4100 decoys. Thus, the 
active-decoy ratio is 1:50. 

Protein and Ligand Preparation. The human KOR 
model used for docking experiments is identical with those  



 

 

Figure 9. 3D pharmacophore models of momSalB at KOR according the cryo-EM structures (PDB-IDs: 8DZQ, 8DZP) and previously 
docked SalA used for virtual screening query 3D pharmacophore generation. The momSalB cryo-EM structure 8DZQ is shown, but 
the binding mode of momSalB in 8DZP is correspondingly the same. The only altered interaction is the hydrophobic contact to T111, 
which is only present in 8DZP (marked with *). MomSalB only participates in hydrophobic contacts (HY) in both cryo-EM structures 
while the docked SalA additionally shows three hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA) features. Other abbreviations used: ECL = extracel-
lular loop. 

 
described in detail in the methods section of our previous 

publication51. For MD simulations of momSalB the respec-
tive cryo-EM structures were prepared as followed using 
MOE 2020.0901101: The PDB-IDs 8DZP and 8DZQ were 
downloaded and the intracellular bound G protein was de-
leted. Missing side chains were added and broken loops 
closed using the loop modeler panel implemented in MOE. 
Particularly, in 8DZP the residues 203-205 in ECL2 were 
closed while in 8DZQ the residues 203-204 and 215-219 of 
ECL2 as well as 300-302 of ECL3 were modeled. The KOR 
wildtype sequence was restored by re-mutation of L135 to 
I135 according the UniProt-ID P41145102. The protein ge-
ometry was optimized by solving Ramachandran plot outli-
ers103 and atom clashes by careful side chain optimization 
and minimization using the OPLS-AA force field104. The 

Protonate3D application105 implemented in MOE was used 
to assign ionization states at the pH of 7 and 300 K. 

Protein-Ligand Docking. Protein-ligand docking experi-
ments were conducted to position the virtual screening hit 
compounds in the binding site of the active state KOR x-ray 
crystal structure (PDB-ID: 6B7324) prepared as described 
above. All docking experiments were conducted in Gold 
v5.2106. The KORbinding site was defined by a sphere of 15 
Å radius around the terminal carbon atom (CD) of E209 and 
limited to solvent accessible space. For each ligand 15 sep-
arate and diverse docking hypothesis were generated, i.e. 
the root mean square deviation (RMSD) between the dock-
ing hypothesis must be ≥1.5 Å. During pose generation py-
ramidal nitrogens were allowed to flip. The experiments 
run with 100% search efficiency. Generated poses were 



 

scored by GoldScore107,108. To promote binding modes with 
interactions indicated important by SAR studies a pharma-
cophore constraint was applied. Poses with hydrogen bond 
acceptor (HBA) features at analogues positions as for SalA’s 
carbonyl groups at its C1-, C2-, and C4-substituents received 
higher scoring and were therefore favorably generated. 
These HBA features of SalA were indicated important in SAR 
studies41,51. After docking pose generation all poses were lo-
cally minimized in their protein environment by the 
MMFF94 force field implemented in LigandScout v.4.4.352,98. 
Gaussian shape similarity scores and 3D pharmacophore 
scores of docking poses were generated in LigandScout with 
the SalA binding mode as reference pose. 

Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations. MD simula-
tions were prepared in Maestro v2020109 and conducted us-
ing Desmond v2020-4110. The protein-ligand complex mod-
els of momSalB (PDB-IDs: 8DZQ, 8DZP) were placed in a 
rectangular box with at least 10 Å distance between the re-
ceptor and the box edges and embedded in a POPC (1-pal-
mitoyl-2-oleoylphosphatidylcholine) bilayer according to 
the OPM database111 entry of the active state KOR (PDB-ID: 
6B73). The remaining space was filled by TIP3P water112 
and 1.5 M Na+ and Cl- ions for isotonic conditions. For sys-
tem parametrization, the Charmm36 force field was imple-
mented into Maestro-setup using viparr-ffpublic113,114. Five 
replicates of 200 ns each were performed per simulations 
system with 1000 sampled conformations per simulation 
run (in total 5000 per simulation system). The simulations 
were conducted with NPT ensemble conditions, i.e. with a 
constant number of particles, constant pressure (1.01325 
bar), and constant temperature (300 K). After simulation 
the protein was centered and the trajectories aligned ac-
cording the backbone heavy atoms of the first conformation 
of the simulation using VMD v1.9.3115. For MD simulation 
analysis Dynophores were generated with the in-house de-
veloped Dynophore tool53,91,116. Only interactions occurring 
in at least 5% of the simulation time were considered for 
evaluation. Of note, the MD simulations of SalA in complex 
with KOR were used from51 with the same setting as de-
scribed above 

Drugs and Chemicals. Radioligands [3H]U69,593 (49.3 
Ci/mmol), [3H]DAMGO (51.7 Ci/mmol), [3H]DPDPE (47.4 
Ci/mmol) and [35S]GTPγS (1250 Ci/mmol) were purchased 
from PerkinElmer (Boston, MA, USA). Guanosine diphos-
phate (GDP), GTPγS, DAMGO, DPDPE, U69,593, Salvinorin A, 
tris(hydroxymethyl) aminomethane (Tris), 2-[4-(2-hydrox-
yethyl)piperazin-1-yl]ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES), bovine 
serum albumin (BSA), and cell culture media and supple-
ments were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Chemicals (St. 
Louis, MO, USA). HS665 and HS378 were kindly provided by 
Dr. Helmut Schmidhammer (University of Innsbruck, Inns-
bruck, Austria). Morphine hydrochloride was obtained from 
Gatt-Koller GmbH (Innsbruck, Austria). SalA-VS-1 to SalA-
VS-13 were obtained from AnalytiCon Discovery GmbH 
(Potsdam, Germany), and were prepared as 10 mM stock in 
DMSO and further diluted to working concentrations in the 
appropriate medium. All other chemicals were of analytical 
grade and obtained from standard commercial sources. All 
thirteen tested compounds from the virtual screening cam-
paign are >95% pure by HPLC analysis. HPLC data can be 
found in the Supportive Information (SI-section 09). 

Cell Cultures and Membrane Preparation. CHO cells 
stably expressing the human opioid receptors (CHO-hKOR, 
CHO-hMOR, and CHO-hDOR) were kindly provided by Dr. 
Lawrence Toll (SRI International, Menlo Park, CA). CHO-
hKOR cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s 
Medium (DMEM) culture medium supplemented with 10% 
fetal bovine serum (FBS), 0.1% penicillin/streptomycin, 2 
mM L-glutamine and 0.4 mg/ml geneticin (G418). CHO-
hMOR and CHO-hDOR cells were cultured in DMEM/Ham’s 
F12 culture medium supplemented with 10% FBS, 0.1% 
penicillin/streptomycin, 2 mM L-glutamine and 0.4 mg/mL 
geneticin (G418). All cell cultures were grown at 37°C in a 
humidified atmosphere of 95% air and 5% CO2. Membranes 
from CHO-hOR cells were prepared as previously de-
scribed65. Briefly, cells grown at confluence were removed 
from the culture plates by scraping, homogenized in 50 mM 
Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.7) using a Dounce glass homogenizer, 
then centrifuged once and washed by an additional centrif-
ugation at 27,000 x g for 15 min at 4°C. The final pellet was 
resuspended in 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.7) and stored 
at −80°C until use. Protein content of cell membrane prepa-
rations was determined by the method of Bradford using 
BSA as the standard117. 

Radioligand Competitive Binding Assays for Opioid 
Receptors. Competitive binding assays were conducted on 
human opioid receptors stably transfected into CHO cells 
according to the published procedures65. Binding assays 
were performed using [3H]U69,593 (1 nM), [3H]DAMGO (1 
nM) or [3H]DPDPE (1 nM), for labelling KOR, MOR, or DOR, 
respectively. Non-specific binding was determined using 10 
µM of the unlabeled counterpart of each radioligand. Assays 
were performed in 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4) in a final 
volume of 1 ml. Cell membranes (15-20 µg) were incubated 
with test compounds and the appropriate radioligand for 60 
min at 25°C. After incubation, reactions were terminated by 
rapid filtration through Whatman GF/C glass fiber filters. 
Filters were washed three times with 5 ml of ice-cold 50 mM 
Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4) using a Brandel M24R cell har-
vester (Gaithersburg, MD, USA). Radioactivity retained on 
the filters was counted by liquid scintillation counting using 
a Beckman Coulter LS6500 (Beckman Coulter Inc., Fuller-
ton, CA, USA). All experiments were performed in duplicate 
and repeated three times with independently prepared 
samples. 

[35S]GTPγS binding assay for the KOR. Binding of 
[35S]GTPγS to membranes from CHO cells stably expressing 
the human KOR (CHO-hKOR) was conducted according to 
the published procedure65. Cell membranes (10-15 µg) in 
Buffer A (20 mM HEPES, 10 mM MgCl2 and 100 mM NaCl, 
pH 7.4) were incubated with 0.05 nM [35S]GTPγS, 10 µM 
GDP and test compounds in a final volume of 1 ml, for 60 
min at 25°C. Non-specific binding was determined using 10 
µM GTPγS, and the basal binding was determined in the ab-
sence of test compound. Samples were filtered over What-
man GF/B glass fiber filters using a Brandel M24R cell har-
vester (Brandel, Gaithersburg, MD, USA). Radioactivity re-
tained on the filters was counted by liquid scintillation 
counting using a Beckman Coulter LS6500 (Beckman Coul-
ter Inc., Fullerton, CA, USA). All experiments were per-
formed in duplicate and repeated three times with inde-
pendently prepared samples. 



 

Data and Statistical Analysis. Experimental data were 
graphically processed and statistically analyzed using the 
GraphPad Prism Software (GraphPad Prism Software Inc., 
San Diego, CA). In in vitro binding assays, inhibition con-
stant (Ki, nM), potency (EC50, nM), and efficacy (Emax, %) val-
ues were determined from concentration-response curves 
by nonlinear regression analysis. The Ki values were deter-
mined by the method of Cheng and Prusoff118. In the 
[35S]GTPγS binding assays, efficacy was determined relative 
to the reference KOR full agonist, U69,593. All data are pre-
sented as the mean ± SEM.  
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1. Natural Products with Opioid Activity 

 

Figure S1. Chemical structures of natural products with reported activity at the opioid receptors. 

 

 

  



2. Binding Mode of SalA, MomSalB, and MP1104 at the KOR 

 

Figure S2. Binding mode comparison between momSalB (PDB-IDs: 8DZQ, 8DZP), docked SalA1 and morphinan 

agonist MP1104 at the KOR (PDB-ID: 6B73). MomSalB binds deep into the orthosteric binding site analog morphinan 

ligands and nicely overlaps with the co-crystallized agonist MP1104. However, momSalB occupies a pocket highly 

conserved among the opioid receptors that disagrees with the outstanding KOR selectivity of momSalB.  

 
 
  



3. Cryo-EM Map of KOR-MomSalB Complex 

 

 
Figure S3. Cryo-EM map of momSalB bound to the KOR (PDB-ID: 8DZQ). The cryo-EM map supports the binding 

mode of momSalB at the KOR. However, limited information about the clustering and selection procedures of 

conformational states are given in the publication2. Usually only a small fraction of particles of the cryo-EM 

experiment are evaluated for the final model leaving the potential for alternative ligand conformations. Cryo-EM 

experiments were conducted with 10 µM ligand concentration. 

 

  



4.Superimposition of KOR-MomSalB with MOR and DOR 

 

Figure S4. Interaction pattern of momSalB with non-conserved residues of the KOR and whether they can be 

maintained in the MOR or DOR. MomSalB participates in hydrophobic contacts (HY) to three residues of KOR that 

are not conserved within the three classical receptor subtypes (I3.29, I6.55, Y7.35). Panel A shows an overlay of 

momSalB bound to the active state KOR (PDB-ID: 8DZQ) and the active state MOR (PDB-ID: 5C1M) while panel B 

shows the overlay with the active state DOR (PDB-ID: 6PT2). In the MOR all interactions could be maintained while 

in the DOR all interactions except the hydrophobic contacts to residue 7.35 could be maintained. The maintenance of 



interaction patterns in the MOR and DOR contrasts with the strong KOR selectivity of momSalB. No potential atom 

clashes with any residues within 4.5 Å around momSalB could be identified.  



5. SalA-SAR and Dynamic Investigation of KOR-SalA and KOR-MomSalB 

 
Figure S5. Dynamic protein-ligand interaction patterns of SalA and momSalB at the KOR. A) Chemical structure of 

SalA, momSalB and inactive metabolite SalB. B) SalA derivatives with strongly reduced affinity and activity3 that 

together with SalB indicate a crucial role for hydrogen bonds for SalA’s activity at KOR. C) Hydrogen bond acceptor 

frequency detected in MD simulations. MomSalB barely participates in hydrogen bonding and lacks crucial C2-

interactions. The most frequent hydrogen bonding for momSalB is detected for its C17-carbonyl moiety. However, 

this interaction is neglectable for affinity as the complete reduction of the carbonyl moiety in SalA did not affect the 



affinity3. D-F) Dynophore (dynamic pharmacophore) representation of protein-ligand interactions detected during MD 

simulations. The blurrier the feature clouds, the more movement of the ligand. 

  



6. MD Simulations of KOR-SalA and KOR-MomSalB 

 
Figure S6. Ligand root mean square deviation (RMSD) in MD simulations at the KOR. Each ligand-KOR complex 

was modeled in five replicates of 200 ns each or 1000 ns in total. The MD simulations of SalA were used from1 

performed with the same settings as for momSalB. In several replicates of momSalB in both complexes the ligand 

moves strongly within the binding site. 

  



7. KOR-Ligand Interactions of SalA and MomSalB to Important Residues from 
Mutagenesis Studies 
 

 
Figure S7. Interactions of SalA and momSalB (PDB-IDs: 8DZQ, 8DZP) to the KOR residues highlighted as important 

in mutagenesis studies4-6. SalA from1 interacts with four out of six amino acids of which hydrogen bonding to Q1152.60 

only occurs within the dynamic investigation. In contrast, momSalB only participates in hydrophobic contacts to two 

residues in both cryo-EM models in the static and dynamic investigation. For the sake of clarity only momSalB from 

8DZQ is shown in the left part, but the discussed interaction pattern is true for both cryo-EM models. As discussed in1 

Y1197.42 does not point towards the binding site. Thus, direct interactions to the ligand are rather doubtful and its 

importance for SalA’s activity likely results from its influence on adjacent residues like Y3137.36. Similarly, Y3207.43, 

that was shown to affect KOR activation for peptides, small molecules, basic ligands, and non-basic ligands, likely 

exhibits its effects by influencing adjacent W2876.48 of the conserved CWxP motif involved in receptor activation. 

Abbreviations used: HY = hydrophobic contact, HBA = Hydrogen bond acceptor. 

 

  



8. Binding Mode Differences of Similar Ligands or for Closely Related Proteins 

 

Figure S8 Examples for similar ligands that bind differently at the same protein (A) or the same ligand that exhibits 

distinct binding modes at closely related receptors (B). A) A ligand series shows inverse binding modes at the soluble 

epoxide hydrolases7. B) The ligand SERBA-1 adopts flipped conformations in estrogen receptor subtypes α and β8. 

  



9. HPLC Data for Virtual Screening Hits with Experimental Validation 
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0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

150

m
AU

8.
03

9

* DAD1A,Sig=254,4  Ref=360,100 [b]

Signal: * DAD1A,Sig=254,4  Ref=360,100 [b]
RT [min] Type Width [min] Area Height Area% Name

8.039 BV  0.25 246.49 138.55 100.00
Sum 246.49

Single Injection Report
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Data file: 2023-03-16 12-53-45+01-00-33.dx

Sequence Name: HPLC-UV-2023-03-16 04-50-
04+01-00

Project Name: Wahlpflicht_HPLC_WS22_23

Sample name: K6-A Operator: SYSTEM (SYSTEM)

Instrument: HPLC-UV Injection date: 2023-03-16 12:54:28+01:00

Inj. volume: 2.000 µL Location: 78

Acq. method: AG_Wolber_C18_95_5.amx Type: Sample

Processing method: *GC_LC Area
Percent_DefaultMethod.pmx

Sample amount: 0.00

Manually modified: Manual Integration

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0 12.5 13.0
Time [min]

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

m
AU

6.
55

5

7.
25

7

* DAD1A,Sig=254,4  Ref=360,100 [b]

Signal: * DAD1A,Sig=254,4  Ref=360,100 [b]
RT [min] Type Width [min] Area Height Area% Name

6.555 VM m 0.18 69.72 40.85 95.11
7.257 MM m 0.10 3.58 1.93 4.89

Sum 73.31

Single Injection Report
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Data file: 2023-03-16 13-24-19+01-00-35.dx

Sequence Name: HPLC-UV-2023-03-16 04-50-
04+01-00

Project Name: Wahlpflicht_HPLC_WS22_23

Sample name: K7 Operator: SYSTEM (SYSTEM)

Instrument: HPLC-UV Injection date: 2023-03-16 13:25:04+01:00

Inj. volume: 2.000 µL Location: 80

Acq. method: AG_Wolber_C18_95_5.amx Type: Sample

Processing method: *Auswertung_Purity_Wolber.pmx Sample amount: 0.00

Manually modified: None

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0 12.5 13.0Time [min]
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-0.2

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

2.2

m
AU

7.
39

7

* DAD1A,Sig=254,4  Ref=360,100 [b]

Signal: * DAD1A,Sig=254,4  Ref=360,100 [b]
RT [min] Type Width [min] Area Height Area% Name

7.397 VB  0.11 3.72 2.02 100.00
Sum 3.72

Single Injection Report
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MSD1 SPC, MM-ES+APCI

Instrument: uHPLC Agilent 1290 Infinity

Description: Column: ACQUITY UHPLC BEH C18 (1.7µm) 2.1mmx50mm T40°C Detection: DAD + 6120 Quadrupole Flow: 1.2mL/min. 
SolventA: Water+0.1% formic acid SolventB:MeCN+0.1% formic acid;Gradient:0min.2%B;0.2min.2%B;2.0min.98%
B;2.2min.98%B., 2.21min.2%B;2.5min.2%B;200-300nm+215nm

ACDFINAL.MAnalysis method:
8/14/2019 1:54:57 PMInjection date:
chemistAcq. operator:

0.100Injection volume:

7135_1F1Sample name:
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Signal: DAD1 C, Sig=215,4 Ref=off

1.836 0.39

1.501 99.17

1.356 0.44

RT [min] Peak Area Percent

Signal: DAD1 A, Sig=250,100 Ref=off

1.837 0.32

1.466 0.37

1.501 98.75

1.442 0.27

1.352 0.29

RT [min] Peak Area Percent



MSD1 SPC, MM-ES+APCI

Instrument: uHPLC Agilent 1290 Infinity

Description: Column: ACQUITY UHPLC BEH C18 (1.7µm) 2.1mmx50mm T40°C Detection: DAD + 6120 Quadrupole Flow: 1.2mL/min. 
SolventA: Water+0.1% formic acid SolventB:MeCN+0.1% formic acid;Gradient:0min.2%B;0.2min.2%B;2.0min.98%
B;2.2min.98%B., 2.21min.2%B;2.5min.2%B;200-300nm+215nm

ACDFINAL.MAnalysis method:
8/14/2019 1:26:33 PMInjection date:
chemistAcq. operator:

0.100Injection volume:

7129_1F1Sample name:
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Signal: DAD1 C, Sig=215,4 Ref=off

1.360 0.71

1.419 98.66

1.840 0.33

1.287 0.30

RT [min] Peak Area Percent

Signal: DAD1 A, Sig=250,100 Ref=off

1.836 0.29

1.419 98.09

1.476 0.67

1.359 0.62

1.287 0.34

RT [min] Peak Area Percent



MSD1 SPC, MM-ES+APCI

Instrument: uHPLC Agilent 1290 Infinity

Description: Column: ACQUITY UHPLC BEH C18 (1.7µm) 2.1mmx50mm T40°C Detection: DAD + 6120 Quadrupole Flow: 1.2mL/min. 
SolventA: Water+0.1% formic acid SolventB:MeCN+0.1% formic acid;Gradient:0min.2%B;0.2min.2%B;2.0min.98%
B;2.2min.98%B., 2.21min.2%B;2.5min.2%B;200-300nm+215nm

ACDFINAL.MAnalysis method:
11/5/2019 11:27:39 PMInjection date:
chemistAcq. operator:

0.500Injection volume:

7120_1F1Sample name:
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Signal: DAD1 C, Sig=215,4 Ref=off

1.379 0.38

1.067 98.07

1.117 0.56

0.958 0.36

0.884 0.63

RT [min] Peak Area Percent

Signal: DAD1 A, Sig=250,100 Ref=off

0.954 0.25

1.065 98.13

1.152 0.35

1.380 0.24

0.910 0.12

0.883 0.91

RT [min] Peak Area Percent



Manager Report

D-7000 HPLC System Manager Report

Analyzed: 31.10.20 11:19 Reported: 4. November 2020

System Name: Sys 1 HPLC Method: HPLC-Megdex (kurz)

Proc. Method: C-3357-H 

Application: Extrabolite Series: 6433

Vial Number: 47 Sample Name: C-3357-H-D11 

Vial Type: UNK Volume: 17,0 ul 

Injection from vial: 1 of 1 Sample Description:  

Channel 1 HPLC System: Anlage 9 (kurz)

Chrom Type: HPLC Channel : 1 Detection: ELSD

No. RT Area Height Area %

1 12,29 44.154 9598 0,577

2 12,46 7.586.203 1097593 99,212

3 12,78 1.594 1109 0,021

4 12,89 5.177 1660 0,068

5 12,9 1.467 1668 0,019

6 12,92 6.190 1675 0,081

7 13 1.645 772 0,022

7.646.430 1114075 100

Kurz-Gradient, Megdex mittels ELSD + evtl. UV-

Detektion

12,2
9

12,4
6

12,7
8

12,8
9

12,9
0

12,9
2

13,0
0

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Retention Time (min)

0,0

0,5

1,0

1,5

2,0

Intensity
 (AU)

Page 1
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Sample Name : C-3357-H-D11                   Date Acquired : 05.11.2020 20:20:32            Method File : CortecsC18_50x2,1_40C_Natx_LCMS3.lcm
Injection Volume : 5                               Vial# : 47

Segment#1
Intensity

28.584.521

39.876.587

(x10.000.000)

0,00

2,86

(x10.000.000)10,00

0 1 2 3 4 5

TIC(+)@1 (1)

TIC(-)@2 (1)

 3,
04

4 

 3,
04

1 

ELSD
V

0 1 2 3 4 5

0

1

 2,
96

5 

 3,
05

1 

 4,
26

5 

AU

0 1 2 3 4 5

0

1

1 PDA Multi 1 215nm,4nm

Positive3,044

10000000

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500

202,8 300,8

357,0

463,1 516,1 571,0 637,0
730,3

797,1 915,9952,8 1022,5 1110,3 1169,1 1258,4 1319,0 1444,0 1529,0

Negative3,042

5000000

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500

112,8 232,9 322,2

354,8

439,0 491,0 624,9 681,0

711,2

795,2 859,1 993,6 1067,4 1210,91255,0 1353,2 1431,71476,7 1562,4

Peak Table C-3357-H-D11
AD2

Peak#
 1 
 2 
 3 

Total

Ret. Time
 2,965 
 3,051 
 4,265 

Area
 61715 

 4029419 
 3457 

 4094590 

Area%
 1,507 

 98,408 
 0,084 

 100,000 

PDA Ch1 215nm
Peak#

Total
Ret. Time Area Area%



Sample Name : MEGx_Box_0408_G11_210121             Method File : UPLC_FA_BEHC8_100x2,1_MEGx_LCMS3.lcm Date Acquired : 04.02.2021 23:59:10
Injection Volume : 2                               Vial# : 76                               Tray# : 1

min

Intensity

30.713.986

26.361.538

(x10.000.000)10,00

(x10.000.000)

1,00

2,64

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

TIC(+)@1

TIC(-)@2

 5,
07

9 

 5,
07

8 

ELSD

min

V

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

0,00

0,25

0,50

 4,
42

9 

 4,
74

8 

 5,
04

7 

 5,
47

2 
 5,

55
1 

Positive5,072

1000000

2000000

3000000

4000000

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500

164,7

205,6 290,7

343,8

406,9
502,1 579,2

675,3

705,5 835,8 888,2 998,7 1097,3 1178,5 1228,9 1365,4 1445,6 1552,3

Negative5,074

10000000

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500

162,7 324,8

371,1

428,9 478,1 601,2 697,2 776,9 908,7 985,11030,5 1102,9 1217,5 1350,7 1428,5 1523,7

Peak Table MEGx_Box_0408_G11_210121
AD2

Peak#
 1 
 2 
 3 
 4 
 5 

Total

Ret. Time
 4,429 
 4,748 
 5,047 
 5,472 
 5,551 

Area
 3387 

 10533 
 2125897 

 40315 
 36204 

 2216336 

Area%
 0,153 
 0,475 

 95,919 
 1,819 
 1,633 

 100,000 
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Sample Name : MEGx_Store_MTP-1577_F12_190313       Method File : UPLC_BEHC8_150x2,1_MEGx_LCMS3.lcm    Date Acquired : 18.03.2019 12:43:21
Injection Volume : 2                               Vial# : 4                               Tray# : 0

Segment#1

min

Intensity

16.566.194

11.944.679

(x10.000.000)

0,00

1,00

(x10.000.000)

0,00

1,00

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

TIC(+)@1 (1)

TIC(-)@2 (1)

 7,
14
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 7,
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9 

ELSD

min

V

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

0,00

0,25
 7,
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3 

Positive7,139

1000000

2000000

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400

152,8

208,9

250,0 371,0

406,0

467,0 560,7 602,2 715,3 794,6832,1 888,4 1003,1 1071,9 1183,6 1277,4 1376,9 1468,1

Negative7,144

1000000

2000000

3000000

4000000

5000000

6000000

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400

224,8 379,1

433,0

486,9 540,7 635,2 775,2 821,1
901,3 998,5 1091,4 1216,3 1331,1 1385,6

Peak Table MEGx_Store_MTP-1577_F12_190313
AD2

Peak#
 1 

Total

Ret. Time
 7,073 

Area
 1123968 
 1123968 

Area%
 100,000 
 100,000 
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Manager Report

D-7000 HPLC System Manager Report

Analyzed: 9.1.21 9:19 Reported: 11. Januar 2021

System Name: Sys 1 HPLC Method: HPLC-Megdex (kurz)

Proc. Method: H-2192-G 

Application: Intrabolite Series: 6525

Vial Number: 44 Sample Name: H-2192-G-D08 

Vial Type: UNK Volume: 14,0 ul 

Injection from vial: 1 of 1 Sample Description:  

Channel 1 HPLC System: Anlage 9 (kurz)

Chrom Type: HPLC Channel : 1 Detection: ELSD

No. RT Area Height Area %

1 7,36 2.568.283 436275 100

2.568.283 436275 100

Kurz-Gradient, Megdex mittels ELSD + evtl. UV-

Detektion

7,36

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Retention Time (min)

0,0

0,2

0,4

0,6

0,8

Intensity
 (AU)

Page 1
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Sample Name : H-2192-G-D08                   Date Acquired : 12.01.2021 18:55:23            Method File : CortecsC18_50x2,1_40C_Natx_LCMS3.lcm
Injection Volume : 5                               Vial# : 44

Segment#1
Intensity

17.771.080

22.785.468

(x10.000.000)
1,00

(x10.000.000)10,00

0 1 2 3 4 5

TIC(+)@1 (1)

TIC(-)@2 (1)

ELSD
V

0 1 2 3 4 5

0,0

0,5

1,0

 1,
57
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 1,
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 2,
09

5 

AU

0 1 2 3 4 5

0

1
1 PDA Multi 1 215nm,4nm

Positive1,956

5000000

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500

129,9 189,8 273,9

369,0

412,9 531,2 569,1 701,4 849,0 963,6 1051,1 1109,6 1185,4 1240,0 1375,1 1524,5

Negative1,958

5000000

10000000

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500

169,1 270,9

396,0

413,0 492,7 579,9 699,2
747,2

814,9 917,2 984,4 1060,51105,4 1213,71257,4 1359,6 1521,1

Peak Table H-2192-G-D08
AD2

Peak#
 1 
 2 
 3 

Total

Ret. Time
 1,579 
 1,959 
 2,095 

Area
 4420 

 2442569 
 62420 

 2509409 

Area%
 0,176 

 97,336 
 2,487 

 100,000 

PDA Ch1 215nm
Peak#

Total
Ret. Time Area Area%
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5. Discussion 
After decades of opioid receptor research, safe opioid analgesics and approved opioid 

antidepressants are still lacking. The urgent need for safer analgesics for pain management 

is highlighted by the current opioid crisis in the United States [50]. The high non-response rate 

to standard antidepressants, combined with their slow onset of antidepressant effect, 

underscores the need for the approval of opioid antidepressants [51]. The rational design of 

desired opioid drugs is hampered by the limited understanding of how ligand binding to opioid 

receptors structurally leads to in vitro measured affinity and selectivity profiles. Therefore, this 

section highlights how the structural investigation of HS-731, Compound A, and SalA supports 

our concept of ligand-induced receptor selectivity and activity, and how the newly gained 

knowledge supports rational drug design in the field of currently understudied non-basic 

opioids. 

 

 5.1. Structural Analyses of Opioid Receptor-Ligand Complexes  
Rational design of KOR-selective ligands may lead to improved analgesics and novel 

antidepressants. Selective KOR antagonists as antidepressants avoid the dysphoric effects of 

MOR and DOR antagonists [56]. KOR-selective agonists as analgesics avoid the negative 

side effects associated with MOR and DOR agonism, such as respiratory depression and 

seizures (Table 1). However, opioid receptors share a common binding site that is highly 

conserved across receptor subtypes, which hinders the rational design of KOR-selective 

ligands. The understanding of how different opioid ligands mediate receptor subtype selectivity 

is limited. Therefore, we hypothesize that the identification of opioid receptor selectivity 

determinants is important for further rational drug design of KOR-selective ligands. This 

dissertation therefore aims to identify the selectivity determinants of three promising opioids, 

namely HS-731, Compound A, and SalA, by structural analysis. 

The clinical value of opioids strongly depends on their receptor activity profile, in particular 

their affinity, potency and efficacy. The binding of opioids is a prerequisite for the induction of 

potency and efficacy at the receptors. Thus, elucidation of binding modes, identification of 

important protein-ligand interactions, and rationalization of determinants responsible for 

affinity differences between opioids provide important insights for further drug design. Partial 

agonism is an activation profile considered useful in opioid analgesic research [71,72]. Thus, 

the rational design of KOR-selective partial agonists may be promising for the development of 

safer analgesics to reduce KOR-associated side effects like aversion [48,294]. However, 

partial agonists have been found rather by serendipity and the structural determinants 

responsible for the induction of KOR partial agonism are largely unknown. Therefore, one aim 
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of this dissertation was to elucidate the activity profile defining determinants for the three 

promising opioids HS-731, Compound A, and SalA by in silico structural analyses. 

 

5.1.1. Binding Mode, Selectivity Determinants and Activity Rationalization of 
HS-731 
In Article A the pharmacological profile of the peripherally restricted opioid HS-731 was 

characterized and rationalized in silico. The experimental in vitro evaluation at the classical 

opioid receptors (KOR, MOR, DOR) was already available from a previous study by Spetea 

and coworkers [295]. HS-731 is a peripherally restricted opioid that acts as a potent MOR 

(EC50 = 3.8 nM) and DOR (EC50 = 7.9 nM) full agonist, but a weak KOR partial agonist (EC50 

= 361 nM). In our study, the in vitro validation was performed at the NOP, showing no affinity 

to the NOP at concentrations up to 10 µM. 

We developed a new model for the binding mode of HS-731 at all opioid receptor isoforms 

using in silico docking experiments. Subsequently, we rationalized the experimental 

observations using molecular dynamics simulations, dynamic pharmacophore (dynophore) 

analysis, and interaction distance analysis. We identified the non-conserved residue 6.58 

located in TM6 as a selectivity determinant for HS-731 at the classical opioid receptors. This 

residue is positively charged in MOR (K3056.58), neutral in DOR (W2846.58), and negatively 

charged in KOR (E2976.58). Residue 6.58 shows selectivity through its interaction with the 

conserved lysine residue K5.39, which alters protein-ligand interactions. This selectivity is not 

due to size exclusion effects. In the MOR, K5.39 and K6.58 can both participate in ionic 

interactions with the carboxylate moiety of HS-731, which correlates with the highest affinity. 

In the DOR, no interaction between K5.39 and W6.58 can be detected and K5.39 still 

participates in ionic interactions with HS-731. The establishment of only one stable ionic 

interaction between K5.39 and HS-731 at the DOR results in a reduced affinity for the DOR 

compared to the MOR. At the KOR, E6.58 participates in ionic interactions with K5.39, 

weakening the ionic interactions between HS-731 and K5.39 and thus the ligand affinity 

towards the KOR. Notably, the detrimental effect of the ionic interaction between E6.58 and 

K5.39 at KOR was not significant based on the interaction frequencies alone, but on a detailed 

statistical interaction distance analysis. The residue E2976.58 has already been described as a 

selectivity determinant for the opioid receptor antagonist nor-BNI and its derivatives [296]. Nor-

BNI binds the KOR (E6.58) better than the MOR (K6.58), but swapping mutations (E6.58K in 

KOR, K6.58E in MOR) reverses the result. However, no atomistic explanation for this 

observation has been described. 

At the time of this study, no experimentally solved structure of the active state NOP was 

available. Thus, we determined the structural selectivity determinants responsible for the 
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absent NOP affinity of HS-731 based on a homology model. The active state KOR crystal 

structure (PDB-ID: 6B73 [13]) served as a template for the NOP homology model generation 

due to high receptor identity and similarity (sequence identity of 59%, sequence similarity of 

73%). Residues responsible for receptor selectivity are often not conserved between receptor 

subtypes. However, in this case, the conserved residue Y3.33, located deep within the 

conserved opioid binding site, was predicted to prevent HS-731 from binding to NOP. In the 

homology model of NOP, this residue points deeper into the binding side than in classical 

opioid receptors, thereby narrowing the width of the NOP binding site. The bulky morphinan 

scaffold containing HS-731 cannot be accommodated by this reduced binding site, which 

correlates with its lack of NOP affinity. The different orientations of the conserved parts of the 

receptor are caused by the complex conformational interplay of all amino acids of the protein, 

including the non-conserved ones. Of note, Wang and coworkers recently published a cryo-

EM structure of active state NOP bound to its native ligand nociceptin in 2023 (PDB-ID: 8F7X 

[43]), which supports our hypothesis. Within the crystal structure, Y3.33 adopts an orientation 

similar to that predicted by our homology model, pointing deep into the binding site. 

HS-731 shows a partial agonist profile at KOR which is considered favorable in terms of opioid 

safety [294,297,298]. However, structural determinants that define ligand functionality at the 

KOR, including full and partial agonistic profiles, are still lacking. Thus, the rational design of 

partial agonists remains challenging. We were able to rationalize the formation of HS-731's 

partial agonism at the KOR in agreement with the maintenance of full agonistic profiles at 

MOR and DOR. The salt bridge between K2275.39 and E2976.58 at the KOR hinders KOR 

activation in that the interaction between TM5 and TM6 prevents TM6 from moving outward 

[140,299]. The outward movement of TM6 is directly linked to the activation of GPCRs 

[176,300]. The salt bridge hypothesis is supported by the observation that the salt bridge 

between K2275.39 and E2976.58 at the KOR is present only in the inactive conformation (PDB-

ID: 4DJH). K2275.39 and E2976.58 interact with each other in about half of the MD simulation 

time and distance measurements at the intracellular part of KOR confirmed the adoption of an 

intermediate activation state KOR conformation with less pronounced TM6 outward 

movement. A similar interaction between TM5 and TM6 is not observed at MOR and DOR, 

which correlates with HS-731 having a full agonist profile at these receptor subtypes. Our 

results are consistent with previous in silico experiments of 6'-GNTI and 5'-GNTI at the KOR, 

which indicated a critical role of E2976.58 in TM6 translocation [301]. Sharma and coworkers 

[302] also correlated the transition from the KOR antagonist 5'-GNTI to the KOR agonist 6'-

GNTI with E2976.58 interactions that may lead to rotation of TM6. In addition, El Daibani and 

coworkers [53] who published a crystal structure of the G protein-biased ligand nalfurafine 

bound to the KOR, also linked the activation profile of nalfurafine to the salt bridge between 

K2275.39 and E2976.58. However, there are no in vitro data to support our partial agonism 
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hypothesis. Therefore, we propose to perform a mutagenesis study in which E297 is mutated 

to an alanine (E297A) or lysine (E297K) analog of the MOR. If our hypothesis is correct, HS-

731 would show full agonism at these mutant receptors. This structural insight into the partial 

activation of KOR should facilitate future efforts to develop safer opioid analgesics. 

HS-731 consists of a morphinan backbone linked to the amino acid glycine. This makes HS-

731 zwitterionic at physiological pH and therefore unable to enter the brain, i.e. HS-731 is 

peripherally restricted. As mentioned before, peripheral restriction of KOR agonists is a 

promising strategy for the development of safer analgesics [33,41,54,64,98-100]. As 

discussed above, HS-731 also exhibits partial agonism at the KOR, which is likely to further 

enhance its safety profile. These new insights into the structural selectivity determinants of 

HS-731, together with the known selectivity descriptors and those described in Article B could 

be used to derivatize HS-731 to increase its KOR selectivity. For example, modifying the 

carboxylate moiety of HS-731 to interact only with the conserved K5.39 but not the non-

conserved K6.58 in MOR would likely decrease MOR affinity. This could be facilitated by steric 

constraint of the carboxylate moiety. The introduction of a steric clash between an HS-731 

derivative and the bulky, non-conserved residue K2.63 in DOR would likely decrease DOR 

affinity. The new HS-731 derivatives could then combine three strategies for the development 

of safer analgesics, namely partial agonism, peripheral restriction, and KOR selectivity, 

increasing their potential for clinical use. Notably, El Daibani and coworkers [53] proposed the 

disruption of the intramolecular salt bridge between K2275.39 and E2976.58 essential for 

nalfurafine’s G protein bias. As HS-731 also disrupts this salt bridge, HS-731 may already 

have a G-protein bias, further increasing its clinical value. 

To further evaluate the functional profiles and clinical values of HS-731 and its derivatives, an 

in vitro assessment of arrestin recruitment followed by an in vivo evaluation of their side effect 

profiles could be performed. The in vivo analgesic potential of HS-731 has already been 

evaluated [303] revealing significant pain relief. However, this study did not assess potential 

side effects of HS-731. 

Taken together, we determined the binding mode of HS-731 at the classical opioid receptors, 

identified subtype selectivity descriptors rationalizing the measured experimental affinity of 

HS-731, and explained the observed partial agonistic profile of HS-731 at the KOR. Our 

findings promote our understanding of KOR activity and selectivity, which may facilitate future 

efforts in designing safer and more effective opioid analgesics. 
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5.1.2. Binding Mode, Selectivity Determinants, and Activity Rationalization of 
Compound A 
Article B includes an in vitro and in vivo characterization of the novel scaffold ligand Compound 

A at the classical opioid receptors as well as an in silico evaluation revealing its binding mode, 

activity determinants, and selectivity determinants. In previous in vitro studies [304], 

Compound A has been described as a weak MOR antagonist. In this study, we found 

Compound A to be a moderately potent KOR antagonist. In addition, we demonstrated that 

Compound A has no affinity for DOR at concentrations up to 10 µM as determined by 

radioligand binding assay. In vivo mouse models of visceral pain (acetic acid‐induced writhing 

assay) and inflammatory pain (the formalin test) confirmed the KOR antagonist activity of 

Compound A. To rationalize the selectivity profile of Compound A, we performed docking 

experiments and MD simulations followed by dynophore analysis to determine the binding 

mode and protein-ligand interaction patterns of Compound A. Our investigation revealed that 

the non-conserved residue 2.63 (DOR: K, MOR: N, KOR: V) prevents Compound A from 

binding to DOR. K2.63 at DOR is bulkier than N2.63 and V2.63 at MOR and KOR and is 

located deep within the binding site, preventing Compound A from binding. 

The differences in affinity between KOR and MOR can be rationalized by a halogen bond 

between Compound A and the KOR extracellular loop 1 and 2 residues (S123, W124, I208), 

which is absent in the MOR. The overall moderate affinity of Compound A at KOR and MOR 

can be further rationalized by its position in the binding site. Compared to the potent co-

crystallized morphinan-based opioid receptor antagonists JDTic, β-FNA, and naltrindole, 

Compound A is shifted away from TM5 towards TM2/TM3. In addition, Compound A lacks the 

possibility for interactions with conserved water molecules potentially involved in morphinan 

opioid binding, as it contains only a phenyl group instead of a phenol moiety. These findings 

can be used for further ligand optimization towards stronger KOR potency. 

Compound A represents a novel scaffold KOR antagonist with KOR preference but no KOR 

selectivity. The presented novel insights into the selectivity descriptors of Compound A provide 

an opportunity to optimize the KOR selectivity of Compound A. The new KOR selective 

derivative could undergo in vivo experiments to assess its pharmacokinetic profile. A short 

KOR blockade would be desirable, but even a long duration of action could provide further 

understanding of how this unfavorable behavior arises. 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that Compound A is a dual KOR/MOR antagonist with 

KOR preference and moderate activity at KOR. We evaluated the binding mode of Compound 

A and elucidated receptor subtype selectivity descriptors. Our findings will facilitate the rational 

design of novel, selective KOR antagonists and Compound A derivatives with improved clinical 

profiles. 
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5.1.3. Binding Mode Elucidation and SAR Analysis of SalA at the KOR 
In Article C we carefully evaluated the existing experimental data about SalA and its 

derivatives to determine the binding mode of SalA at the KOR in silico. We combined 

mutagenesis data for SalA, structure-activity relationship (SAR) data of SalA derivatives, and 

affinity data for SalA at all opioid receptors to define a binding hypothesis that rationalizes 

these experimental results. We employed docking experiments, MD simulations, and 

dynophore analysis to generate and evaluate the binding mode. SalA binds above the binding 

pocket described for morphinans in a less conserved part of the KOR. Its furan moiety points 

toward the receptor center, while its C2 and C4 substituents span toward the extracellular site. 

SalA interacts with several non-conserved residues and we propose that the non-conserved 

residues 2.63, 7.35 and 7.36 are responsible for the exceptional subtype selectivity of SalA. 

Protein-ligand interactions between SalA and these residues are not observed for the 

remaining opioid receptors. We evaluated our SalA binding hypothesis by rationalization of 

affinity differences between SalA and 18 close derivatives. Retention or disruption of the 

protein-ligand interaction pattern observed for SalA in the binding mode of its derivatives 

revealed that some interactions are more important than others for KOR affinity. Interactions 

of the C2 substituent of SalA seem to be most crucial, followed by interactions of its C1 and 

C4 substituents. The interactions of its C17 carbonyl group are less important in our model. 

Several attempts have been made to discover the SalA binding mode using in silico methods, 

resulting in the publication of several conflicting binding hypotheses [13,134,140-146]. The 

active state KOR crystal structure (PDB-ID: 6B73 [13]) was published in 2018, but many 

studies were conducted before. For example, most researchers used KOR models based on 

the inactive KOR structure (PDB-ID: 4DJH [42]) or active-like models based on other GPCR 

structures that significantly differ from the published active state KOR crystal structure. In 

addition, most researchers relied on mutagenesis data only without incorporating SAR data 

into the binding pose generation process. To the best of our knowledge, our study was the 

first comprehensive analysis of all experimental data around SalA and its derivatives since the 

publication of the active state crystal structure. 

During the pharmacological evaluation of our hits from the SalA-based virtual screening 

campaign described in Article D, cryo-EM structures of KOR bound to the SalA analog 

methoxymethyl-salvinorin B (momSalB) were published (PDB-IDs: 8DZP, 8DZQ [181]). The 

structural difference between momSalB and SalA is the presence of a methoxymethyl ether 

moiety at the C2 position in momSalB instead of a C2-acetoxy moiety present in SalA. Similar 

to SalA, momSalB shows high affinity and selectivity for the KOR acting as a full agonist [305]. 

Unexpectedly, momSalB adopts a different binding pose at the KOR compared to our in silico 

prediction (Article D, Figure 8). MomSalB binds to the morphinan-binding pocket deep inside 

the KOR instead of the more extracellularly located pocket predicted for SalA. This 
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experimentally determined binding mode of momSalB might raise doubts about our model. 

Therefore, we further analyzed the plausibility of our model compared to the binding mode of 

momSalB at the KOR as shown in the cryo-EM structure. First, the publication provides limited 

information on the generation of the deposited KOR-momSalB cryo-EM structures, particularly 

on the conformational sampling procedures. This leaves open the possibility of alternative 

ligand conformations. Second, the published binding mode of momSalB is not consistent with 

the experimental data published for SalA. In the cryo-EM structures, momSalB occupies a 

binding pocket strongly conserved among the opioid receptors and an overlay of the cryo-EM 

structures with the active state MOR (PDB-ID: 5C1M) and active state DOR (PDB-ID: 6PT2) 

does not reveal any potential steric clashes. These findings conflict with the experimental 

measured strong KOR subtype selectivity of SalA [305]. The physiological cleavage of SalA’s 

C2-acetoxy group to a mere hydroxy group causes inactivation at the KOR [136]. However, 

although the C2-moiety is crucial for KOR activity, the C2-methoxymethyl group of momSalB 

does not participate in protein-ligand interactions, as revealed by both static and dynamic 

analyses (Article D Figure 9 and S5). Additionally, in several MD simulations, momSalB 

strongly moves within the binding site (Article D Figure S6). The KOR-momSalB complexes 

do not rationalize the effect of several residues highlighted as important in SalA mutagenesis 

studies on KOR binding [134,140,145]. However, they contain a protein-ligand interaction with 

an unnatural residue (I135L) potentially biasing momSalB’s binding mode. 

Despite the issues with the compatibility of the momSalB cryo-EM binding mode and in vitro 

experimental results of SalA, it does not necessarily mean that the momSalB binding mode is 

incorrect. It could also mean that momSalB binds in a different way than SalA. SalA and its 

derivatives may adopt multiple distinct conformations at the same receptor, a phenomenon 

called ‘dynamic ligand binding’ [306]. Dynamic ligand binding was already observed for the 

estrogen receptor [307], muscarinic M2 receptor [275,306], and CYP enzymes [308]. It would 

also be possible that SalA and momSalB adopt different orientations in the same receptor 

despite their structural similarity. This phenomenon was already described for closely related 

ligands at PPARγ [309] and p38α [310]. 

Although a crystallization-based or cryo-EM-based structural determination of SalA’s binding 

mode is currently not available, using the in silico determined SalA binding mode as a starting 

point for virtual screening led to the discovery of two novel non-basic KOR agonists (Article D). 

This suggests that the binding mode of SalA described in our model may be useful for future 

drug design. 

In summary, we have determined a putative binding mode of SalA at the KOR through an 

extensive evaluation of available mutagenesis and SAR data as well as the use of in silico 

methods including docking, MD simulations, and dynophore analysis. The new binding mode 

is consistent with experimental data on SalA. The binding mode and insights from the 
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rationalization of SAR data will promote future efforts in designing non-basic KOR ligands. 

The discovered protein-ligand interaction pattern between KOR and SalA was used to conduct 

a virtual screening campaign aiming for novel non-basic KOR ligands (Article D). 

 

5.1.4. Insights from the Structural Analyses 
The aforementioned structural analyses of HS-731, Compound A, and SalA successfully 

identified their binding modes as well as selectivity and activity determinants. This section 

discusses how these findings will foster future drug design efforts. 

In the structural analysis of HS-731, we identified the conserved residue Y3.33 as a selectivity 

determinant, because this residue sterically prevents HS-731 from binding to the NOP. This 

residue is located deep within the conserved binding site where most opioids bind. Therefore, 

this selectivity determinant can be utilized for the design of opioids with selectivity for the 

classical opioid receptors (KOR; MOR; DOR) over the NOP by introducing a steric clash with 

NOP. 

In our analysis of Compound A, we described the selectivity-inducing effect of the non-

conserved residue 2.63 (DOR: K, MOR: N, KOR: V) due to size exclusion and differences in 

polarity. The polar and bulky K1082.63 of DOR is located at the top of TM2. Morphinan ligands 

typically bind deep within the conserved receptor pocket and smaller morphinan ligands such 

as naltrindole do not reach far enough toward TM2 to interact with residue 2.63 (PDB-ID: 

4N6H [44]). Thus, residue 2.63 can only be used for the rational design of opioids that favor 

or disfavor DOR if these ligands reach the TM2 region. However, several opioids fulfill this 

requirement. We surmise that ligands with longer, hydrophobic substituents reaching towards 

TM2 show KOR preference due to the small and greasy nature of V2.63 at KOR which is 

different from MOR and DOR. 

HS-731 achieves selectivity through the interplay of the conserved residue K5.39 and the non-

conserved residue 6.58 (KOR: E, MOR: K, DOR: W), which can be modified by HS-731. 

However, this selectivity determinant is likely to be rather difficult to exploit for future rational 

drug design, at least if KOR selectivity is desired. Opioid receptors that interact with both 

residues, such as HS-731, are likely to favor the MOR. Thus, decreased MOR affinity could 

be achieved by preventing ligands from interacting with the non-conserved K6.58. However, 

increasing KOR affinity would be more difficult to achieve because these ligands would likely 

require an additional positive charge to interact with E6.58. These ligands would then contain 

three charges which is highly un-drug-like. However, it would be feasible to use this selectivity 

determinant to reduce the MOR affinity of negatively charged opioids while using other 

selectivity determinants, such as residue 2.63, to favor KOR affinity. 
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In the structural analysis of SalA, we identified a potential new binding site with high diversity 

between the opioid receptor subtypes that can be used to rationally design KOR-selective 

ligands. The non-conserved residues 2.63, 7.35, and 7.36 were identified as selectivity 

determinants for SalA and if non-basic opioids bind to the same binding site at KOR, then 

these selectivity determinants would be generalizable to non-basic opioids. In addition, if 

typical basic opioids are large enough to reach the binding pocket of SalA, then these 

selectivity determinants would also apply to basic ligands. This is already shown for 

Compound A, which shares the selectivity determinant 2.63 with SalA. 

If non-basic opioids bind the KOR in a similar manner to SalA, not only selectivity 

determinants, but also activity determinants would be generalizable for non-basic opioids. 

Thus, not only the elucidation of the binding mode, but also the results of our comprehensive 

SAR analysis of SalA and its derivatives could likely facilitate future drug design approaches. 

For example, the SAR analysis highlighted interactions of the C2 and C4 substituents of SalA 

as more important than other interactions evaluated. Thus, rational-designed ligands forming 

hydrogen bonds to Y3137.36 and C210ECL2 are likely to show increased KOR affinity. 

We have identified the occurrence of the salt bridge between K2275.39 and E2976.58 at the KOR 

to prevent KOR activation. Since HS-731 disturbs this salt bridge in around 50% of the 

simulation time it results in partial agonism. In general, the better the ligands disturb this salt 

bridge the higher the KOR activation should be. By taking advantage of this factor, KOR 

ligands with tailor-made efficacy can be designed in a rational way. To the best of our 

knowledge, this is the first time that such an efficacy-regulating mechanism usable for rational 

drug design has been proposed for the KOR.  

Overall, the findings of our structural analysis are likely to promote the optimization of the 

evaluated ligands themselves and enable the rational design of new tailored modulators of the 

KOR. However, the insights gained from our structural analysis cannot cover all the 

mechanisms responsible for selectivity and activity. Further research on the structural 

correlation of opioids and their selectivity and activity profiles is needed to promote the rational 

drug design of optimized opioid ligands. 

 

5.2. Rational Drug Design of Novel, Non-Basic KOR Agonists  
Non-basic opioids are currently understudied with only a small number of non-basic scaffolds 

known. The development of new non-basic ligands would be desirable as they promise to 

show KOR selectivity or at least KOR preference [148-152]. However, the mechanism by 

which non-basic opioids bind to the KOR and facilitate receptor subtype selectivity remains 

unclear. Our structural analysis of SalA has shed light on this issue. Our proposed binding 

mode of SalA at the KOR and the rationalization of SalA’s SAR allow for subsequent rational 
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drug design of either SalA derivatives with improved clinical usability or the discovery of novel 

non-basic ligands via virtual screening campaigns. The latter allows for easy scaffold hopping, 

thus expanding the chemical space of non-basic opioids. Novel non-basic opioid scaffolds 

bear the promise to circumvent the unfavorable properties associated with SalA, i.e. its poor 

pharmacokinetic properties, difficult synthesis, fast metabolism, and hallucinogenic properties 

[136,147,153]. Therefore, we assume that a 3D pharmacophore-based virtual screening 

campaign based on the SalA is more promising than the derivatization of SalA for the 

development of non-basic KOR ligands. Therefore, the aim of this dissertation was to perform 

such a virtual screening campaign for the identification of novel non-basic opioids with 

chemistry different from SalA. 

 

5.2.2. Virtual Screening for Novel Non-Basic KOR Agonists 
In this study, a 3D pharmacophore-based virtual screening campaign was conducted to 

identify novel scaffold, selective, and non-basic KOR agonists as potential safer analgesics. 

We performed two separate 3D pharmacophore-based virtual screening techniques in 

parallel, namely a classical 3D pharmacophore-based virtual screening performed in 

LigandScout and a rapid overlay of chemical structures (ROCS) screening. The former relies 

solely on 3D pharmacophore features including exclusion volume spheres and is generally 

more restrictive. The latter focuses on the shape similarity between a query ligand and the 

molecules in the database, while also considering 3D pharmacophore features. We used the 

KOR-SalA complex model, which was developed in Article C, for virtual screening query 

definition. Multiple databases of natural products, natural product derivatives, and synthetic 

compounds - approximately 3 million molecules in total - have been screened. After docking 

experiments and visual inspection, 13 non-basic hit molecules were selected for experimental 

evaluation in vitro. Two out of these 13 molecules showed promising results in a radioligand 

binding-based pre-screening and therefore were selected for further experimental 

characterization. In vitro radioligand binding assays and in vitro GTPγS functional assays 

revealed that both hit molecules, 7 and 8, show affinity and potency values in the nanomolar 

concentration range. In particular, 7 binds to the KOR with a Ki value of 423 ± 97 nM and 

activates the KOR with an EC50 value of 181 ± 49 nM. 8 shows a Ki value of 68.5 ± 5.5 nM 

and an EC50 value of 854 ± 60 nM. 8 exhibits a full agonistic profile at KOR (108 ± 8%), while 

7 shows partial agonism with 48 ± 7% stimulation compared to the full agonist reference 

molecule U69,593. Both compounds show KOR selectivity as indicated by radioligand binding 

assays conducted at DOR and MOR. 

Our two hit molecules share a common spiro-scaffold (2-methylspiro[6H-pyrazolo[1,5-

a]pyrimidine-7,4'-piperidine]-5-one scaffold) that was never described for KOR ligands before 
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(Article D, Figure 4). 9, selected for in vitro evaluation was found to be inactive. This ligand 

shares the same spiro-scaffold as our novel agonists, enabling a preliminary SAR analysis. 

The two hit compounds 7 and 8 only differ in the halogen substitution of a benzamide 

substituent and are both active while the inactive 9 lacks the halogen-substituted benzamide 

and possesses a 4-pyridineamide instead. Thus, the halogen-substituted benzamide seems 

to be crucial for KOR activity. However, whether halogen substituents could be replaced by 

other bulky hydrophobic substituents remains elusive. A literature search showed that other 

opioids with spiro moieties have been described. However, all of them differ from our scaffold 

and contain a basic moiety that is not desired for this study. Therefore, we consider our spiro 

scaffold to be novel. Although the concept of selective targeting of the KOR by non-basic 

opioids is well-established, only a few non-basic scaffolds for KOR ligands have been 

identified so far [147-152]. Thus, the discovery of our new non-basic spiro-scaffold with KOR 

activity broadens the non-basic chemical space of opioids promoting the development of safer 

analgesics. 

We currently perform a ligand optimization study. Eight analogs of our hit compounds, sharing 

the same novel spiro-scaffold are currently under pharmacological evaluation at the lab of 

Mariana Spetea. The analogs differ from our lead structures mainly by their halogen 

substitution, but also by the replacement of the cyclopropyl moiety by heteroaromatics, the 

introduction of sulfonamide moieties, and the omission of the methyl substituent. One 

derivative even possesses a basic nitrogen atom to confirm our binding hypothesis. We aim 

to improve the understanding of protein-ligand interactions important for our novel ligands and 

to enhance their affinity and potency to make them safer analgesics. It is worth mentioning 

that 7 and 8 already exhibit sufficient activity, but there is still room for improvement. 

An interesting feature of our lead structures is the inverse relationship between affinity and 

potency. While 7 has the lower affinity but higher potency 8 shows the opposite. The reason 

for this phenomenon is currently unknown. It is possible that there is a bias for the G protein 

signaling pathway measured in the conducted [35S]GTPγS assay performed. However, this is 

speculative at this point. Therefore, we recommend follow-up in vitro evaluation of potentially 

biased signaling. 

Partial agonist opioids may be safer than full agonist opioids [97,294,297]. 7 exhibits such 

partial agonism combined with KOR selectivity, both of which are likely to increase the 

therapeutic value of 7. Although the results are encouraging, the present study only includes 

an in vitro evaluation of our hits. A detailed follow-up in vivo evaluation of 7 and 8 is necessary 

to assess their analgesic potentials and side effect profiles, in particular their hallucinogenic 

potential. SalA shows a strong hallucinogenic potential that is atypical for opioids. Although 

the opioid collybolide found in the mushroom Collybia masculata shares the furyl-δ-lactone 

substructure with SalA, there are no reports of hallucinogenic effects associated with Collybia 
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masculata [151]. Therefore, the psychedelic effects of SalA seem to be highly dependent on 

SalA’s chemical scaffold. Thus, we are optimistic that our hits will avoid this severe side effect 

because they have less structural similarity to SalA. 

For future derivatization, it would be desirable to aim for the inclusion of a peripheral restriction 

or G protein bias as both strategies likely improve the therapeutic value. However, whether or 

not these modifications are necessary will depend on the results of the in vivo evaluation of 

our lead compounds and the ongoing optimization campaign. 

 

Overall, we have identified two novel-scaffold, potent, selective, and non-basic KOR ligands 

through a virtual screening campaign based on SalA’s 3D pharmacophore. Both compounds 

share a novel spiro scaffold. Promising in vitro experimental results render our hit compounds 

potentially interesting for later clinical use. One of the hit compounds, 7, shows a partial 

agonist profile at KOR potentially increasing its therapeutic value. However, the side effect 

profiles of our lead compounds remain to be evaluated. Our findings expand the limited 

knowledge about non-basic opioids and should facilitate future efforts to design safer 

analgesics by circumventing MOR side effects with KOR-selective non-basic opioids. Thus, 

the third aim of this thesis could be addressed in a successful manner. 

 

5.3. Limitations and Usefulness of In Silico Methods 
This section discusses the limitations, uncertainties, and usefulness of in silico methods in 

drug discovery. Computational methods usually handle simplified biological systems to 

compute results in a reasonable time: Many algorithms for HM, docking, and virtual screening 

treat the receptor or ligand rather rigid [203,230,278], despite the flexible nature of biological 

systems. Computation of any potential movements would cause the calculation time to 

explode [311,312]. MD simulations that account for biological flexibility are computationally 

highly demanding and therefore limited to short time scales [254]. Additionally, the structure 

of MD simulation systems is simplified. In the MD simulations used in this dissertation, the 

protein-ligand complex was modeled without intracellular G protein bound to minimize the 

number of atoms and was embedded in a membrane consisting only of 1-palmitoyl-2-

oleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC) despite the more complex construction of biological 

membranes. Intermolecular and intramolecular interactions that determine the energy of the 

complex conformation as well as the forces within the system are calculated by the force fields 

[250]. Force field parameters are approximations even though they have been optimized to 

match experimental data and quantum-mechanical calculations [246]. Entropic terms are 

usually omitted [313]. HM assumes that the same sequence would result in the same protein 

conformation [206]. However, proteins are flexible and can adapt to interaction partners like 
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bound ligands thereby altering the conformation of the binding site essentially for the drug 

design process. GPCRs further switch between active and inactive states. Consideration of 

only one conformation therefore represents a strong simplification [203]. 

The system simplifications mentioned above result in uncertainties that could accumulate 

during drug discovery. Static crystal structure conformations could contain artifacts [314,315] 

resulting from insufficient density maps, inaccurate fitting, or not generalizable conformational 

adaptions to the bound ligand among others. Analogously, artifacts can be introduced into 

protein conformations obtained with HM by insufficient sequence alignment or inaccurate 

template structures [208]. In the case of GPCRs, the N-termini, C-termini, and loops may be 

unresolved in experimentally solved structures [2,10] and not modeled due to missing 

templates. Thus, potential influences of these receptor parts on the protein-ligand complex are 

neglected. Docking is known to produce false positives [242] and scoring functions used in 

docking fail to correctly score the putative docking solutions [221,222]. 3D pharmacophores 

represent interactions abstractly [278] therefore risking false positive hits in a virtual screening. 

In a workflow of crystal structure preparation followed by protein-ligand docking, 3D 

pharmacophore generation, and 3D pharmacophore-based virtual screening as performed in 

Articles C and D, it would be conceivable that artifacts within the crystal structure bias the 

docking results, that the 3D pharmacophore of the chosen docking pose would not represent 

the biologically active interaction pattern, and that the virtual screening hits would all be false 

positives. However, the uncertainties associated with in silico techniques can be reduced by 

meaningful validation of the results of each method before proceeding with the next method 

[169,203,242]. 

To increase the accuracy of protein prediction methods such as HM, model generation is 

followed by a validation that should include the incorporation of available information about 

the protein. In the case of the NOP homology model in Article A a geometric validation as well 

as a visual inspection of the NOP model was performed with special interest at D3.32 and the 

side chain orientation of the binding site residues. To avoid the selection of false positive 

docking poses in all included articles the scoring of the poses by the docking score was 

neglected and a visual inspection was performed. Alternative criteria for docking pose 

selection encompass 3D pharmacophore overlap to a reference ligand, Gaussian shape 

similarity score, agreement with mutational data and SAR studies, structural novelty, 

tautomers, interactions with specific residues, distorted ligand geometry, unsatisfied ligand 

heteroatoms among others. Furthermore, docking constraints favoring the generation of 

plausible docking poses were incorporated. Prior to the virtual screening in Article D, a 

validation of the predictive power of the 3D pharmacophore query was performed using ROC 

curves. The accuracy of virtual screenings can further be improved by consideration of 

sufficient ligand conformations to avoid missing potential hit conformations [316]. 
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Although in silico methods are associated with system simplifications and uncertainties, they 

have become established methods in drug design and significantly contributed to the 

discovery of new drugs and the mechanistic understanding of biological processes 

[281,286,317]. 

In silico methods allow for the investigation of biological events hardly observed in classical 

experiments [318] such as the interplay of HS-731, K5.39, and the non-conserved residue 

6.58 in Article A. In silico methods like virtual screenings are very time-effective and cost-

effective and yield higher rates of active compounds compared to classical methods like High 

Throughput Screening [169,312,318,319]. 3D pharmacophore-based virtual screening further 

allows for scaffold-hopping often desired in drug discovery [278]. 

 

Overall, in silico methods are highly useful for drug discovery purposes and represent a useful 

expansion of the drug discovery toolkit. In silico methods have benefits as well as limitations 

but contributed to the discovery of many active compounds. The meaningful combination of in 

silico methods with each other and with classical experimental methods reduces their 

drawbacks and further increases the usefulness of in silico methods. 
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6. Conclusion 
In this dissertation, comprehensive in silico studies were performed to address current 

questions in opioid research. A variety of in silico techniques such as docking and MD 

simulations combined with dynophore analysis were used to better understand the relationship 

between structural ligand or receptor motifs and pharmacological effects. This task is 

particularly challenging due to the complexity of opioid receptor signaling. In addition, a virtual 

screening campaign was conducted for the development of new opioid ligands. 

The four opioid receptor subtypes share a high degree of structural similarity. At the same 

time, our understanding of the determinants of opioid receptor selectivity is limited, hampering 

the rational drug design of subtype-selective opioids. However, such selective opioids are 

highly desired. Selective KOR agonists are promising as safer analgesics, while selective KOR 

antagonists may represent novel antidepressants. In addition, partial agonism is considered 

beneficial for opioid analgesics. However, the mechanisms underlying partial agonism remain 

elusive. This dissertation includes three articles in which we performed structural analyses 

and identified the binding modes of opioid ligands with subsequent elucidation of the subtype 

selectivity determinants and the activity-determining protein-ligand interactions. The first 

investigated opioid ligand was HS-731, representing a peripherally restricted opioid receptor 

agonist. The second assessed ligand was Compound A, an opioid antagonist with a novel 

scaffold. The third ligand was SalA, a non-basic KOR agonist. The affinity differences of HS-

731 between the opioid receptor subtypes mainly depend on the interaction interplay of 

residues 5.39 and 6.58 with each other and with the ligand as well as on the steric hindrance 

at NOP via Y3.33. The partial agonism of HS-731 at the KOR is due to the partial occurrence 

of a salt bridge between K2275.39 and E2976.58. The lack of affinity of Compound A for DOR is 

due to steric hindrance of the non-conserved K2.63 in DOR, while its preference for KOR over 

MOR correlates with the presence of an additional halogen bond at KOR. SalA occupies a 

novel binding site above the typical morphinan binding site, which is highly non-conserved 

providing a plausible explanation for SalA’s exceptional KOR selectivity. In all cases, the 

findings can be used to improve the clinical value of the aforementioned opioids, can be 

transferred to other opioid ligands and can be used for the design of novel opioids with tailored 

signaling profiles.  

Typical opioids contain a basic moiety that forms a salt bridge to the opioid receptor. Very few 

opioids without this basic moiety are known. These non-basic opioids are mostly KOR 

selective. Thus, non-basic opioids hold great promise for the development of analgesics with 

improved safety profiles because they bypass the MOR-associated side effects. However, our 

knowledge about how these non-basic opioids bind to the KOR is very limited. In the fourth 

article included in this dissertation, the putative binding mode of non-basic SalA was used in 
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a virtual screening to identify novel non-basic opioids. Two non-basic compounds from the 

virtual screening were experimentally confirmed to be potent and selective KOR agonists with 

nanomolar affinity and potency. Both compounds share a novel non-basic scaffold containing 

a spiro moiety. 

We have demonstrated that in silico techniques are useful and effective tools for the study of 

opioid receptors and the identification of new opioids. We are confident that the results of our 

studies will stimulate further efforts to design and optimize opioid drugs for clinical use. 

Ideally, in the next step, an in vivo evaluation of the new spiro lead compounds will be 

performed to assess the side effects and clinical value of these new non-basic compounds 

combined with the establishment of a SAR to optimize ligand affinity, potency, and efficacy. In 

addition, the SAR data may be used to predict the binding mode of the spiro scaffold to 

subsequently evaluate the possibility of a common binding mode of non-basic opioids. In 

addition, mutagenesis studies of residues 5.39 and 6.58 can be performed to confirm the KOR 

partial agonism hypothesis established in the structural analysis of HS-731 (Article A), which 

could then be used for the rational design of KOR partial agonists as safer analgesics.  
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